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Preface

The Multidisciplinary Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (MCEER) is a na-
tional center of excellence in advanced technology applications that is dedicated to the 
reduction of earthquake losses nationwide. Headquartered at the University at Buffalo, 
State University of New York, the Center was originally established by the National Sci-
ence Foundation in 1986, as the National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research 
(NCEER).

Comprising a consortium of researchers from numerous disciplines and institutions 
throughout the United States, the Center’s mission is to reduce earthquake losses 
through research and the application of advanced technologies that improve engineer-
ing, pre-earthquake planning and post-earthquake recovery strategies. Toward this 
end, the Center coordinates a nationwide program of multidisciplinary team research, 
education and outreach activities. 

MCEER’s research is conducted under the sponsorship of two major federal agencies, the 
National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), 
and the State of New York. Signifi cant support is also derived from the Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency (FEMA), other state governments, academic institutions, 
foreign governments and private industry.

The Center’s Highway Project develops improved seismic design, evaluation, and 
retrofi t methodologies and strategies for new and existing bridges and other highway 
structures, and for assessing the seismic performance of highway systems.  The FHWA 
has sponsored three major contracts with MCEER under the Highway Project, two of 
which were initiated in 1992 and the third in 1998.  

Of the two 1992 studies, one performed a series of tasks intended to improve seismic 
design practices for new highway bridges, tunnels, and retaining structures (MCEER 
Project 112).  The other study focused on methodologies and approaches for assessing 
and improving the seismic performance of existing “typical” highway bridges and other 
highway system components including tunnels, retaining structures, slopes, culverts, 
and pavements (MCEER Project 106).  These studies were conducted to:

• assess the seismic vulnerability of highway systems, structures, and components;
• develop concepts for retrofi tting vulnerable highway structures and components;
• develop improved design and analysis methodologies for bridges, tunnels, and retain-

ing structures, which include consideration of soil-structure interaction mechanisms 
and their infl uence on structural response; and

• develop, update, and recommend improved seismic design and performance criteria 
for new highway systems and structures.
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The 1998 study, “Seismic Vulnerability of the Highway System” (FHWA Contract 
DTFH61-98-C-00094; known as MCEER Project 094), was initiated with the objective 
of performing studies to improve the seismic performance of bridge types not covered 
under Projects 106 or 112, and to provide extensions to system performance assessments 
for highway systems.  Specifi c subjects covered under Project 094 include:

• development of formal loss estimation technologies and methodologies for highway 
systems;

• analysis, design, detailing, and retrofi tting technologies for special bridges, in-
cluding those with fl exible superstructures (e.g., trusses), those supported by steel 
tower substructures, and cable-supported bridges (e.g., suspension and cable-stayed 
bridges);

• seismic response modifi cation device technologies (e.g., hysteretic dampers, isola-
tion bearings); and

• soil behavior, foundation behavior, and ground motion studies for large bridges.

In addition, Project 094 includes a series of special studies, addressing topics that range 
from non-destructive assessment of retrofi tted bridge components to supporting studies 
intended to assist in educating the bridge engineering profession on the implementation 
of new seismic design and retrofi tting strategies.

This reports presents the results of an analytical and experimental study on a seismic design 
(or retrofi t) strategy that allows uplift and rocking of steel truss piers on their foundation. Dis-
placement-based steel yielding devices and velocity-dependant viscous dampers, installed at the 
uplifting location, were used to control system response. The behavior of 2- and 4-legged bridge 
steel truss piers was considered. Methods to predict their response under multiple components of 
seismic excitation were evaluated using nonlinear, inelastic time history analyses. The analytical 
investigation included ground motions typical of far-fi eld rock sites and near-fi eld ground mo-
tions with pulse-type characteristics. Also, the response of 4-legged piers that resist transverse 
and longitudinal demands in bridges was investigated with three components of ground motion. 
Experimental investigations included shake table testing of a rocking pier with the added devices 
to verify the analytical methods and further investigate the dynamic response. Response quantities 
of interest include pier displacements, impact velocity, and maximum developed forces. Overall 
system behavior and the methods of response prediction were shown to be reasonably accurate.  
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ABSTRACT

A large number of steel truss bridges were constructed in the U.S. when seismic resistance

was not considered.  Recent structural analyses of these bridges have revealed that they will

likely suffer significant seismic damage and have a risk of collapse during their remaining

service life.  Contributing significantly to their poor seismic behavior is the built-up, lattice

type members used to resist the lateral seismic forces and the pier anchorage connections

resulting in very little effective system ductility.  Also, these types of bridges may be a vital

geographical link to a region and must remain operational following a major earthquake.

Therefore, seismic retrofit strategies that enhance the global structural ductility, limit

maximum forces transmitted to existing members and the foundation (capacity protect), and

prevent residual deformations are needed.  

A seismic design (or retrofit) strategy allowing uplift and rocking of steel truss piers on their

foundation is investigated both analytically and experimentally.  To control system response,

the use of displacement-based steel yielding devices and velocity-dependant viscous

dampers, implemented at the uplifting location, are considered.  The devices can be

calibrated to capacity protect the existing vulnerable members and the foundation of the

structure.  The system provides a significant restoring force that can allow re-centering of the

structure with proper selection of device properties.  The behavior of 2-legged and 4-legged

bridge steel truss piers is considered and methods of predicting response under multiple

components of seismic excitation are evaluated using nonlinear, inelastic time history

analyses.  The analytical investigation of seismic response includes ground motions typical

of far-field rock sites and near-field ground motions with pulse-type characteristics.  Also,

the response of 4-legged piers that resist transverse and longitudinal demands in bridges is

investigated with three components of ground motion.  Experimental investigations include

shake table testing of a rocking pier with the added passive energy dissipation devices to

verify analytical methods and further investigate the dynamic response.  Response quantities

of interest include pier displacements, impact velocity, and maximum developed forces.

Overall system behavior and the methods of response prediction are shown to be reasonably

accurate using the analytical and experimental techniques. 
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1   Motivation

Many of the existing steel bridges in the U.S. were built at a time when seismic resistance

was not considered in the design or construction of the bridge (Ritchie et al., 1995).  Recent

earthquakes such as the 1989 Loma Prieta and 1994 Northridge in California, and the 1995

Kobe earthquake in Japan, as well as recent research, have exposed several deficiencies in

the design and detailing of structural elements in steel bridges to resist earthquake

excitations.  Contributing to the seismic deficiency of existing steel bridges are the steel truss

piers that support some bridge superstructures.  Such 2-legged and 4-legged truss piers can

have poor seismic performance as a result of the limited ductility of built-up lateral load

resisting bracing members (Lee and Bruneau 2004).  In addition, the bracing members’

connections and the pier’s anchorage connections are likely seismically inadequate (Pollino

2004).  Retrofit of these elements to resist seismic demands elastically is an option, but it can

be very costly and gives no assurance of performance beyond the elastic limit.  

The required level of seismic performance of a bridge will depend greatly on its use, value

as a geographical link for an area, and redundancy of the surrounding transportation system.

For “critical” transportation links, a level of performance not necessarily provided by code

requirements is required that would allow the structure to remain operational following a

major seismic event.  Whether for retrofit or new construction, approaches for the seismic

design of bridges that provide this increased level of performance, at a reasonable cost, are

needed.

Currently, approaches for seismic resistance of steel bridges primarily include the use of a

ductility based design and passive control techniques.  These approaches can provide varying

levels of performance however at different levels of cost, required maintenance, and

reliability.  Currently, ductility based design approaches are expected to provide satisfactory

performance by limiting damage and preventing collapse of the structure.  However, damage

is expected that would leave the structure with a permanent offset (residual displacement)
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and would likely require significant repairs before the structure can be re-opened for service.

Passive control techniques include the use of metallic or viscous damping devices that are

often implemented throughout the structure to absorb earthquake energy and prevent damage

to key structural elements.  Seismic isolation has been a proven form of passive control for

bridges that uses bearings, likely implemented between the bridge deck and its supports, that

provides a horizontally flexible layer that elongates the structure’s period of vibration, adds

energy dissipation, can be very effective at reducing seismically induced forces compared to

other techniques.  However, implementation of seismic isolation bearings to an existing

bridge (retrofit) can be a significant undertaking in terms of cost and labor.  Also, isolation

bearings implemented on a bridge will likely require a maintenance program to ensure their

mechanical properties do not significantly deviate throughout the life of the bridge, from

those initially assumed.  Each approach to seismic resistance has benefits and drawbacks that

would be weighed during the design or retrofit process of a particular bridge to determine the

most effective solution.  These approaches to seismic resistance and protection have been

applied to actual bridges while their behavior continues to be investigated in academic

research.  

More recently, the reliance on stable rocking to provide satisfactory seismic performance has

received a renewed interest: more research is being conducted on this topic and various levels

of rocking response have been considered in the retrofit of large bridges (see Section 2).

This is in part due to a growing appreciation for the ability of such systems to efficiently

withstand seismic demands elastically with little to no damage while providing a self-

centering ability.  Thus rocking behavior, if properly designed, can meet important seismic

performance objectives such as elastic response of the structure while re-centering following

an earthquake. 

1.2   Objectives and Scope of Work

This study investigates the use of rocking behavior with added passive energy dissipation to

control displacements and maximum developed forces such that the structure can be

designed to remain elastic and re-center following an earthquake, thus protecting its

structural integrity and functionality.  Focus is placed here on implementation of controlled
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rocking to bridge steel truss piers, however, many of the concepts presented are general

enough such that they could be applied to other types of structures, lateral force resisting

systems, and materials.

As part of the development of this controlled rocking approach for the seismic protection of

bridge steel truss piers, a number of analytical studies and experimental tests were conducted

to investigate response of single truss piers such that they could be implemented as a seismic

protective “component” in a bridge.  Much of the work presented here is an extension of

previous research (Pollino 2004).  The scope of the work conducted to expand upon previous

findings is described below:

1. Investigate the dynamic response of 2-legged controlled rocking piers subjected to

simultaneous horizontal and vertical ground motion components focusing on effects

to pier displacements and forces.  Develop design equations to predict the forces

developed resulting from the combination of horizontal and vertical effects.

2. Consider the use of both displacement and velocity-dependent passive energy

dissipation devices.  In particular, the displacement-dependent devices had properties

typical of steel yielding devices (i.e. buckling-restrained braces, TADAS devices,

shear panels, etc.) that exhibit bi-linear hysteretic behavior and the velocity-

dependent devices had properties similar to fluid viscous dampers (linear or

nonlinear).  

3. Evaluate the effects of near-fault ground motions containing strong pulse-type

excitation using analytical and experimental methods.

4. Develop the hysteretic and kinematic behavior of controlled rocking 4-legged piers

subjected to three components of ground motion.  Also, expand upon the simplified

method of analysis and the design equations developed for 2-legged piers such that

they can be applied to predict response of 4-legged piers.  Evaluate the equations
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developed that describe the hysteretic behavior and the design equations using

nonlinear time history analysis.

5. Develop an experimental testing program for earthquake simulation testing to

investigate the response of a controlled rocking pier specimen subjected to different

forms of seismic excitation and using different passive energy dissipation devices.

6. Evaluate the methods of analysis (simplified and finite element analysis, FEA) and

design equations using the results of the experimental testing program.  

1.3   Original Contribution of Work

The original contribution of this work to the current state of knowledge in the field of

structural and earthquake engineering is as follows:

1. The characterization and quantitative prediction of response resulting from higher

vertical mode effects of rocking structures provides additional understanding of the

rocking behavior.  Both analytical and experimental studies performed in the past by

a number of researchers and practicing engineers have recognized the effects of such

response however an understanding of the mechanisms causing this behavior and

methods to quantify it at a fundamental level were needed.

2. The bi-directional behavior and response of rocking steel braced frame structures

subjected to multiple components of seismic excitation expands upon the current

state of understanding.

3. A design methodology, based on the developments of the fundamental behavior, has

been formulated that provides simple (not requiring advanced analytical models) and

reliable (shown through analytical and experimental studies) approach for the

prediction of response such that controlled rocking piers could be implemented as a

seismic protective “component” in a bridge.
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4. The experimental testing program included investigation of response of a specimen

to bi-directional horizontal excitation which has not been performed in the past, to

the authors knowledge.

1.4   Organization

This report contains seven sections, a list of references, and four appendices and is organized

as follows:

Section 2 provides a brief overview of recent research and applications of rocking for the

seismic resistance of structures.  It also provides necessary background information of

concepts related to the controlled rocking approach described in Pollino (2004).

In Section 3, the response of 2-legged controlled rocking piers to multiple components of

excitation is discussed and an energy based formulation for prediction of impact velocity is

developed.  Also, response to near-fault excitation is investigated.  The application of two

different types of passive energy dissipation devices are discussed.

Section 4 expands upon the concepts developed for 2-legged controlled rocking piers to

provide relevant information on behavior, analysis, and design of 4-legged controlled rocking

piers subjected to three components of ground motion.  Response of 4-legged piers is then

evaluated using 3-dimensional nonlinear time history analysis.

The experimental testing program undertaken is discussed in Section 5.  All relevant details

pertaining to the similitude scaling, specimen design, passive energy dissipation devices,

excitation, and instrumentation is discussed.  Specimen design uses concepts presented in

Sections 3 and 4.

The results of testing are presented in Section 6.  The analytical tools (FEA and simplified

analysis method) and developed design equations are evaluated through comparison with the

experimental results in terms of key peak response quantities and response history traces (in

the case of FEA).
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Finally, a summary, conclusions, and recommendations for further research for controlled

rocking of structures are provided in Section 7.
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FIGURE 2-1   Specimen By16-120 (Lee and Bruneau, 2004) (a) Buckled Shape and
(b) Final Fracture of Member

(a) (b)

SECTION 2

BACKGROUND

2.1   General

Steel truss bridge piers supporting a slab-on-girder or truss bridge exist in nearly every region

of the U.S.  Lateral load resisting pier elements consisting of built-up lattice type members

with riveted connections were prevalent at the time of construction of many of these bridges.

These built-up lattice type members can suffer global and local buckling (figure 2-1)

resulting in loss of pier lateral strength and major structural damage during an earthquake

(Lee and Bruneau, 2004).  Another possible non-ductile failure location is the anchorage

connection at the pier-to-foundation interface.  While strengthening these existing vulnerable

elements to resist seismic demands elastically is an option, this method can be expensive and

also gives no assurance of performance beyond the elastic limit.  Therefore it is desirable to

have structures able to deform inelastically, limiting damage to easily replaceable ductile

structural "fuses", able to produce stable hysteretic behavior while protecting existing

non-ductile elements.  Retrofit strategies that include increasing the strength and/or ductility

of existing pier members through repair or replacement were investigated by Berman and

Bruneau (2005).  Ideally, it would also be desirable to prevent residual inelastic deformations

and have structural systems that can be self-centering following an earthquake.

Releasing of the pier-to-foundation anchorage connections’ tensile capacity (or allowing

them to fail) would allow a steel truss pier to rock on its foundation, effectively increasing
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FIGURE 2-2   Sketch of Controlled Rocking Bridge Pier

its period of vibration and partially isolating the pier.  Such a connection would need to resist

translation (sliding) in the two horizontal directions but should allow vertical translation

(uplift) from the support.  A base connection was designed and implemented as part of the

experimental testing program (Section 5.4.1) that developed the necessary boundary

conditions and is simple and practical.  Adding passive energy dissipation devices at the

uplifting location would restrain the uplift displacements while providing additional energy

dissipation.  This retrofit strategy also is advantageous because the location of the pier

anchorage tends to be easily accessible compared to other parts of the bridge.  A sketch of

a controlled rocking bridge pier is shown in figure 2-2.  The rocking system described has
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an inherent restoring force, capable of allowing for automatic re-centering of the tower,

leaving the bridge with no residual displacements after an earthquake.  The connection at the

base of the pier legs to their supports is critically important in developing the boundary

conditions that allow the rocking response.

Background information relevant to the continued development of this controlled rocking

approach for the seismic protection of bridge steel truss piers is discussed in this section.  A

review of prior research pertaining to rocking structures, post-tensioned self-centering

systems (that exhibit similar behavior to rocking systems), and passive energy dissipation

devices is provided in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 respectively.  A few bridges have been

designed or retrofitted using a rocking approach for seismic resistance and are discussed in

Section 2.5.  Section 2.6 provides necessary information and discussion of concepts

developed previously as part of this research project.  A simplified method of analysis, used

for the prediction of maximum displacements of controlled rocking piers, is presented in

Section 2.7 since it is used extensively throughout this report.  Finally, the properties of a set

of steel truss bridge piers deemed representative of piers in use today are presented in Section

2.8.  These properties are used to illustrate or verify concepts later developed.

2.2   Prior Research on Rocking Structures

Evidence of rocking of structures has been observed following major earthquakes and used

to explain how very slender and relatively unstable structures may have been able to survive

strong earthquakes (Housner, 1963).  The study of rocking structures possibly started with

investigation of the free-vibration response of rigid rocking blocks, and their response to

some simple forms of dynamic loading (such as rectangular and sinusoidal impulses), as well

as to earthquake excitations.  An expression for an amplitude dependent period of vibration

during rocking and a method to determine the amount of kinetic energy lost upon impact

(occurring in each half-cycle) was developed assuming an inelastic collision to occur upon

impact.  Housner (1963) concluded that “the stability of a tall slender block subjected to

earthquake motion is much greater than would be inferred from its stability against a constant

horizontal force”.  
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From that point some analytical and experimental work was done to predict the response of

rocking structures to earthquake motions.  Many investigated the response of rigid blocks

with emphasis on preventing overturning.  Meek (1978) first introduced aspects of structural

flexibility to the seismic response of single-degree-of-freedom rocking structures.  Psycharis

(1982) followed with an analytical study of the dynamic behavior of simplified multi-degree-

of-freedom (MDOF) structures supported on flexible foundations free to uplift.  Two spring

foundations and the Winkler foundation model were both used to study the rocking of rigid

blocks, and only the two spring foundation model was used to study MDOF flexible

structures.  Three different mechanisms were considered to introduce energy dissipation into

the foundation attributed to soil radiation damping upon the assumed inelastic impact that

occurs during each half-cycle.  The energy dissipation mechanisms included spring-dashpot

and elastic-plastic spring systems.  It was noted that vertical oscillations were introduced to

this uplifting system when subjected solely to horizontal excitation.  Observations on the

benefits of allowing uplifting to occur (opposed to a fixed-base structure) were not

conclusive in terms of displacements and stresses, as response varied significantly depending

on system parameters and the characteristics of the ground excitations.  

Shake-table testing of a rocking frame with energy dissipating devices introduced at the uplift

location was performed by Kelley and Tsztoo (1977).  An approximately half-scale 3-story

steel frame was designed (figure 2-3a), with restraints provided to prevent horizontal

movement, and mild steel, torsionally yielding bars used as energy dissipating devices at the

uplifting location (figure 2-3b).  The test results indicated that the rocking concept with

energy dissipating devices provided beneficial response, in terms of base shear, to the same

frame with a fixed base, thus preventing uplift.

Priestley et. al. (1978) recognized that following the New Zealand seismic design

requirements for buildings at the time would indirectly result in allowing rocking of part or

all of some structures during an earthquake.  However, rather than characterizing this as an

unsafe condition, they recognized this could be advantageous in some instances.  In order to
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FIGURE 2-3   Uplifting Frame Tested by Kelley and Tsztoo (1997) (a) Elevation
View of Steel Frame Specimen and (b) Steel Torsional Yielding Device Introduced

at Base of Column

(a)

(b)

prevent excessive secondary structural damage caused by large rocking displacements, a

simple method to predict the maximum displacement of the rocking response during

earthquakes was developed.  Using the work of Housner (1963), a response spectra design

approach was used by transforming the rocking system into an equivalent SDOF linear

viscous oscillator.  The only energy dissipation in the structural system was assumed to be

provided by the inelastic collisions occurring upon each impact.  The simple SDOF model

tested was subjected to free-vibration response, sinusoidal excitations, and the 1940 –S El

Centro record.  Results verified Housner’s theory on the amplitude dependent frequency

assuming inelastic collisions, and the simple method developed by Priestley et. al. (1978)

predicted the maximum displacements with reasonable accuracy, especially for design

purposes.  It was noted  during testing that no significant rebound occurred after impact, that

large vertical accelerations were induced during impact, and that placing rubber pads

underneath the impacting legs to represent a flexible foundation decreased the vertical

accelerations significantly. 

Roh and Reinhorn (2006) investigated the behavior of rocking concrete columns for

buildings that were utilized as part of a weakening and damping strategy for seismic design.

The lateral force and deformation behavior was developed from the initial (elastic) response
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FIGURE 2-4   Rocking Wall Specimen with Flexural Steel Yielding Devices at
Uplifting Location (Toranzo et. al., 2001)

through the phases of cracking, yielding, crushing, and then rocking.  Of particular interest

was the stress distribution at the ends of the columns which significantly affect the flexibility

of the column and thus the lateral (global) force deformation behavior of the column.  The

theoretically derived behavior was shown to be in very good agreement with advanced

nonlinear finite element analysis.

Toranzo et. al. (2001) proposed a rocking wall system for buildings.  Steel flexural yielding

elements were placed at the uplifting locations to increase lateral strength and provide

hysteretic energy dissipation.  With the interest of providing a framework for design, a

method for determining the maximum expected displacements was proposed based on the

Direct Displacement Method (Priestley and Kowalsky, 2000).  Testing of the rocking wall

was performed using a uni-axial shake table.  A picture of the rocking wall specimen tested,

along with the hysteretic energy dissipating devices, is shown in figure 2-4. 
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FIGURE 2-5   Uplifting Braced Frame Tested by Midorikawa et. al. (2003) (a)
Frame and (b) Specially Detailed Yielding Base Plate

(b)

(a)

Midorikawa et. al. (2003) experimentally examined the response of a steel braced frame

(figure 2-5a) allowing uplift at the base of columns and yielding of specially designed base

plates (figure 2-5b).  A 3-story, 2-bay braced frame was subjected to shake table tests using

the 1940 El Centro motion, applied in a single horizontal direction.  Tests were performed

with plate details providing different levels of uplifting strength including a fixed-base case

for comparison.  It was found that the uplifting base plate yielding system effectively reduced

the seismic response of building structures and that the base plates were able to provide
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(2-1)

(2-2)

(2-3)

 reliable performance for the uplifting displacements while transferring shear forces.  The

axial forces observed in the columns during rocking may have been affected by the impacts

caused during rocking.

Makris and Konstantinidis (2002) examined the fundamental differences between the

response of a SDOF oscillator and the rocking response of a slender rigid block (inverted

pendulum structure) and introduced the concept of a rocking spectrum.  The rocking

spectrum consists of rotation and angular velocity spectra as a function of a “period” defined

by:

where

where 2b and 2h are the block width and height respectively.  The rocking spectrum is

generated, assuming no sliding of the block such that only rocking response occurs, by

solution of the following nonlinear equation of motion representing the rocking motion under

a horizontal ground acceleration:

It was found that the rocking spectrum exhibits “noticeable order” until displacements that

nearly cause overturning are reached.  It was also reported that methods of predicting

displacements of rocking blocks using typical response spectrum, such as the method used

in Priestley et. al. (1978), may provide acceptable results in some cases, but that there are

kinematic characteristics of the rocking system that cannot be reflected in the response

spectrum.

More recently, Konstantinidis and Makris (2005) have numerically investigated the seismic

response of multi-drum classical columns typical of those found in temples from ancient

Greece such as the at the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (figure 2-6).  It was found that sliding

of each drum was possible even at horizontal force levels lower than the coulomb friction
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FIGURE 2-6   Multi-drum Columns Under Repair at Temple of Zeus at Nemea

force due to the impact that occurs during the rocking response.  Also, no correlation was

found between the peak acceleration of the excitation and peak rotation of the columns

however a strong connection was found between the peak rotation and a “length-scale”

pfactor, L  (Makris and Black, 2004), that is the product of the excitation’s dominant pulse

p pperiod (T ) and velocity amplitude (v ).

2.3   Research on Post-tensioned, Self-centering Systems

Exhibiting very similar behavior to the rocking structures discussed in Section 2.2 are post-

tensioned (a.k.a. hybrid) structures.  Instead of (or in addition to) the restoring force provided

by the gravitational weight of the structure, post-tensioning strands can be introduced into

the structural framing that provides a significant restoring force that can possibly re-center

the structure.  The technique of unbonded, post-tensioning of columns, beams, or walls for

the seismic resistance of structures has been of considerable interest over the past 15 years

and some examples are discussed here.  

Stone et. al. (1995) investigated the use of post-tensioned precast concrete beam-column

connections and mild steel.  Quasi-static testing of ten hybrid connection sub-assemblages

was performed and the connections were shown to meet or exceed the performance of
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FIGURE 2-7   Rocking Column Concept of Mander and Cheng (1997) (a) Sketch
and (b) Specimen Tested on Shake Table

conventional monolithic connections in terms of energy dissipation, strength, and drift

capacity.

Mander and Cheng (1997) proposed rocking concrete bridge columns as a seismic resistant

system consistent with a proposed design methodology called Damage Avoidance Design

(DAD).  In this concept, each bridge column was allowed to rock individually by making the

rebar discontinuous at the column ends thus allowing rocking at the column/cap beam and

column/foundation beam interfaces.  The columns were subsequently designed as pre-cast

elements, post-tensioned vertically to increase and control the lateral strength.  A sketch of

a deformed bridge pier with the rocking column concept is shown in figure 2-7a.  The

kinematics of the rocking behavior and force-displacement relationship were established for

the rocking columns.  The primary energy dissipating mechanism for the system is the lost

energy upon impact.  A method of converting the lost energy into equivalent viscous

damping was established following the assumptions of Housner (1963).  In some cases,

yielding of the pre-stressing tendons was allowed for increased energy dissipation.  Static

testing was performed to verify the force-displacement behavior and the effect of the pre-

stressing tendons.  Shake table testing was also performed (for the specimen shown in figure

2-7b) to verify the concepts presented, along with the simplified design procedure.
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FIGURE 2-8   Hybrid Concrete Bridge Column (Palermo et. al., 2005)

Holden et. al. (2003) experimentally compared, using quasi-static testing, the performance

of a half-scale, conventional ductile concrete wall with that of a post-tensioned precast

concrete (hybrid) wall specimen with hysteretic energy dissipation devices implemented at

the base.  While the conventional, code-compliant designed ductile wall exhibited very good

hysteretic behavior up to drift levels of 2.5%, it incurred significant damage and would have

likely been left with a large residual displacement following a seismic event.  The hybrid

specimen, which required significantly less steel reinforcement due to the force limiting

mechanism (base overturning moment), had only minor cracking at the corners of the wall

and provided self-centering of the wall. 

Perez et. al. (2004) proposed the use of post-tensioned, precast concrete walls (2 or more in

the same plane) with ductile shear yielding devices implemented vertically between the two

walls to provide energy dissipation to the system.  Parametric analytical studies were

performed to verify theoretically derived behavior and a proposed design procedure.  Key

design parameters were identified and recommendations were provided for varying these

parameters to meet performance objectives.

Palermo et. al. (2005) has proposed the use of a hybrid system for concrete bridge piers that

uses vertical post-tensioning of the concrete bridge columns and different forms of energy

dissipation devices (hysteretic, friction, and visco-elastic), as shown in figure 2-8.  
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FIGURE 2-9   Post-tensioned Steel Moment-frame Connection with Top and Bottom
Angles (Ricles et. al., 2001)

A displacement based approach is discussed for the design of both bridge piers and/or bridge

systems.  Following on this work, Marriott et. al. (2006) experimentally and analytically

investigated these hybrid connections for the seismic resistance of concrete bridges.  Quasi-

static and pseudo-dynamic testing confirmed the desired performance of the connection that

included no “physical” damage and the self-centering ability.  

Ricles et. al. (2001) proposed the use of post-tensioned connections for steel frames.  The

post-tensioning strands were implemented along the length of steel beams and attached at the

column flange, clamping the beam ends to the column flange.  Angle members were bolted

to the beam flange and column flange such that under lateral loading of the frame and

following opening of the gap at the beam-column interface, the angle member would yield

in flexure.  A typical exterior connection is shown in figure 2-9.  An analytical model was

developed using fiber elements and calibrated based on the results of quasi-static sub-

assemblage testing of a connection.  Dynamic, time history analyses of a 6-story steel

building showed that the steel frames with these types of post-tensioned connections

exceeded the performance of a moment-resisting frame with typical welded connections.
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FIGURE 2-10   Post-tensioned Steel Moment-frame Connection with Energy
Dissipating Bars (Christopoulos et. al., 2002)

Christopoulos et. al. (2002a) proposed the use of a post-tensioned connection similar to that

of Ricles et. al. (2001).  Energy dissipating bars that yield in tension and compression are

attached to the beam flanges and column.  Subjected to lateral loads, the gaps open at the

beam-to-column interface activating the energy dissipating bars, as shown in figure 2-10.

The hysteretic behavior of the system exhibits a “flag-shaped” response.  This flag-shaped

hysteretic behavior was investigated numerically by Christopoulos et. al. (2002b).

Parametric seismic analyses of SDOF flag-shaped hysteretic systems showed that a flag-

shaped system of equal or lesser strength could match or enhance the response of an elasto-

plastic (SDOF) system in terms of displacement ductility (while also being able to self-

center).

2.4   Existing Rocking Bridges

A limited number of bridges currently exist in which rocking of the piers during earthquakes

has been allowed to achieve satisfactory seismic resistance.  The South Rangitikei Rail

Bridge, located in Mangaweka, New Zealand (figure 2-11a) is such an example bridge,

designed and constructed in the 1970's with pier legs allowed to uplift under seismic loads

(Priestley et. al., 1996).  With pier slenderness ratios of more than 5, large overturning

moments would develop at the base of the pier.  Allowing pier rocking, significantly reduced

moments that needed to be resisted.  Instead of allowing free uplift at the base of each pier

leg, torsional steel yielding devices, shown in figure 2-11b, were added to control the amount
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(a)

FIGURE 2-11   South Rangitikei Rail Bridge (Priestley et. al., 1996) (a) Pier and (b)
Torsion Steel Yielding Device at Base of Pier Legs

(b)

of uplift while providing energy dissipation (damping).  The amount of uplift was limited to

125mm by stopping mechanisms.

The North Approach of the Lions’ Gate Bridge, located in Vancouver, British Columbia was

seismically upgraded during the 1990's (Dowdell and Hamersley, 2000).  The North

Approach Viaduct consists of 25 composite plate girder spans with span lengths ranging

from about 25-38 meters (figure 2-12a).  Early investigations revealed that many piers would

develop large uplifting forces at the foundation.  Advantages of using a rocking strategy for

seismic retrofit provided a force limiting mechanism, while concentrating retrofit work at the

tower bases (a more easily accessible location compared to other parts of the structure). 
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FIGURE 2-12   Lions’ Gate Bridge North Approach Viaduct (Dowdell and
Hamersley, 2000) (a) Steel, V-braced Piers and (b) Flexural Steel Yielding Devices

Implemented at Uplifting Location

(b)

Some concerns arose due to the effects of dynamic impacting of a pier leg with the

foundation and coupling of vertical and horizontal modes during rocking.  Implementation

details for the rocking system included removing the nuts of the existing anchor bolts to

allow uplift without damage, tying individual foundation pedestals together with tie beams

to prevent differential settlement, driving piles through liquefiable soil layers, providing

longitudinal and transverse restrainers at deck-level and installing lead core rubber bearings

at the abutment.  Also, the capacity of some pier diagonals and columns were increased by

bolting additional material to the member to increase their elastic buckling capacity.  Flexural

yielding steel devices (figure 2-12b) were placed at the anchorage interface to provide

hysteretic damping and limit the uplifting displacements.  Recognizing the increased

dynamic force effects resulting from the rocking response, the engineers utilized a 3-

dimensional nonlinear dynamic time history model of the approach spans for prediction of

maximum forces.  

The benefits of allowing partial uplift of the legs of bridge piers has been also recognized by

other practicing engineers and the idea has been adopted for the retrofit of some major steel

bridges in California.  The seismic vulnerability of the Carquinez Bridge was assessed in

1994 and it was determined that the bridge would require retrofitting to meet current seismic

(a)
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FIGURE 2-13   Carquinez Bridge, California (Jones et. al., 1997) (a) A-frame Pier
and (b) Uplifting Restraining System Used

(a) (b)

resistance standards.  As part of this work, the displacement capacity of the A-frame piers

(figure 2-13a), which are expected to carry a significant portion of the seismic loads, was

evaluated using nonlinear pushover analysis (Jones et. al., 1997).  It was determined that the

existing pier was unable to provide the necessary seismic performance for this important

transportation link.  Three seismic retrofit strategies were investigated which included;

rocking of the frames on the concrete foundations, base isolation with friction pendulum

bearings, and using viscous dampers in the steel towers.  Base isolation and viscous dampers

provided a beneficial response, but member and connection retrofit would still have been

necessary in both cases and the high costs associated with both of these systems was

unattractive.  The final retrofit solution was to allow limited rocking of the A-frame towers.

A transfer girder, shear keys, restraining beams and elastomeric bearing pads were placed

below the tower columns.  A schematic of the base connection is shown in figure 2-13b.  The

restraining beams are allowed to yield during an earthquake, providing energy dissipation,

while the elastomeric bearing pads are expected to partially absorb impacts during rocking.
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FIGURE 2-14   Uplifting at Base of Tower Leg of Golden Gate Bridge from Finite
Element Model (Ingham et. al., 1997)

The Golden Gate Bridge, completed in 1937, began a seismic retrofit program in the 1990's

following the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake (Ingham et. al., 1997).  While the Golden Gate

Bridge was not damaged during the earthquake, the San Francisco Bay Bridge was closed

for one month due to damage, causing huge economic losses thus prompting a seismic

evaluation of all major crossings in California, including the Golden Gate Bridge.  The

retrofit solution for the bridge’s main towers allowed each tower leg to uplift from the

foundation by about 2.3 inches, which substantially reduced tower leg stresses compared to

the fixed-base alternative.  Finite element analysis was used to investigate the nonlinear

deformation behavior of the tower leg’s multi-cellular riveted steel construction.  A picture

of the model is shown in figure 2-14.  The uplifting caused large axial compressive stresses

to develop at the base of the tower legs upon impact requiring the significant stiffening

within the multi-cellular construction of the tower leg.  Also, the lack of edge distance from

the compressive zone of the tower leg to the foundation pedestal’s edge required the

installation of post-tensioned, high-strength threaded bars through the concrete pedestals to

provide confinement and increase the shear resistance near the pedestal edge.

Another major California toll bridge that underwent major rehabilitation following the Loma

Prieta earthquake was the San Mateo-Hayward Bridge (Prucz et. al., 1997).  The bridge is

7.1 miles long and has a 1.85 mile long main span supported on steel and concrete towers.

The steel towers (shown in figure 2-15a) required an increase in overall ductility to satisfy

performance objectives.  To achieve the desired performance, modifications were made to

the column base connections, the columns and the spandrel beams.  The column base
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FIGURE 2-15   San Mateo-Hayward Bridge (a) Steel Tower and (b) Modified
Anchorage Connection (Prucz et. al., 1997)

connections (shown in figure 2-15b) were modified to allow for each tower leg to rock and

yield their anchor bolts during uplift.  Steel sleeves were placed around the top of the anchor

bolts that could resist compression following tensile yielding and was believed to improve

cyclic behavior and reduce impact during the rocking motion.  Modifications to the column

base connections included adding anchor bolts between the existing anchor bolts to increase

connection strength, ductility and redundancy.  Also, steel pins were added at the column

base to transfer the base shear and concrete was added inside the base of the column to

increase the stability of its walls.

It is also worth noting that pier E17 of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge experienced

rocking during the Loma Prieta earthquake (Housner, 1990).  Pier E17 serves as an anchor

pier for the bridge superstructure from pier E11 to pier E17.  The concrete bent was not

intended to rock however damage following the earthquake provided evidence that rocking

of the concrete columns had occurred. 

                          (a) (b)
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2.5   Prior Research on Passive Energy Dissipation Devices for Seismic Protection

2.5.1   Steel Yielding Devices

The seismic design of steel lateral force resisting systems, such as special concentrically

braced frames (SCBF), eccentrically braced frames (EBF), and special moment resisting

frames (SMRF) (AISC, 2005), rely on the inelastic deformations within the structural

framing to dissipate seismic energy using capacity design principles.  However, damage

following an earthquake is expected that would require significant repairs and possible

replacement of frame members.  More recently, the use of sacrificial steel elements that

absorb earthquake energy through non-recoverable plastic work have been used (or

considered for use) as passive energy dissipation devices in both buildings (Soong and

Spencer, 2002) and bridges (Zahrai and Bruneau, 1998).  These steel yielding devices (a.k.a

metallic dampers, hysteretic dampers) can be designed to limit or prevent damage to the

primary framing system by acting as ductile structural “fuses” (Vargas, 2006).  A review of

a few such devices are discussed in the following sub-sections, although others exist.

2.5.1.1   Buckling-restrained Braces (BRB)

Buckling-restrained braces, also known as unbonded braces (type of BRB made by Nippon

Steel Corporation of Japan), are an emerging seismic device providing, in some cases,

supplemental strength, stiffness and energy dissipation to structures.  The concept of the

buckling-restrained brace behavior contrasts from that of a conventional brace in a significant

way.  A conventional bracing member subjected to axial loads is able to yield in tension, but

typically exhibits global and/or local buckling under compression at a load less than the

tensile yield force.  Under some circumstances, the buckling of these members within a

structural system can provide satisfactory seismic performance (AISC, 2005), even though

buckling is not an ideal form of energy dissipation.  A buckling-restrained brace is designed

to instead allow the brace to reach full yield in tension and compression.  It consists of a

ductile steel core, carrying axial load, surrounded by a restraining part that prevents global

buckling of the core.  An “unbonding” material is placed between the steel core and

restraining part to limit the shear transfer between the two components, accommodate the

lateral expansion of the brace in compression due to the poisson effect, and to ensure that the

buckling prevention component will not carry axial load (i.e. will not significantly increase
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FIGURE 2-16   Primary Components of Buckling-restrained Brace

the strength of the brace).  Figure 2-16 shows sketches of the primary components of a

buckling-restrained brace.  

Several different cross-sections of the steel core and restraining mechanisms have been

investigated.  Use of a cruciform or rectangular plate as the yielding steel core, wrapped in

an unbonding material, and inserted in a rectangular or square HSS steel tube filled with

mortar has been a popular configuration that has shown to develop stable hysteretic behavior.

Sample specimen dimensions considered in past experimental studies with this type of

configuration are shown in figure 2-17.  

A number of researchers have investigated the behavior of BRBs.  Watanabe et. al. (1988),

Wada et. al. (1989) and Watanabe et. al. (1992) investigated the effect of the outer tube

configuration, in particular the outer tube flexural capacity, on the performance of the brace.

Hasegawa et. al. (1999) performed shake table testing of an unbonded brace subassemblage

using the 1995 Kobe Marine Observatory Record and the 1940 El Centro record.  The

unbonded brace was subjected to a maximum axial strain of 7.2% in one of the tests and

stable hysteretic behavior was reported throughout the testing.  Iwata et. al. (2000) tested four

braces with cross-sections shown in figure 2-18.  Specimens 1 and 3 have a soft rubber sheet

between the core and restraining part to act as the unbonding layer while specimens 2 and

4 only had a small clearance between the core and restraining part.  Hysteretic behavior of

the 4 specimens is shown in figure 2-19.  It was found that each specimen behaved 
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FIGURE 2-17   Experimentally Tested Cross-sections of Buckling-restrained Braces
(Black et. al., 2002)

FIGURE 2-18   Cross-sections of Experimentally Tested Unbonded Braces by Iwata
et. al. (2000)
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FIGURE 2-19   Hysteretic Response of Unbonded Braces Tested by Iwata et. al.
(2000)

satisfactorily up to axial strains of 1% however at higher levels of strain the braces behaved

differently.  Rapid development of local buckling was observed in the specimens without the

unbonding material, resulting in low cycle fatigue and eventual fracture.  Black et. al. (2002)

tested five specimens with properties representative of braces designed for implementation

in two seismic retrofit projects in California.  Loading protocols for the testing included the

SAC basic loading history, SAC near-field, OSHPD loading history, low-cycle fatigue tests,

and displacement histories derived from predicted building response for specific earthquake

records.  The tested braces exhibited ductile, stable and repeatable hysteretic behavior.  A

Bouc-Wen analytical brace model (Wen, 1976) was found to model the behavior of the

braces “with fidelity”. 

2.5.1.2   Triangular Added Damping and Stiffness Device (TADAS)

The triangular added damping and stiffness device (TADAS) (shown in figure 2-20) consists

of a number of triangular shaped steel plates that allow uniform yielding in flexure along the

length of each plate.  The device is implemented such that it is fixed at the wide end of the

triangular plate and pinned at the tip of the plates such that the plates act as cantilever
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FIGURE 2-20   Sketch of TADAS Device (Tsai et. al., 1993)

members and deform in single curvature.  The mechanical properties of the TADAS device

and a design procedure was established by Tsai et. al. (1993).  Tsai et. al. (1993) also

performed quasi-static component tests of TADAS devices and pseudo-dynamic tests of a

two-story frame with implemented TADAS devices .  Testing revealed that the devices could

exceed plastic rotations of 0.25rad. with no strength or stiffness degradation.  However, the

connections of the devices are critical to developing the desired hysteretic behavior and

preventing significant secondary stiffening.

2.5.2   Fluid Viscous Dampers

The use of viscous damping devices in the seismic design of civil engineering structures is

relatively new (15-20 years) however they have been used in military applications for many

years (Constantinou and Symans, 1992).  The fluid viscous damping device discussed here

consists of a stainless steel piston rod with a specially shaped head and orifices that passes

through an enclosed cylinder filled with a silicone oil.  A sketch of the key components of

this type of fluid viscous damper is shown in figure 2-21.  The orifices and shaping of the

piston head significantly affect the characteristics and output response of the device.  Fluid
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FIGURE 2-21   Sketch of Internal Components of a Fluid Viscous Damper
(Constantinou et. al., 1998)

viscous dampers manufactured by Taylor Devices, Inc. of North Tonawanda, NY have been

extensively tested and have been implemented in numerous bridges and buildings worldwide

(Constantinou et. al., 1998).   

Analytical and experimental studies of buildings and bridges with fluid viscous dampers

implemented was performed by (Constantinou and Symans, 1992).  A number of other

studies followed that have investigated the behavior of fluid viscous dampers and their

influence on structural response (Reinhorn et. al., 1995; Seleemah and Constantinou, 1997).

Also, procedures for the seismic design of structures with supplemental fluid viscous

dampers have been proposed by Whittaker et. al. (1993) and Ramirez et. al. (2000).  A set

of recommended provisions for the seismic design of buildings or other structures with

damping systems is provided in FEMA 450 (2004).

2.6   Developments on Controlled Rocking in Pollino (2004)

Relevant fundamental behavior of the controlled rocking approach, presented in Pollino

(2004), is reviewed here in order to provide necessary information that will provide clarity

in the further developments of this seismic protective approach discussed in this report.

Included in this section is the development of the static cyclic hysteretic behavior using step-

by-step plastic analysis concepts, a methodology to quantify the dynamic force effects that

result from the impact and uplift that occurs during rocking response, and a simplified

analysis method that can be used for design.  
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FIGURE 2-22   Model used for Static Pushover Analysis

2.6.1   Static Hysteretic Behavior

The key parameters for the hysteretic response of the rocking bridge pier system considered

ohere include the fixed-base lateral stiffness of the existing steel truss pier (k ) and the height-

to-width aspect ratio of the pier (h/d).  The passive energy dissipation device considered is

a steel yielding device that is assumed to exhibit elastic-perfectly plastic hysteretic behavior

yd dwith a yield force, F , and an elastic stiffness, k .  Also, the weight excited by horizontally

h vimposed accelerations (w ) and the vertical gravity weight carried by a pier (w ) are assumed

equal here and expressed as w.  

The simplified model used for static pushover analysis is shown in figure 2-22.  The model

considers motion of the pier in a direction orthogonal to the bridge deck and assumes there

to be no interaction with other piers or abutments through the bridge deck.  The various steps

and physical behaviors that develop through a typical half-cycle are shown qualitatively in

figure 2-23.  By symmetry, the process repeats itself for movement in the other direction.

Section 2.6.1.1 describes the pier response for the 1  cycle.  Transition from 1  to 2  cyclest st nd

response occurs when the devices yield and the braces carry a portion of the weight after the
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FIGURE 2-23   Cyclic Pushover Response of Rocking Bridge Pier.  (a) Global
Response and (b) Response of Steel Yielding Device

(2-4)

system comes to rest upon completion of the cycle (a phenomena to be explained later).

Section 2.6.1.2 describes how this response differs for the 2  and subsequent cycles.  Sectionnd

2.6.1.3 discusses some implications of the rocking response on the post-yield stiffness of the

controlled rocking bridge pier system.

2.6.1.1   1  Cycle Responsest

As the horizontal load applied at the top of the pier is increased, the initial lateral

displacement at that location is entirely due to elastic deformations of the pier’s structural

omembers.  The stiffness of the pier, k , is a function of its bending and shear flexibility (step

1 to 2 in figure 2-23).  The horizontal force-displacement response at the top of the pier, until

uplift begins, is defined by:

G owhere D =“global” horizontal displacement at the top of the pier and k  is defined above.

Uplifting of a tower leg begins when the restoring moment created by the tributary vertical
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(2-5)

(2-6)

(2-7)

(2-8)

(2-9)

(2-10)

bridge weight is overcome by the applied moment (position 2 in figure 2-23).  The horizontal

force at the point of uplift is defined by:

hwhere / =inverse of the aspect ratio and w was defined previously.  The displacement at thed

point of uplift in the 1  cycle response is defined by:st

The global stiffness is reduced after uplift as the flexibility includes deformations of the pier

and base rotations as a tower leg begins to uplift.  The horizontal pier stiffness is given by

ok .  The base rotational stiffness can be projected to give its effect on the total horizontal

flexibility and is controlled by the brace stiffness and the pier aspect ratio as:

These deforming mechanisms act as two springs in series as the horizontal load is increased.

Thus, the structural stiffness from uplift to the yield point (step 2 to 3 in figure 2-23) is

defined here as the elastic rocking stiffness and is expressed by:

The pier is then pushed until the device yields, which assumes the device to be the weak link

yalong the lateral load path.  The horizontal force at the onset of brace yielding, P , and thus

the structural system yield strength is defined by:

y1The corresponding system yield displacement for the first cycle, D , is defined as:

Ignoring strain hardening in the brace and a second order effect to be discussed in Section

2.6.1.3, the system has zero post-elastic stiffness and is deformed to its ultimate displacement
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(2-11)

(2-12)

(2-13)

u(Ä ).  The ultimate displacement is dependent on the seismic demand and a method for

calculating the ultimate displacement is discussed in Section 2.7. 

rAs the horizontal load is reduced, the pier first responds elastically with stiffness k , the

tensile force in the device also reduces per its initial elastic properties. A deformation in the

yd yd yd ddevice of 2D , where D  is the yield displacement of the device equal to F /k , is required

for the device to reach its yield strength in the reverse direction which requires a deck-level

y1 yddisplacement of D +D (h/d) from the undeformed position.  The applied lateral load at the

top of the pier at the point of reverse yielding of the device, (point 5 in figure 2-23), is

defined by:

The corresponding displacement at this point is defined as:

The device displaces plastically in compression and again is assumed to yield with no

significant stiffness until the uplifted pier leg returns in contact to its support (step 5 to 6 in

ofigure 2-23).  At this point of contact, system stiffness is again defined by k .

ydIt can be seen from (2-11) that if the device yield strength (F ) is greater than half of the

2bridge deck weight tributary to the pier ( / ) then the horizontal force required at yielding inw

the reverse direction is negative.  Thus the restoring moment provided by the vertical

tributary weight is not enough to yield the device upon unloading, leaving a pier leg slightly

elevated above the foundation and not allowing for self-centering of the pier.  By limiting the

2device strength to / , the plastic rotations accommodated at the pier base can be returned tow

the undeformed position leaving the pier with no residual deformations.   A local strength

Lratio, h , is defined here as:

LParameters that give h  less than one allow for pier self-centering. 
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(2-14)

(2-15)

FIGURE 2-24   Free-Body Diagram of Pier, at Rest, after 1  Cyclest

2.6.1.2   2  Cycle Responsend

As a device yields in compression and the pier settles back to its support, the device

effectively carries a portion of the bridge weight equal to its yield strength (assumed to be

ydF ).  The corresponding free-body diagram of a pier in an undeformed shape after the 1st

cycle is shown in figure 2-24.  As a result of this transfer of the gravity load path, a smaller

ohorizontal force is required to initiate uplift causing an earlier transition from stiffness k  to

rthe rocking stiffness k  thus increasing the flexibility and system yield point from the 1  cyclest

response as can be seen by the 2  cycle curve in figure 2-23.  The horizontal force at thend

conset of uplift can be shown equal to P  (defined by 2-11) and is defined for the 2  andnd

subsequent cycles as:

The corresponding displacement at the point of uplift in the 2  and subsequent cycles isnd

equal to:
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(2-16)

FIGURE 2-25   Hysteretic Behavior of 1  and 2  Cyclesst nd

The yield displacement can be expressed as:

yThe yield strength of the system, P , is unchanged.  The force in the device changes from its

yd ydcompressive strength (F ) to tension yielding (F ) for the 2  and subsequent cycles thatnd

y2exceed deck level displacement of D .  Hysteretic behavior in the 1  and subsequent cycles,st

for a given magnitude of inelastic deformation in the devices, are shown together on a single

plot in figure 2-25.  Note that the controlled rocking bridge pier considered develops a flag-

shaped hysteresis.  This is due to the combination of pure rocking response from the restoring

moment, provided by the bridge deck weight, and energy dissipation provided by yielding

of the devices.

2.6.1.3   Influence of Second Order Effects on Hysteretic Response

The proposed rocking bridge pier system has characteristics of both a linear-elastic oscillator

and a rigid rocking system.  The restoring force for the pier flexibility is provided by
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(2-17)

(2-18)

(2-19)

(2-20)

relasticity while the restoring moment, M , for base rocking is provided by gravity and equal

to:

As the center of mass displaces, the restoring moment provided by gravity is reduced.  The

reduction of the restoring moment is dependent on the ratio of the horizontal seismically

induced displacement of the bridge deck to pier width (d) such that the restoring moment can

be defined in terms of the induced displacement as:

This loss in restoring moment can be written in terms of the loss in horizontal base shear as:

Thus from (2-19) it can be seen that there effectively exists a negative stiffness of -w/h in the

hysteretic response.  The loss of restoring moment becomes more pronounced at larger

displacements and is therefore examined further for the post-yield response.  Considering this

effect along with the strain hardening of the devices, in the form of a post-yield stiffness ratio

syd h d(a =k /k ), results in a global post-yield stiffness of:

dwhere k  is the initial, elastic stiffness of the device equal to:

Therefore, under some circumstances the strain hardening of the devices can negate the

effective negative stiffness due to the nonlinear geometric effect, thus resulting in a positive

pyglobal post-yield stiffness, k . 

For pier widths and aspect ratios considered herein (representing bridge piers), a modestly

sized device can result in a positive global post-yield stiffness.  However in some cases

where the base width of a bridge pier is not of this magnitude, this effect may be more

(2-21)
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FIGURE 2-26   Representative Piers for Calculation of Vertical Stiffness of X-

braced Piers

critical.  Due to the fact that the restoring moment is lost with increasing displacement, the

self-centering ability is also affected.

2.6.2   Excitation of Vertical Modes During Rocking Response

Some of the past analytical and experimental studies investigating systems that allow a

rocking response, discussed in Section 2.2, have observed an increase in demands beyond

that explained through the static behavior as a result of impacting and uplift of the pier legs

with the foundation.  However, they have not provided significant insight into the possible

mechanisms causing these additional demands.  The passive energy dissipating devices

(buckling-restrained braces, viscous dampers, etc.) can be calibrated to control the rocking

response to within certain limits, however, as part of a capacity-based design philosophy,

these additional demands must be accounted for in order to capacity protect the primary

structural elements of the system during seismic excitation.    

A methodology to quantify the dynamic force effects has been developed considering a

simple steel bridge braced frame.  However, the concepts presented are general and could be

extended to include different materials and structural systems.  The steel braced frame

pconsidered is illustrated in figure 2-26 and has a number of square panels (n ) with a height

p(h) and a width (d=h/n ) with the bracing members in a concentric X-configuration.  The
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FIGURE 2-27   Static Free-Body Diagrams and Hysteretic Response of Frame

through Half-cycle of Rocking Motion

concept will be presented here for a controlled rocking pier with a steel yielding device that

yd d ydhas the general properties discussed previously (F , k , D ).

2.6.2.1   Discussion of Dynamic Response of Controlled Rocking Frame

If the system is designed to allow for frame rocking and self-centering, then after a leg uplifts

from the foundation, it eventually returns to its support with a certain velocity upon impact

(position 2 in figure 2-27).  Without a more sophisticated analysis of the impact that occurs

between the frame leg and the foundation, an elastic impact is assumed to occur resulting in

no loss of system energy thus providing an upper bound on the forces developed within the

frame.  As the frame leg begins the impacting process, the weight tributary to that leg is also

suddenly (impulsively) returned to the impacting leg forcing the leg to remain in contact with

the foundation.  As the motion continues, the frame shifts its axis of rotation from the base
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of one leg to another and the weight and device forces are suddenly transferred through the

frame vertically to the frame leg that is now being compressed.  Beginning with the initial

velocity upon impact and followed by the transfer of impulsive forces, a number of dynamic

effects are occurring that need to be considered to capacity protect the frame.  A fundamental

structural dynamics approach is used here that identifies the vertical modes of vibration that

are excited and calculates the response from each dynamic effect when the frame is subjected

to horizontal excitation.  As will be shown, the forces developed due to the vertical

accelerations of the mass can be quite significant and need to be accounted for to achieve

capacity protection of the frame.  

2.6.2.2   Static Transfer of Vertical Loads

Before addressing the dynamic response of rocking steel braced frames, it is worthwhile to

briefly review their static behavior.  The transfer of loads statically through the braced frame

during rocking response is described for a half-cycle of motion (shown in figure 2-27)

ustarting from a displacement of -D  (position 1 in figure 2-27), a point at which one side of

the frame has uplifted from the foundation and yielded the steel device.  The free body

diagram of the frame in five different positions while rocking (assuming static response)

from left to right, is also shown in figure 2-27.  As the frame travels from position 1 to 2, the

force in the steel device is reversed and the steel device yields until the uplifted leg returns

2to its support at position 2.  In position 2, half of the weight, / , is being transferred directlyw

2 Ldown the left leg while a portion of the weight, / (1-h ), is transferred through the framew

2 Ldiagonals also to this leg.  From 2 to 3 the portion of the weight, / (1-h ), is transferred tow

the impacting leg on the right.  From 3 to 4 the frame begins to move in the other direction

2and the other half of the weight, / , is transferred to the leg on the compressive side throughw

the diagonals.  At position 4, the frame is on the verge of uplift and then from 4 to 5 the

L 2frame uplifts, activating the steel device until it reaches its yield force (h  / ) at point 5.w

This force is transferred through the frame vertically to the compressive side. 
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(2-22)

(2-23)

(2-24)

(2-25)

2.6.2.3   Review of SDOF Linear Mass-Spring Systems Subjected to Impulsive Load

The response of simplified linear mass-spring systems subjected to a step force with finite

rise time is first reviewed to provide the relevant theory to determine the dynamic

amplification during the rocking response. 

A general solution for the displacement response of a linear dynamic system, based on an

impulse-momentum formulation, known as the convolution integral, can be found in Clough

and Penzien (1975) expressed as:

where p(t)dt is the magnitude of the impulse at time t and h(t-t) is defined as the unit

impulse-response function.  More specifically, the form of loading can be described as a step

rforce with finite rise time (t ) defined as:

The undamped displacement response for this type of loading (assuming zero initial

rconditions), for time greater than t , can be shown to equal: 

n st owhere w  is the natural frequency of the mass-spring system, (u )  is the static displacement

oresponse of the system subjected to the same maximum force, p , and is defined as:

where k is the stiffness of the spring in the simple mass-spring system.  A dynamic

damplification factor, R , defined as the ratio of maximum displacement response over time,

ou  (maximum of 2-24), to the static displacement response (2-25) can be shown to equal:
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(2-26)

(2-28)

(2-29)

Therefore the dynamic amplification factor is dependent only on the rise time of the applied

r nload (t ) and natural period of the mass-spring system (T ).  These values will be determined

in the next section.  Since the system is linear, forces are directly proportional to deformation

dthus R  also defines the ratio of maximum force response to the static force response.  In

dother words, the maximum force can be determined by amplifying the static force by R .

oIf the same linear mass-spring system were subjected solely to an initial velocity, v , the time

varying displacement response could simply be defined as:

2.6.2.4   Simplified Mass-Spring Systems

Axial Mode of Frame legs

As described above, as the frame steps from one leg to another, a series of loads are

transferred through the frame vertically.  A number of behaviors described in this section

ostart when the leg impacts the foundation with a vertical velocity, v , and a portion of its

2 Ltributary weight, / (1-h ), is re-applied to the leg.  Thus, the first simple mass-spring systemw

investigated represents the axial vibration of a leg with mass concentrated at the top of the

leg, as shown in figure 2-28(a).  The stiffness of this system can be taken as:

Lwhere A  is the cross-sectional area of a leg and h is the total height of the leg.  The system

2mass is assumed to only consist of the concentrated mass, / , at the top of the leg, thereforem

the period of vibration can be taken as:

(2-27)
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FIGURE 2-28   Vertical Modes of Vibration Excited During Rocking. (a) Axial

Vibration of  Pier Leg and (b) Vertical Shearing Mode of Pier Panels

(2-30)

As the motion continues from position 2 to 3 (figure 2-27), half of the frame’s tributary

vertical weight is transferred directly down the frame leg.  This impulsive load can be

defined by (2-23).  To determine the effect of the impulsive load, an approach to approximate

the rise time of the impulsive load is required.  The approach is based on free-vibration

response of the frame approximating its primary horizontal rocking mode as a linear elastic

system and assuming equivalent response times between the two systems and is illustrated

in figure 2-29.  The response of the equivalent linear elastic system with respect to time can

be expressed as:

uwhere D =maximum global horizontal displacement of the frame (and could be determined

secusing methods described in Section 2.7) and T =secant period of vibration taken at the

maximum system displacement such that:
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(2-31)

(2-32)

(2-33)

FIGURE 2-29   Illustration of Linear-Elastic System used for Determination of

System Rise Times

ywhere P  is the horizontal yield force of the controlled rocking system defined by (2-9).

Therefore the time it takes the system to travel from position 2 to 3 (figure 2-27) is defined

rLas the rise time for the load applied directly down a leg, t , and can be approximated by the

expression:

up2where D  is the horizontal displacement of the frame at the point of uplift during 2  cyclend

dLresponse (2-15).  Finally, the dynamic amplification factor for this load, R , can be defined

by:

Since this load acts through the new axis of rotation, it does not affect the base overturning

moment.  However, it will affect the maximum axial force developed in the leg as shown in

the sample pier axial force response from dynamic finite element analysis in figure 2-30(a).
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FIGURE 2-30   Fluctuation of Force Response Resulting from Vertical Mode

Participation  (a) Pier Leg Axial Forces and (b) Base Shear Force

(2-34)

(2-35)

Vertical shear mode of frame

As the rocking motion continues, vertical loads are transferred through the frame vertically

to the other side as the frame uplifts.  During uplift the simple mass-spring system is assumed

to be subjected to zero initial conditions unlike during impact.  Two loads are applied in

2series during uplifting (positions 3 to 5, figure 2-27).  First, a load of /  is transferredw

through the frame vertically as the gravitational restoring moment is overcome followed by

the yield force of the device.  

The vertical stiffness in shear of the system for frames with panel heights equal to the frame

width and diagonals in an X-braced configuration could be taken as:

dwhere E=modulus of elasticity of steel, A =cross-sectional area of the frame diagonals,

q=angle the diagonals make with the horizontal, and all other terms have already been

defined.  For the vertical shearing mode of vibration shown in figure 2-28(b), the effective

2mass is taken equal to / .  The period of vibration of this simplified system is therefore:m

(b)(a)
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       (b)

FIGURE 2-31   Dynamic and Static Response of Loads Through Truss Pier

ydVertically.  (a) Dynamic Response of Each Load (w/2, F ) and (b) Normalized Total

Dynamic and Static Response

       (a)

This expression does not account for the minor participation of the mass from the remaining

vertical tributary mass of the frame.  Performing elastic modal analysis of a system as

depicted in figure 2-28(b) including mass from both sides would more accurately determine

the period of this mode however this difference does not significantly change the maximum

developed forces.  For simplicity in design, (2-34) could be used.

2 ydAs the frame moves from position 3 to 5, the two uplifting forces ( /  and P ) are transferredw

r1 r2 r2through the frame vertically with rise times t  and t  respectively.  It can be shown that t

r1is greater than t , assuming free-vibration response, while both forces vibrate at the same

frequency.  Looking at a sample response of figure 2-31, the motions tend to be somewhat

r2 vout of phase.  They will become in-phase as t  approaches T  however the amplification

r2 vfactor approaches 1 as t  approaches T .  Consideration of the two separate loads and

superposition of their individual dynamic amplification considering phase differences can

become complex.  The complexity of considering the two separate loads and superposition

of their individual dynamic amplification including phase differences is not warranted with

the simplified systems used.  Therefore an approach is taken to obtain a single amplification

rvfactor for the two uplifting loads.  Following that approach, a rise time, t , is defined for the
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(2-36)

(2-37)

two loads during uplift as:

y1where D =frame displacement at the point of yield assuming 1  cycle response.  Thereforest

the dynamic amplification factor for the sum of these two loads is taken as:

Note that both 1  and 2  cycle response parameters are being considered that yieldst nd

conservative amplification factors.  The influence of this dynamic effect is illustrated in the

sample response shown in figure 2-30(b) with the dynamic base shear response overlaid on

the static cyclic hysteretic curve defined previously.  The dynamic amplification factors for

dL dvthe impulsive loads (R  and R ) applied during rocking will be used in the capacity

protection design equations presented in later sections.

2.7   Simplified Method of Analysis

A simplified method for the prediction of maximum displacements a controlled rocking pier

is discussed that is evaluated throughout this report.  The method proposed in the FEMA 450

(2004) document for the design of passive energy dissipation systems uses spectral capacity

(pushover) and demand curves and can represent the response in a graphical format.

Conversion of the demand and capacity (pushover) curve to spectral ordinates is based on

modal analysis theory.  The bridge piers are assumed here to behave as a single degree of

freedom system representing the dominant horizontal mode of vibration.  The added energy

dissipation from the passive energy dissipation devices is converted to equivalent viscous

damping and the seismic demand curve reduced from the 2% damped spectrum (assumed

inherent damping for this steel structure).  For the flag-shaped hysteretic behavior of the

controlled rocking system, the equivalent viscous damping can be determined by:

(2-38)
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FIGURE 2-32   Simplified Method of Analysis Procedure Plot

o PEDwhere x =inherent structural damping (assumed to be 2%) and x =damping provided by

passive energy dissipation devices during rocking response.  For example, the hysteretic

hysdamping of the controlled rocking system with steel yielding devices (x ) can be

approximated by modifying the equivalent damping of a bi-linear system (with no strain

hardening) by a factor q:

G2where m =displacement ductility ratio considering 2  cycle properties such that:nd

s LFactors for reducing the spectrum in the short (B ) and long period ranges (B ), for the

effeffective damping (x ) from (2-38) , are given in the FEMA 274  document.  This method

is briefly illustrated in figure 2-32.  Further discussion on simple methods for calculating the

response of passive energy dissipation systems can be found in Ramirez et al. (2000).

Rocking structures also dissipate energy through the radiation of stress waves into the soil

(or assumed as an inelastic impact) that occurs during each half-cycle.  Conversion of this

form of energy dissipation into equivalent viscous damping has been considered by Housner

(2-39)

(2-40)
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(1963), Priestley et. al. (1978) and Mander and Cheng (1997).  The amount of energy

dissipation, in the form of equivalent viscous damping, has been shown to be in the range of

2-6% and decreases with increasing aspect ratio of the rocking element.  The energy

dissipated by the yielding steel elements or viscous dampers is much more significant and

ignoring this effect is conservative.

2.8   Discussion of Pier Properties Used 

A range of parameters assumed representative of steel truss bridge piers were established to

investigate the response of self-centering, flag-shaped hysteretic systems.  The parameters

drelated to existing steel truss bridge piers are largely dependent on the pier aspect ratio ( / ).h

Inspection of drawings of a few existing steel truss bridges revealed some consistent details.

They include:

• aspect ratios generally ranging from 1 to 4, although other values also exist

• pier diagonals of constant cross-section over pier height

• pier legs continuous over height

• pier diagonals and legs of similar sizes for different aspect ratios

These particular details reflect design practice at the time of construction.  The piers carry

their own tributary vertical gravity load.  If vertical loads are assumed to be the same for all

pier aspect ratios then pier legs would all be the same size.  Similarly, if the design base shear

is assumed identical for all piers (uniform design wind load) then the lateral load resisting

elements may also be similar for all pier aspect ratios.  

A set of pier properties, assumed to be representative, were adopted and some of their

relevant dynamic properties for both horizontal and vertical vibrations are given in table 2-1

for rocking truss piers.  More details of the piers used are given  in Appendix A.
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TABLE 2-1   Relevant Horizontal and Vertical Dynamic Properties of

Representative Piers

h/d
h

(m)

d

(m)

w

(kN)

ok

(kN/mm)

oT

(sec)

Lk

(kN/mm)

LT

(sec)

vk

(kN/mm)

vT

(sec)

4 29.26 7.32 1730 12.5 0.74 213 0.128 290 0.155

3 21.95 7.32 1730 23.1 0.55 283 0.111 350 0.141

2 14.63 7.32 1730 47.5 0.38 425 0.091 360 0.139
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SECTION 3

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF 2D CONTROLLED ROCKING FRAMES

3.1   General

The controlled rocking approach for seismic resistance of 2-legged bridge steel truss piers

is investigated to further add to the developments of Pollino (2004).  Some important

concepts for the behavior of controlled rocking 2-legged piers were derived in that document

and the essential information from it is reviewed briefly in Section 2.  The influence on the

key response parameters of controlled rocking 2-legged piers, subjected to both vertical and

horizontal ground motion is discussed here and a method is proposed for combining the

effects of horizontal and vertical excitation along with the dynamic effects that occur as a

result of impact and uplift during rocking.  These results are then compared with the results

of nonlinear time history analysis for a few cases. 

The response of controlled rocking piers to near-fault seismic excitation is then investigated

using analytical techniques.  Ground motions at a site close to fault rupture (<15km, i.e. near-

fault) often have a strong pulse-type characteristic in the fault-normal direction that is

capable of significant structural response.  Also, the structural response can be different from

that typically resulting from far-field excitation due to the strong concentration of seismic

energy near the frequency of the pulse.  The response of the controlled rocking system to

such excitation is investigated using a set of near-fault ground motions used as part of the

SAC Steel Project (Somerville, 1997) along with a number of simple pulse excitations.

Focus is placed on the displacement response and dynamic analysis results are compared

with the simplified method of analysis discussed in Section 2.  

The use of viscous dampers implemented at the base of the structure is then considered as

the passive energy dissipating control device.  Relevant concepts are presented for use of the

simplified methods of analysis and design incorporating viscous dampers to controlled

rocking piers.  The behavior of 2-legged piers with added viscous damping devices to

sinusoidal displacement controlled loading and seismic input is then presented for a few

cases.
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(3-1)

3.2   Response of Controlled Rocking Piers to Horizontal and Vertical Seismic

Excitation

The response of controlled rocking piers to both horizontal and vertical excitation is

discussed in this section.  Response to solely horizontal excitation was presented in past

research (Pollino 2004).  However, in an actual earthquake, the vertical component of

excitation should also be considered for the design or retrofit of such structures.  While the

site and structural properties will dictate how significant the influence of the vertical

component (or horizontal) is, a general methodology is proposed here for the combination

of effects.  The results predicted using this methodology are then compared to results of

nonlinear time history analyses that include both horizontal and vertical excitations.

3.2.1   Prediction of Response Quantities

3.2.1.1   Maximum Pier Displacements

uThe maximum pier horizontal displacement (D ) of a controlled rocking pier can be predicted

using the simplified method of analysis discussed in Section 2.7.  It is assumed that the

vertical component of excitation does not influence this displacement.  The pier leg uplifting

upLdisplacement (D ) thus remains determined from the maximum pier displacement as was

done previously in Section 2 and is equal to:

dwhere F =maximum device force at the maximum displacement of the pier and all other

terms have been defined in Section 2.

3.2.1.2   Base Shear Force

The base shear response is influenced by the vertical acceleration of mass.  The resulting

ubase shear force, P , obtained from equilibrium of the pier forces shown in figure 3-1, is

equal to:

(3-2)
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FIGURE 3-1   Free-body Diagram of 2-legged Pier Including Dynamic Effects

v v dvwhere w =vertical tributary weight of pier, m =vertical tributary mass of pier, R =dynamic

vamplification factor during rocking as a result of uplift (defined in Section 2.6.2), a =vertical

Lacceleration of mass.  The other variable in the equation, h , is the local strength ratio of the

controlled rocking system defined as the ratio of the maximum device force to the vertical

tributary weight of the leg to which it is attached.  For 2-legged piers it could be taken equal

to:

Figure 3-1 and the base shear force defined in (3-2), shows how the base shear force is

affected by the vertical acceleration of the mass.  Upon rocking, the forces resulting from the

vertical acceleration of the mass on the uplifting side of the pier (left side in figure 3-1) are

transferred to the leg in contact with the support (right pier leg in figure 3-1).  

(3-3)
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There is a substantial difference in behavior and load path between a pier prevented from

uplifting from its support (restrained pier) and a rocking pier.  The load path for forces

generated as a result of vertical acceleration of the mass changes from being directed down

a pier leg into the support (or reducing the uplifting force) for a restrained pier, to transferring

through the pier diagonals to the leg in contact with the support for a rocking pier.  There are

some assumptions made in the previous statement regarding the relative stiffness of each

load path however this would be the general case and that which is typically assumed for

design.  For the case of the restrained pier, no change in the base shear force would be

observed due to the vertical excitation of the mass because it would be offset by the equal

and opposite support reaction beneath the same leg.  For the case of the controlled rocking

pier, the lack of an equal and opposite support reaction results in fluctuation of the base shear

response (seen in moment equilibrium about the base of the pier leg in contact). 

vIn (3-2), the vertical acceleration of the mass (a ) could be set equal to the vertical spectral

av Lacceleration value (S ) at the vertical period of the pier (T ), where the vertical period of the

pier is taken equal to:

Lwhere A =cross-sectional area of a pier leg and h=height of the pier.  The vertical spectral

avacceleration value, S , would be determined based on the vertical design spectrum for the

site of interest.  This would be the maximum expected vertical acceleration of the pier

resulting from the vertical excitation.  Therefore, when combining with the effects of

horizontal excitation, a directional combination rule should be applied.  For the design of

bridges, a 100%-40% directional combination rule is often applied to combine the effects of

multiple components of earthquake ground motion (ATC/MCEER 2004) to account for the

non-simultaneity of the response of each component.  It may seem reasonable to simply apply

this combination rule to (3-2) where the first term is the result of horizontal excitation and

the second term resulting from vertical excitation.  However, for a nonlinear elasto-plastic

system designed for maximum displacement greater than 2.5 times its yield displacement

G(m >2.5), as shown in figure 3-2, 40% of the displacement response would still result in 

(3-4)
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FIGURE 3-2   Normalized Pushover Curve Showing Base Shear Forces Using 100-

G40 Directional Combination Rule for m <2.5

formation of a plastic mechanism.  Therefore, even when using the combination rule, the 

forces generated from formation of the plastic mechanism should be considered in the design

of this nonlinear system regardless of whether the 100% or 40% is applied to the horizontal

dvresponse.  However the factor R  in (3-2) that accounts for vertical excitation of the mass

resulting from the horizontal rocking response (as discussed in Section 2.6.2) is included in

the combination rule since this is a force resulting from a linear-elastic mode.  Therefore, the

base shear force including the effect of vertical ground motion and applying a directional

combination rule is defined as:

u,stwhere P =static base shear resulting from formation of the plastic mechanism and is equal

to:

(3-5)
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(3-6)

3.2.1.3   Foundation Reaction and Pier Leg Axial Force

The maximum foundation reaction can also be determined from the free-body diagram of

figure 3-1 and as such is equal to:

f,stwhere R =force generated statically as a result of uplifting and yielding of the device and

is simply equal to:

voF =force resulting from the mass tributary to a pier leg impacting the foundation with

ovelocity v  and can be calculated as:

L owhere k =axial stiffness of a pier leg and v =velocity upon impact of the pier leg with the

foundation and a method to predict this velocity is presented in Section 3.2.1.4.  The fourth

and fifth terms in (3-7) are the dynamic effect of the weight tributary to a single pier leg

being suddenly applied as the leg returns to the support and the dynamic effect of the

remaining pier tributary weight and device force sudden transfer to the compressed pier leg

dL dvduring uplift.  The factors R  and R  are the dynamic amplification factors resulting from

the excitation of vertical modes of vibration and can be determined using concepts presented

in Section 2.  

Similarly to the combination of forces for prediction of the base shear force, a directional

combination rule should be applied to (3-7) to account for the non-simultaneity in the

response due to multiple components of excitation.  However, some of the forces in (3-7)

vodevelop as a result simply from the horizontal rocking response (such as F  and the terms

dv dLwith factors R  and R ) and their dynamic effects are combined using an SRSS modal

combination rule also in accordance with ATC/MCEER (2004) for multiple modal effects

(3-7)

(3-8)

(3-9)
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in a single direction.  Using the 100-40 directional combination rule, the foundation reaction

could be determined as:

v avThe second term (m S ) is the force resulting from vertical excitation using the vertical

wspectral acceleration as done for the maximum base shear force.  The fourth (F ) and fifth

up(F ) terms are equal to the fourth and fifth terms in (3-7). 

The maximum pier leg axial force could conservatively be taken as the foundation reaction

force or could be reduced by accounting for the lower panel diagonal member’s force that

is directed into the foundation (not applied to the lower panel leg).  For a pier in an X-braced

configuration (as shown in figure 3-1) the maximum pier leg axial force could be taken equal

to:

uL,stwhere the statically generated pier leg axial force, P  is equal to:

vo wThe terms F  and F  are the same as defined for the foundation reaction and the fifth term,

upF  is equal to:

3.2.1.4   Maximum Impact Velocity

A method to calculate the impact velocity was presented in Pollino (2004) that calculates the

impact velocity from the pseudo-velocity of the structure and uses a correction factor from

Ramirez et. al. (2000) to account for the difference between relative and pseudo-velocity for

damped structures.  However, this approach to estimate the impact velocity does not have

(3-10)

(3-11)

(3-12)

(3-13)
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a rigorous theoretical basis for this type of structural system.  Another method is proposed

here in which the velocity upon impact is determined using an energy balance approach

where the energy is equated at the point of maximum deformation (position 1, as seen in

figure 2-27) and just before the point of leg impact with the support (position 2 of figure 2-

27) with the energy dissipated by the passive energy dissipation devices included as work

done between these two points.  Use of an elasto-plastic bi-linear yielding device is used in

the derivation presented here, but other types of energy dissipating devices could be

considered by equating their work done between these two points.  

The energy balance in this case is defined as:

1where the kinetic energy at position 1 (KE ) is equal to zero since the frame is at the

1maximum deformation and has zero velocity.  The potential energy at position 1 (PE )

includes the internal strain energy developed in the frame members, gravitational potential

energy of the mass as the leg is uplifted, and strain energy in the steel yielding device such

that:

o upLwhere k =frame lateral stiffness, D =maximum uplift displacement of a leg and is related

ydto the maximum displacement of the frame by (3-1), and D =yield displacement of the steel

yielding device.  The work done by the steel yielding device from position 1 to 2 is equal to:

2The potential energy at position 2 (PE ) includes a smaller amount of strain energy in the

frame members (as opposed to position 1) and no gravitational potential energy as the leg has

returned to the support such that:

2Finally, the kinetic energy at position 2 (KE ) can be related to the vertical leg velocity as:

(3-14)

(3-15)

(3-16)

(3-17)
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oPlacing (3-15)-(3-18) into (3-14) and solving for v  results in:

This approach does not take into account work done by the ground motion during the time

the frame displaces from position 1 to 2.  This could be considered the inelastic pseudo-

velocity of the controlled rocking system as is similarly defined for elasto-plastic systems

(Newmark and Hall, 1982).

3.2.2   Response History Analysis of 2-legged Piers to Horizontal and Vertical

Excitation

A few cases of controlled rocking piers are considered to evaluate the response under

horizontal and vertical seismic excitation.  The representative pier properties of Section 2

with aspect ratios of 4 and 3 are used along with steel yielding devices that have yield forces

Lcorresponding to h =0.50 and 1.0.  The elastic stiffness of these devices are designed for a

Llocal displacement ductility (m ) of 10 where:

LThe case of free rocking (h =0) is also considered.  The resulting device properties are shown

in table 3-1 along with the predicted response from the equations derived in Section 3.2.1.

3.2.2.1   Ground Motions

Spectra compatible ground acceleration time histories were used for the base excitation of

the analytical model and are generated using the Target Acceleration Spectra Compatible

Time Histories (TARSCTHS) software developed by the Engineering Seismology Laboratory

(ESL) at the University at Buffalo (http://civil.eng.buffalo.edu/users_ntwk/index.htm).

Synthetic ground motions were generated by TARSCTHS to match the elastic horizontal

(3-18)

(3-19)

(3-20)
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response spectrum for a site with the following arbitrary 5% damped spectral demand

1 sparameters (S =0.75g, S =1.875g).  The vertical spectrum was assumed to have a magnitude

of 2/3 the horizontal and the motions had less, low frequency content in the record and had

a shape similar to that shown in figure 4-13.

3.2.2.2   Analytical Model

The dynamic response of the structure was predicted analytically using the program

SAP2000 (Wilson 2000).  The model mass is lumped equally at the two nodes at the top of

each pier leg  and acts in the horizontal and vertical translation DOFs.  The pier’s structural

members are assumed to remain elastic and are modeled with elastic frame elements.  The

diagonal braces are modeled by members that can only resist axial forces (in tension and

compression).  

Compression-only gap elements were attached to the base of the legs in the vertical direction

that provided no resistance to movement vertically upward at the base of the leg.  The gap

elements in compression, however, were essentially rigid compared to the specimen itself,

as the gap elements were provided with an elastic stiffness of 1750kN/mm, compared to the

axial stiffness of the pier leg of 116kN/mm.  

The steel yielding devices were modeled using the Wen (1976) plasticity property that is

defined by the elastic stiffness, yield force, post-yield stiffness ratio, and a parameter that

controls the smoothing of the transition to yield.  The elastic stiffness and yield force were

assigned corresponding to the device properties stated in table 3-1.  The post-elastic stiffness

was assumed to be 2% of its elastic value and the yielding parameter was set equal to 2.  

Damping was assigned to the model in the form of a Rayleigh damping matrix with 2% of

critical damping assigned to periods of 2.5sec and 0.05sec.  The upper limit of 2.5sec was

chosen to limit the influence of the mass proportional damping term on the structure after it

has uplifted from its base and the period of the rocking structure exceeds significantly the

fixed-base period (0.74sec for h/d=4 and 0.55sec for h/d=3).  The lower limit is chosen such
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that the important higher modes of vibration are not over-damped but spurious high

frequencies modes of no significance are numerically damped out. 

The gravitation weight of the specimen is modeled by statically applying these forces at the

top of each leg before conducting the dynamic analysis.  The analytical model was excited

dynamically by applying the synthetic acceleration histories to the fixed supports. 

Solution of the nonlinear equations of motion is performed using Newmark’s average

acceleration method (Newmark 1959).  To ensure accuracy in the solution, a convergence

study was undertaken decreasing the size of the solution time step (Dt) and convergence

tolerance (defined in the program as the magnitude of the force error over the magnitude of

the force on the structure).  Some of the key response quantities monitored were the pier leg

forces, gap forces, pier displacements, and uplifting displacements.  Following a few

iterations, a time step of 0.0001sec and force convergence tolerance of 1E-10 was found to

provide accurate results and was used for all analyses.  

3.2.2.3   Results and Discussion

The maximum response of each analysis was recorded and the average response to the seven

u,TH upL,TH u,TH uL,THsynthetic records presented in table 3-1 as D , D , P , and P .  The results show

Lthe response is predicted reasonably well for the cases of h =0.50 and 1.0 with the

displacements predicted reasonably closely and the forces predicted with more conservatism.

LHowever, for the case of free-rocking (h =0), the pier forces from the time history analysis

can be significantly greater than that predicted using the concepts presented above.  As will

be discussed in more detail in Section 6, along with direct comparison with experimental

response traces, the analytical model has significant sensitivity to the damping model used.

3.3   Response to Seismic Excitation with Near-Fault Characteristics and Simple Pulse-

Type Excitation

The response of controlled rocking piers subjected to ground excitation with near-fault 

characteristics is investigated in this section using analytical methods.  Ground motions at

sites located close to a fault may contain a large pulse that can significantly influence the
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TABLE 3-1  Design and Analysis Results Considering Horizontal and Vertical

Seismic Excitation

h/d Lh dk

(kN/mm)

uD

(mm)

upLD

(mm)

uP

(kN)

uLP

(kN)

u,THD

(mm)

upL,THD

(mm)

u,THP

(kN)

uLP

(kN)

4 0 - 680 168 569 -4319 716 177 728 -5000

0.5 290 365 84.8 686 -4880 288 67.7 616 -4300

1.0 1080 218 45.9 904 -5500 212 45.5 662 -4410

3 0 - 620 202 762 -4490 468 154 1130 -4960

0.5 300 264 81.8 958 -5060 245 79.2 983 -4490

1.0 1100 160 45.0 1260 -5800 172 52.9 1020 -4500

response of structures (Alavi and Krawinkler 2004).  The behavior is first investigated using

a set of recorded and synthetically generated records with this type of excitation and then

using simple pulse-type excitation.  Focus here is placed on maximum developed pier

displacements for the representative piers with aspect ratios of 4 and 3.  The analytical model

discussed in Section 3.2.2.2. is used here.  However, large displacement analysis was also

performed such that solution of the equilibrium equations are performed in the structure’s

deformed configuration and uses an updated Lagrangian approach (Bathe 1996) for updating

nodal positions.  The influence of the large displacement analysis on a sample static pushover

curve of a controlled rocking system is seen in figure 3-3.  

3.3.1   SAC Steel Project Near Fault Motions

A set of 20 near-fault ground motions were used that were developed as a part of the SAC

Steel Project (Somerville 1997).  Details of each of the motions are seen in table 3-2.  Ten

of the motions (nf01-19) were recorded from actual earthquakes and ten were synthetically

generated (nf21-39).  These probability of exceedance associated with these records is a 2%

in 50 year (MCE) earthquake event.  Only the fault-normal component of the recorded or

generated records were used in the analyses.  The component of ground motion parallel to

the fault is not considered here since it does not contain the pulse (or fling) characteristic that

is a result of the fault rupture process and source-to-site wave propagation and is typically

observed only in the direction normal to the fault.  The motions were not scaled to achieve
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a target spectrum however the intensity and variability of the motions were representative of

a magnitude 7 earthquake at a distance of 5km predicted by empirical models (Abrahamson

and Silva, 1997).  Response spectra of each ground motion along with the average, and

average plus and minus a standard deviation is seen in figure 3-4.  The last column of table

3-2 is the period at the global maximum of the velocity spectrum of the motion which is

assumed to be related to the dominant period of the pulse (Alavi and Krawinkler, 2004).

Analysis was performed for the representative piers with aspect ratios of 4 and 3 that had

Lsteel yielding devices with strength ratios (h ) of 0.50 and 1.0 and had an elastic stiffness of

46.4kN/mm and 92.8kN/mm respectively.  The maximum displacement response was

predicted for each of the 20 ground motions using the simplified analysis procedure

discussed in Section 2.7 and uses each individual spectrum (nf01-39) for determination of

the maximum displacement from each ground motion.  For reference, the average predicted

uplifting displacement would result in an axial strain of approximately 3.0% for buckling-

restrained braces sized to achieve the above properties.  

FIGURE 3-3   Static Pushover Curve Showing Influence of Geometric Nonlinearity

in Analysis
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TABLE 3-2   SAC Near-fault Ground Motions Properties

EQ Description EQ
Magnitude

Distance
(km)

PGA
(g)

PGV
(cm/sec)

pT  (sec)1

nf01 fn Tabas, 1978 7.4 1.2 0.90 110 0.74

nf03 fn Loma Prieta,

1989, Los Gatos

7.0 3.5 0.72 173 0.72

nf05 fn Loma Prieta,

1989, Lex. Dam

7.0 6.3 0.69 178 1.01

nf07 fn C. Mendocino,

1992, Petrolia

7.1 8.5 0.64 125 0.72

nf09 fn Erzincan, 1992 6.7 2.0 0.43 120 2.26

nf11 fn Landers, 1992 7.3 1.1 0.71 136 3.97

nf13 fn Nothridge, 1994,

Rinaldi

6.7 7.5 0.89 174 1.30

nf15 fn Nothridge, 1994,

Olive View

6.7 6.4 0.73 123 2.38

nf17 fn Kobe, 1995 6.9 3.4 1.09 160 0.89

nf19 fn Kobe, 1995,

Takatori

6.9 4.3 0.79 174 1.23

nf21 fn Elysian Park 1 7.1 17.5 0.86 96 1.31

nf23 fn Elysian Park 2 7.1 10.7 1.80 310 1.27

nf25 fn Elysian Park 3 7.1 11.2 1.01 155 1.76

nf27 fn Elysian Park 4 7.1 13.2 0.92 287 2.15

nf29 fn Elysian Park 5 7.1 13.7 1.16 251 2.03

nf31 fn Palos Verdes 1 7.1 1.5 0.97 274 2.38

nf33 fn Palos Verdes 2 7.1 1.5 0.97 288 2.59

nf35 fn Palos Verdes 3 7.1 1.5 0.87 263 1.82

nf37 fn Palos Verdes 4 7.1 1.5 0.79 195 1.63

nf39 fn Palos Verdes 5 7.1 1.5 0.92 265 2.67

Pulse Period Taken as the Period at Maximum Value of Spectral Velocity1
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The results of the dynamic analyses are shown in figure 3-5 for each case.  It is observed that

even with the pulse type characteristics of the ground motions considered, the simplified

analysis method provides reasonable prediction of response in terms of maximum

displacements.  In general, it appears that as the intensity of the motions increases, larger

scatter in the prediction of response is present.

3.3.2 Simple Pulse-Type Excitation

A series of simple pulses were used to represent the fault-normal component of near-fault

ground motions and are based on the work of Alavi and Krawinkler (2004).  This type of

excitation was used to hopefully provide trends in controlled rocking response subjected to

simple pulses with varying pulse periods.  The pulses used can be completely defined by

p p,maxtheir shape, pulse period (T ), and the maximum pulse velocity (v ).  The intensity of the

p,maxpulse, measured in terms of maximum pulse velocity (v ), is determined based on

FIGURE 3-4   Response Spectra of SAC Near-fault Ground Motions
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regression analysis performed by Alavi and Krawinkler (2004) that relates the earthquake

wmoment magnitude (M ) and source-to-site distance (R) such that:

The magnitude and distance were arbitrarily set in this study as 7.0 and 10km respectively

resulting in a maximum pulse velocity of 1122mm/sec.  The two pulse shapes acceleration

histories considered are shown in figure 3-6 normalized by each maximum pulse acceleration

pon the vertical axis and normalized by the pulse period (T ) on the horizontal axis.  For pulse

p,maxP2, the maximum pulse acceleration (a ) is related to the maximum pulse velocity by:

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

FIGURE 3-5   Analysis Results of SAC Near-fault Ground Motions (a) h/d=4,

L L L Lh =0.50, (b) h/d=4, h =1.0, (c) h/d=3, h =0.50, (d) h/d=3, h =1.0

(3-21)

(3-22)
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p,maxand the maximum pulse displacement (u ) is then equal to:

The maximum pulse displacement of pulse P3 is half of P2 given by (3-23).  The response

pof controlled rocking piers was investigated for pulses with pulse periods (T ) ranging from

0.25sec to 5.0sec in increments of 0.25sec.  For each analysis, the peak pier displacement

was recorded and is shown in figure 3-7 plotted with the pulse period normalized by the

o opier’s fixed base period of vibration (T ) on the horizontal axis (T =0.74sec for h/d=4 and

oT =0.55sec for h/d=3).  For each case considered, the maximum displacement is reached at

pulse periods equal to approximately 3 to 5 times the fixed base period of vibration for pulse

LP2 and P3.  However, for pulse P3 and the cases with h =0, displacements exceeding half

          (a)           (b)

FIGURE 3-6   Simple Pulse Acceleration Shapes (a) Pulse P2 and (b) Pulse P3

(3-23)

(a) (b)
FIGURE 3-7   Analysis Results of Simple Pulse-type Excitation (a) Pulse P2 and (b)

Pulse P3
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the base width of the structure (d/2) were reached and the displacements beyond this point

were not recorded since the analytical model would likely not be able to capture structural

pbehavior during overturning.  Note that for pulse P3 with T =5.0sec, the pulse displacement

is over 70cm (a very rare event).

3.4   Use of Viscous Damping Devices as Passive Control Device

The use of fluid viscous damping devices (viscous dampers) as the passive energy dissipating

control device was investigated in addition to the steel yielding devices which have been

discussed exclusively to this point.  Such devices produce a force response dependent on the

relative velocity across its two ends such that:

d dwhere c=damping coefficient, a =damping exponent, v =relative velocity across the damper,

and sgn=sign function.  Damping exponents in the range of 0.30 to 1.0 are common for

seismic applications and the value of the damping coefficient will depend largely on the

application.  Many concepts related to the use of viscous dampers as the passive control

device in this application are presented here that can be applied to the procedures for the use

of controlled rocking discussed previously.

3.4.1   Calculation of Work Done by Viscous Dampers

Inclusion of viscous dampers to a controlled rocking pier will influence the cyclic hysteretic

curve (considering dynamic response) and the amount of energy dissipation of the system.

The calculation of the energy dissipated by viscous dampers implemented into building

structures has been derived previously (Constantinou et. al., 1998) however the formulation

of the work done for the case in which the dampers are implemented at the uplifting location

(base of the structure) is performed here for completeness.  For a controlled rocking 2-legged

pier undergoing a quarter cycle of motion (from point of maximum displacement and

returning back to the support, point 1 to 2 in figure 2-27), the work done by a viscous damper

is equal to:

(3-24)

(3-25)
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d zwhere F =damper force and du =relative differential displacement across the damper.  The

damper is assumed to be implemented vertically (parallel with a pier leg) such that the

relative damper displacement and velocity are in the vertical or z-direction.  The damper

relative differential displacement and velocity are related by:

Placing (3-26) and (3-24) into (3-25), the work done is equal to:

Assuming sinusoidal motion between these two positions, the velocity can be described by:

upL secwhere D =maximum pier leg uplifting displacement defined by (3-1) and T =secant period

of vibration defined by (2-31).  Placing (3-28) into (3-27), the work done is equal to:

Evaluating this expression results in:

where l is equal to:

and G=gamma function and is equal to:

dFor a damping exponent (a ) value of 1.0 (linear viscous damper), l (3-31) is equal to p and

the work done by the damper from (3-30) is equal to:

For reference, a damping exponent (a) value of 0.50 results in l equal to 3.496.  

(3-26)

(3-27)

(3-28)

(3-29)

(3-30)

(3-31)

(3-32)

(3-33)
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3.4.2   Maximum Impact Velocity and Damper Force

The expression for the work done by the viscous dampers of (3-30) can be used to determine

the maximum impact velocity similarly to that done previously for steel yielding devices.

The maximum impact velocity is important for prediction of maximum pier leg forces and

is also used to determine the maximum viscous damper force (using (3-24)).  Using the

1energy balance approach discussed in Section 3.2.1.4, the potential energy at position 1 (PE )

Lis equal to (3-15) with h =0 since the viscous damper force will equal zero at the maximum

displacement (position 1).  The work done from position 1 to 2 is equal to (3-30).  The

potential energy at position 2 is solely due to the strain energy of the pier’s members and is

dependent on the force in the viscous damper at this position.  However the influence of the

damper force on the internal strain energy of the pier is negligible such that the potential

2 Lenergy at position 2 (PE ) could simply be determined from (3-17) with h =0.  Finally, the

maximum impact velocity could be taken equal to:

The maximum nominal viscous damper force output could then simply be determined

combining (3-24) and (3-34) such that:

oNote that as was done previously, the calculation of v  in (3-34) is of the pseudo-velocity.

The difference between pseudo and relative velocity and potential influence of the vertical

component of motion should be included in some manner to ensure capacity protection of

dthe pier, device connections, etc.  The use of nonlinear viscous dampers with a <1.0 will

help alleviate the sensitivity in output damper force with the uncertainty of maximum relative

ddamper velocity compared to that of a linear viscous damper (a =1.0).  For this reason,

damping exponent values around 0.50 are commonly used in seismic applications.

A local strength ratio is defined here similarly for the use of viscous damping devices as:

(3-34)

(3-35)

(3-36)
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3.4.3   Prediction of Response Quantities

3.4.3.1   Maximum Displacements

The simplified analysis method used previously for the prediction of maximum pier

displacements can also be used when viscous damping devices are implemented.  The

primary difference in the use of this method for viscous dampers is the work done by the

viscous dampers defined by (3-30) to equate the energy loss per cycle provided by the

viscous dampers and the equivalent damping for the controlled rocking system.  The

equivalent viscous damping of the controlled rocking system can be determined as:

k uwhere W =stored strain energy in the system at the maximum displacement (D ) and is taken

as:

dThe maximum uplifting displacement can be determined using (3-1) with F =0 since at

maximum displacement the controlled rocking system has zero velocity thus the viscous

dampers provide no force.

Note that since the device force is dependent on velocity, the controlled rocking system’s

ability to self-center is not affected by the properties of the device used.  Once the earthquake

has ceased, the structure can “slowly” re-center.  This property of the controlled rocking

system with viscous dampers is an advantage over the steel yielding devices, allowing more

freedom on the selection of device capacity while still maintaining the self-centering ability

of the structure.

3.4.3.2   Pier Forces

L LvThe maximum base shear force is predicted using (3-5) and replacing h  by h  (3-36).  The

L Lvmaximum pier leg axial force can be predicted using (3-11), replacing h  by h , and

calculating the impact velocity with (3-34).  

(3-37)

(3-38)
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3.4.4   Example Behavior of Controlled Rocking Pier with Viscous Dampers

The analytical response of a controlled rocking pier with viscous dampers implemented

vertically at the uplifting location is presented in this section.  The same analytical model

discussed in Section 3.2.2.2 is used here for the representative pier with an aspect ratio of 4.

The behavior is first investigated by subjecting the pier to a sinusoidal displacement

controlled input at the top of the pier to show the primary differences in the hysteretic

behavior compared to the controlled rocking pier with steel yielding devices attached

(discussed in Section 2.6.1).  The amplitude of the sinusoidal input is 585mm (2% pier drift)

secand the period of input is set equal to the secant period (T ) for this displacement amplitude

such that:

The maximum pier horizontal velocity with this input is equal to 847mm/sec resulting in

maximum uplifting velocity of 212mm/sec (assuming rigid body rotation of the pier).  The

Lvviscous dampers properties were chosen to provide a local strength ratio (h ) of 0.67 with

a damping exponent of 0.50.  Therefore the damping coefficient was set equal to:

The viscous damper was modeled with the damper element in SAP2000 that uses a Maxwell

model (Malvern 1969) and has an elastic spring in series with a nonlinear dashpot.  To

achieve purely viscous behavior, the elastic spring is arbitrarily assigned a stiffness of

1750kN/mm to make it sufficiently stiff and to limit the spring deformations to

approximately 0.25% of the damper stroke.  Using a spring stiffness excessively exceeding

the above value would have resulted in numerical problems and the analysis would not run.

The results are shown in figure 3-8 and are provided for an analytical model with zero

vertical mass assigned at the top two nodes (dotted line), such that the higher vertical modes

cannot participate and the hysteretic curve from the primary rocking mode is more easily

(3-39)

(3-40)
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seen.  The same analysis is run with the vertical tributary mass of the pier and the fluctuation

in the hysteretic curve due to the higher mode participation also shown (solid line).  The

static backbone curve is also shown in the figure (thick dotted line) for reference.  The static

behavior is equivalent to that of a free-rocking system since the velocity-dependent viscous

devices do not participate statically.  

Dynamic, time history analysis is also performed for the two representative piers (h/d=4 and

3), the set of viscous damper properties just discussed, along with the set of synthetically

generated horizontal ground motions discussed in Section 3.2.2. to provide some dynamic

analysis results of the controlled rocking system with viscous dampers.  Note that only

horizontal excitation is used in the analyses here.  The results of analysis are presented in

table 3-3 in a very similar manner to those discussed in Section 3.2.2.  The displacement

response is predicted well while the pier force response is predicted with a significant

amount of conservatism.  This is in part due to the conservative prediction of the viscous

damper force.  

(a) (b)

FIGURE 3-8   Controlled Rocking Behavior with Viscous Damping Devices,

Sinusoidal Displacement Controlled Excitation (a) Global Hysteretic Response and

(b) Damper Force-Displacement Response
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TABLE 3-3  Design and Analysis Results for Controlled Rocking System with

Viscous Damping Devices

h/d uD
(mm)

upLD
(mm)

vdoF
(kN)

uP
(kN)

uLP
(kN)

u,THD
(mm)

upL,THD
(mm)

vdoF
(kN)

u,THP
(kN)

uLP
(kN)

4 360 85.7 423 630 -3400 326 76.9 328 415 -2640

3 265 84.2 465 875 -3470 259 81.8 392 737 -2990

Further analytical results and discussion are provided as part of the experimental testing

program (discussed in Sections 5 and 6) which included testing with a set of viscous

dampers.  The analytical results are also compared with experimental test results that

includes a controlled rocking specimen subjected to 3 components of seismic excitation.  A

detailed set of response prediction calculations are presented in Appendix D for the

properties of the experimental specimen and viscous dampers used there and consider bi-

directional response of the pier. 

3.5   Summary

Further development and investigation of the response of the controlled rocking approach

for the seismic protection of bridge steel truss piers is provided in this section.  A method for

the combination of key response parameters for a pier subjected to horizontal and vertical

excitation is discussed that builds on concepts from past research discussed in Section 2.

Nonlinear time history dynamic analysis is used to assess response of a pier subjected to

horizontal and vertical seismic excitation and then response of controlled rocking piers to

near-fault type of input is presented.  For the bin of SAC near-fault ground motions, it is

shown that the simplified analysis method can predict the maximum displacements with

reasonable accuracy even with the significant pulse contained in the records.  Finally, the use

of viscous dampers as the passive control device was discussed and some important aspects

of behavior derived to allow implementation and design with such devices into the controlled

rocking approach.
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SECTION 4

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF 4-LEGGED CONTROLLED ROCKING PIERS TO THREE

COMPONENTS OF EXCITATION

4.1   General

Bridges supported on steel truss piers often have many 2-legged piers primarily designed to

support gravity loads, that also resist transverse lateral loads but do not provide any

significant resistance to longitudinal lateral loads.  Where 4-legged piers are used, they

provide support for gravity loads, transverse loads, and are the primary elements for resisting

longitudinal lateral loads (together with abutments) in some instances.  Expanding the

controlled rocking concept developed earlier to make it applicable for the seismic resistance

of 4-legged piers requires the development of design equations considering ground motions

in two horizontal directions in addition to the vertical direction.  

A typical 4-legged truss pier is shown in figure 4-1 along with a defined coordinate system.

Also shown is a directional vector that lies in the x-y plane at an angle a from the x-axis and

which will be used throughout this section.  The kinematic and hysteretic behavior of a

controlled rocking 4-legged pier is developed and then investigated using nonlinear static and

dynamic analyses and the observed results are used to establish rules and methods for the

design of controlled rocking 4-legged piers.

4.2   Cyclic Hysteretic Behavior of 4-legged Pier Considering Uni-directional Motion

The cyclic hysteretic curve for a 2-legged pier was developed “step-by-step” in Pollino

(2004) and the key variables are defined in Section 2.  The cyclic hysteretic curve for a 4-

legged pier, displaced along the x- or y-axis (a=np/2, n=0,1,2,...) can be defined in a very

similar manner and are provided in Appendix B for reference.  The primary difference

between the uni-directional hysteretic behavior of 2-legged and 4-legged piers is the use of

four steel yielding devices (one at the base of each leg) and two pier frames in each direction.

The cyclic hysteretic curve defined in the appendix for 4-legged piers is only valid for

structural motion along one of the pier’s primary axes.  Note that the uni-directional response

is not path dependent beyond the 2  cycle.  nd
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On the contrary, as will be shown in the next section, the bi-directional hysteretic behavior

is path dependent and therefore can only be defined for the path considered.   As the structure

moves in both directions in the horizontal plane, the changes in stiffness and sequence of

yielding of the devices depends on the path of the motion undergone.  It is possible for the

structure to uplift and yield three of the devices such that it is supported on a single leg.

While it is not possible to know the path of the structure for design purposes, it is important

to understand the bi-directional behavior in order to predict bounds on its response in terms

of displacements and forces.  

4.3   Bi-directional Kinematic and Hysteretic Pier Properties

Compatibility, equilibrium, and force-deformation relationships for a 4-legged pier are

derived below to assist in the design of controlled rocking piers.  For earthquake excitation

in two horizontal directions, it is possible for the pier to uplift such that it is at times

supported vertically on only one of its legs.  In that case, three of the steel yielding devices

FIGURE 4-1   Typical 4-legged Pier and Defined Coordinate System
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(4-1)

(4-2)

(4-3)

located at the base of the pier could yield, depending on the magnitude of their respective

uplifting displacements and the device properties.  Assuming that rotation of the pier about

a vertical axis does not occur (i.e. neglecting torsional response), the top of parallel frames

undergo the same horizontal deformations.  In other words, using the notation illustrated in

figure 4-1, the top of frames along lines 1-1 and 2-2 experience the same horizontal

displacements while frames along lines 3-3 and 4-4 experience the same displacements.  The

udisplacement of the top of each frame (D ) is the sum of deformations due to flexibility of

o brframe’s structural members (D ) and rigid body rotation at the base of the frame (D ) (see

figure 4-2) such that:

owhere the displacement due to deformation of the frame’s structural members (D ) can be

pdetermined using methods of structural analysis.  For a frame with a number (n ) of square

panels with diagonal members of equal cross-sectional area along its height and in an X-

braced configuration, this displacement can be defined as:

fwhere k =horizontal stiffness of the frame expressed in terms of the lateral displacement at

fthe top of the frame, F =horizontal shear force applied to top of the frame, E=modulus of

f d delasticity of steel, I =moment of inertia of the frame, L =length of truss diagonal, A =cross-

psectional area of truss diagonal and n =number of pier panels along height.  The displacement

br,Fmdue to rigid body rotation of frame m (D ) is related to the uplifting displacement of the

up,Fmframe (D ), which is defined as the difference of the uplifting displacement of the two legs

(i and j) of the frame such that:

up,Li up,Ljwhere D  and D  are the larger and smaller uplifting displacements of the frame legs

respectively, as shown in figure 4-2.  

Since each pier leg “belongs” to two frames (one in each of the x- and y-direction), the

uplifting displacement of any given pier leg is dependent on the pier lateral displacement in

the x- and y-direction.  For example, considering a global displacement in the +x- and y-
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(4-4)

(4-5)

(4-6)

directions such that pier leg 4 is the only one remaining in contact with its support, the 

uplifting displacement of pier leg 1 (see figure 4-1 for pier leg numbers) can be determined

by summing the uplifting displacements of frames 4 and 1 or frames 2 and 3 (where frame

“X” here is defined as the frame located along line X-X in figure 4-1).  Using frames 4 and

1, the uplifting displacement of pier leg 1 is determined using (4-1) to (4-3) where i=1, j=2,

and m=1 such that:

up,L2where D  can be determined using (4-1) to (4-3) with i=2, j=4, and m=4 such that:

F1 F4where F  and F  are the horizontal shear applied to frames 1 and 4 respectively.  If the top

of pier displacements are in the positive x- and y-directions, and ignoring torsion as indicated

u,F1 u,F2 u,x u,F3 u,F4 u,y up,L4earlier, then D =D =D , D =D =D , and D =0.  The corresponding uplifting

displacement of legs 1, 2, and 3 respectively is given by:

FIGURE 4-2   Kinematics of Controlled Rocking Truss Pier
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(4-9)

(4-10)

u,x u,yIf the hysteretic path to reach D  and D  results in the formation of the pier’s plastic

mechanism defined as any pier displacement resulting in yield of three steel yielding devices,

the pier static free body diagram shown in figure 4-3a is obtained.  From that diagram, it is

possible to separate each frame from the pier and draw free body diagrams of each frame as

shown in figure 4-3b (note columns from adjacent frames are shown twice).  Through the

equilibrium of forces, the horizontal shear force to frames 1 and 3 is:

and the shear force applied to frames 2 and 4 is:

Note the larger shear force on the frames attached to the pier leg that remains in contact with

its support (frames 2 and 4 for the motion considered).

(4-7)

(4-8)

(b)

FIGURE 4-3   Free-body Diagrams of Frames at Formation of Plastic Mechanism

(a)
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4.3.1.   Yield Displacements and Plastic Capacity Surfaces

The hysteretic behavior of controlled rocking 4-legged piers, considering bi-directional

response, is dependent on the pier’s displacement path.  An infinite number of paths is

possible.  The hysteretic properties of the system are investigated here considering a

continuous linear horizontal displacement path in the a-direction for all possible values of

a (0-2p rad.) and are presented in the form of force and displacement interaction plots.

y,xyThe bi-directional yield displacement (D ) is defined as the vectorial displacement at the

top of the pier in the x-y plane when the last device yields such that:

y,x y,ywhere D  and D  are the displacements in the x- and y-direction when the bi-directional

yield mechanism forms.  For a pier displacement in a direct linear path, a simple geometric

relationship exists between the x- and y-displacements and the displacement direction angle,

a:

Depending on the value of a, the pier is displacing more in either the x- or y-direction (or the

same if a=p/4) and controls the sequence of device yielding.  For example, if the pier is

u,x u,yassumed to travel in a direct path from zero pier displacements (x=y=0) to D  and D

u,y u,x(D =D  tan a, 0rad.< a < p/4 rad.) then device 1 will yield first, followed by device 3 and

then device 2.  When a=p/4rad., device 1 yields first then devices 2 and 3 yield

simultaneously.  When a=0, p/2, p, 3p/2 rad., only two of the devices yield and they will

yield simultaneously (uni-directional response) and the yield displacement is defined as in

Appendix B.  Figure 4-4 shows the sequence of device yielding for each p/4 interval of a.

The pier displacement, in the smaller displacement component direction, when the 3  devicerd

y,scyields (D ) can be determined from the kinematic frame behavior defined by (4-1) where

i and j are equal to the last number in the yielding sequence (figure 4-4) and the number of

the compressed leg (number not shown) respectively, such that:

(4-11)

(4-12)
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F up,Liwhere F =frame shear force with leg in contact with support (4-10) and D  is equal to the

yduplifting displacement at yield of the steel device considering 2  cycle properties (2D ).nd

Finally, using (4-11) and the geometric relationship of (4-12), the bi-directional yield

y,xydisplacement (D ) is defined as:

Once the pier has reached the displacement defined in (4-14) to form the bi-directional yield

mechanism, the maximum static forces can be determined from the equilibrium diagrams for

the pier shown in figure 4-3.  It can be shown that the maximum shear forces in each

(4-13)

(4-14)

FIGURE 4-4   Sequence of Device Yielding for each Value of a
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y,uni x y y,unidirection is equal to the uni-directional yield force, P , thus, F =F =P  and the bi-

directional yield force is:

To illustrate the physical implications of the above equations, bi-directional force and

displacement interaction plots are presented here for the representative pier from Pollino

L d(2004) with h/d=4, h =0.5, and k =36.9kN/mm.  These types of plots are developed

considering the structure to be subjected to displacement controlled and force controlled

loading in the a-direction.  Following the structural response as it is subjected to each form

of loading and developing the force and displacement interaction curves will provide insight

into the bi-directional structural behavior and its path dependent hysteretic response.  

In the case of applying a constantly increasing displacement vector (or assuming a direct

linear path in the a-direction as done previously), the applied shear force vector changes

magnitude and direction to satisfy equilibrium and compatibility relationships.  Considering

a constant displacement vector applied in the directions of a=atan(0.4/1.0)=21.8deg.,

a=atan(1.0/0.3)=73.3deg., and a=atan(1.0/1.5)=45deg. results in force and displacement

response of the controlled rocking system shown in figure 4-5.  Note that the force and

y,unidisplacement plots are normalized by the uni-directional yield force (P ) and uni-

(4-15)

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4-5   Pier Response for Displacement Controlled Loading (a) Base Shear

Force and (b) Global Pier Displacement
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y,unidirectional yield displacement (D ) respectively (defined in Section 2).  Under this type of

loading, the bi-directional yield mechanism will eventually be reached for all values of a

(except a=np/2, uni-directional response).  Considering the path with

a=atan(0.4/1.0)=21.8deg., the bi-directional yield mechanism is developed when

x y,uni y,uni G2,uniD (1.0/0.4)D =2.5D  (or m 2.5).  Or similarly, for the path with

y y,uni y,uni G2,unia=atan(1.0/0.3)=73.3deg., D (1.0/0.3)D =3.33D  (or m 3.33) when the bi-

directional yield mechanism forms.  

On the other hand, applying a constant shear force vector requires changes in the

displacement path such that equilibrium and compatibility relationships are satisfied as the

magnitude of the force is increased.  Force and displacement response is shown for the same

directions (a=21.8, 73.3, 45deg.) in figure 4-6.  The force response shows that the structure

will only undergo bi-directional yielding when a=45deg.  For any other value of a, once the

yield force is reached in either direction it will continue to displace in that direction.

Considering every case of a, bi-directional yield interaction curves could be plotted using

y,xypolar coordinates with a as the angular coordinate and the bi-directional yield force (P )

y,xyor yield displacement (D ) as the radial coordinate.  Both of the radial coordinate quantities

are defined as the magnitude of the vector formed by the x- and y-components of the

respective quantity at the point when the bi-directional yield mechanism develops.  For the

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4-6   Pier Response for Force Controlled Loading (a) Base Shear Force

and (b) Global Pier Displacement
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case of an applied constant shear force, the yield force interaction surface is seen in figure

4-7a.  The corresponding bi-directional yield displacement interaction plot is shown in figure

y,xy4-7b where D  has been defined by (4-14).  The resulting yield displacement interaction plot

is shown considering both pier flexibility and rigid pier members.  For the case considered

here, with identical pier stiffness in each direction and properties of devices attached to each

leg, an axis of symmetry exists in each plot every p/4 rad., as would be expected due to the

physical symmetry of the system.

Again, while this information does not provide the path expected to be taken during response

of a controlled rocking pier, it will provide insight into bounds of expected response that can

be used for design.

4.3.2  Example and Verification of Static Kinematic/Hysteretic Behavior

Nonlinear static pushover analysis is used to verify and illustrate the analytical expressions

defined above.  The representative pier with aspect ratio of 4 (Pollino 2004) and device

properties used in the previous section are also considered here.  An elasto-plastic model is

used for the steel yielding devices for comparison with the expressions derived above

although a more sophisticated model will be used for the dynamic analyses presented later.

FIGURE 4-7   Yield Interaction Surfaces.  (a) Yield Force and (b) Yield

Displacement

  (a) (b)
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FIGURE 4-8   Bi-directional and Uni-directional Pushover Curves (2  Cyclend

Properties)

This example considers a progressively increasing displacement applied in the a-direction

such that a=atan(0.4/1.0)=21.8deg.  This direction of a was chosen to achieve a maximum

displacement following the 100%-40% directional combination rule that is often applied for

the seismic design of bridges (ATC/MCEER 2004).  The pier is pushed until a displacement

equivalent to 2.0% drift is reached in one of the principal directions.  The pushover curve is

xydefined as the resulting shear in the a-direction (F ) versus the displacement along the a-

xydirection (D ).  The resulting pushover curve is shown in figure 4-8.  The pushover curve

changes slope 6 times as each of the three legs uplift from the foundation and each of the

steel devices yield.  Results of the pushover analysis are compared in table 4-1 with the

response parameters derived earlier in this section.  The maximum developed base shear is

equal to the pier’s plastic capacity defined by (4-15).  As can be seen from the table, the

derived values of uplifting displacements and frame forces are in very good agreement with

the results of nonlinear pushover analysis, as expected.  The largest discrepancy is with the

y,scpier displacement in the smaller component direction when the 3  device yields (D ).  Therd

difference is about 4.7% and likely due to interaction between frames 2 and 4 (in this case)

since the additional axial deformation of leg 4 due to demands coming from frame 2 is not

included in the derivation of (4-13).  The difference in the bi-directional yield displacement

y,xy y,sc(D ) is a direct result of the discrepancy of D  since the analysis results show the

relationship between these two quantities defined by (4-14).
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TABLE 4-1  Results of Nonlinear, Static Pushover Analysis and Values from

Developed Kinematic/Hysteretic Properties

Action Eq. # Value Analysis Result

up,L1D Uplift Disp. of Leg 1 4-6 193 193

up,L2D Uplift Disp. of Leg 2 4-7 49.0 48.0

up,L3D Uplift Disp. of Leg 3 4-8 137 136

F1F Shear of Frame 1 4-9 81.0 81.0

F3F Shear of Frame 3 4-9 81.0 81.0

F2F Shear of Frame 2 4-10 243 243

F4F Shear of Frame 4 4-10 243 243

y,xyD
Pier Displacement when 3  Devicerd

Yields
4-14 231 239.6

y,scD

Pier Displacement in Smaller

Component Direction when 3  Devicerd

Yields

4-13 85.7 88.9

y,xyP Bi-directional Pier Yield Force 4-15 459 459

*all units in kN and mm

4.4   Use of Simplified Analysis Method Considering Bi-directional Horizontal Input

To determine maximum pier displacements, the capacity spectrum analysis method

(ATC/MCEER 2004) was evaluated previously for 2-legged piers subjected to controlled

rocking (Pollino 2004) and shown to predict the maximum seismic displacements of the pier

with reasonable accuracy for design.  This method of analysis characterizes a MDOF

nonlinear system by a linear-viscous SDOF system.  The simplification to the SDOF system

is done by developing the structural capacity (pushover) curve of the MDOF system, in a

particular direction, using a loading profile corresponding to the first mode of vibration

(assuming this to be the dominant mode).  The hysteretic energy dissipated through nonlinear

behavior is then converted to an assumed equivalent amount of viscous damping per cycle.

The seismic demand spectrum is then reduced as a function of this increased amount of

energy dissipation.  
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However, questions arise using this simplified analysis method for bi-directional horizontal

response such as, what path to consider in the development of the structural capacity curves,

and what should be the corresponding demand curves.  Due to the path dependency of the

hysteretic behavior, the spectral capacity curve can vary for any path with a=0 to a=45deg.

The case of a=0 (uni-directional behavior) provides a lower bound on the structural force

y,unicapacity (P ) and on the energy dissipated per cycle since only 2 of the steel yielding

devices are activated.  The path with a=45deg. provides an upper bound on the structural

y,xyforce capacity (P  of (4-15)) and energy dissipated per cycle since all 3 devices are

activated at the smallest displacements compared to other paths as seen in figure 4-7b.  The

corresponding demand curve for uni-directional response can be derived from the design

spectrum in one of the principal pier directions.  However, use of the bi-directional capacity

curve requires some form of a bi-directional demand curve that has a larger spectral

acceleration values in order to predict the bi-directional response.  These concepts will be

presented in an example using two sets of spectral capacity and demand curves, one

considering uni-directional and the other bi-directional properties.  A flow chart is shown in

figure 4-9 that illustrates the procedure of the simplified analysis method when considering

the two sets of properties.

4.4.1 Example Simplified Analysis (Uni-directional Behavior)

f v x y vThe same pier (h/d=4, h=29.26m, k =6.25kN/mm, w =1730kN, m =m =w /g) and steel

L dyielding device properties (h =0.5, k =36.9kN/mm) that were used previously in this section

are used here.  In an actual design scenario, the devices would be calibrated to satisfy a

number of design constraints and pier properties (strength, stiffness) and in some cases the

pier may need to be strengthened or stiffened to satisfy the performance objectives (namely,

elastic response of the pier).  This process has been detailed for 2-legged piers in Pollino

(2004).

The uni-directional spectral capacity curve is developed using the variables in Section 2

up2 up2 y,uni y2(P =109kN, D =8.7mm, P =324kN, D =94.5mm).  The 5% damped demand spectrum

corresponding to this capacity curve could simply be taken as the design spectrum defined

in ATC/MCEER (2004).  A site located in Northridge, CA and seismic event with 3%
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FIGURE 4-9   Simplified Analysis Method Flow Chart Considering Uni-directional

and Bi-directional Properties
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(4-17)

(4-16)

FIGURE 4-10   Uni-directional Spectral Analysis Plot

probability of exceedence in 75 years is considered here.  The spectral acceleration values

sare taken from the USGS with a short period (0.2sec) spectral acceleration, S , of 1.95g and

1one-second spectral acceleration, S , of 0.87g.  The resulting spectral demand curve and uni-

directional capacity curve for the pier are shown in figure 4-10.  

The spectral demand curve is then reduced to account for the energy dissipation that occurs

due to the plastic work of the devices, expressed as an equivalent amount of viscous

damping.  The system’s equivalent viscous damping is determined using the following

expression:

o hyswhere x =inherent structural damping (assumed to be 2%) and x =hysteretic damping

provided by the steel yielding devices during rocking response and is taken as:

G2,uniwhere m =displacement ductility ratio considering 2  cycle properties such that:nd

y2and where D  is the system yield displacement considering 2  cycle properties.  Dampingnd

modification factors (ATC/MCEER 2004) are then used to reduce the demand spectrum for

(4-18)
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(4-17)

(4-18)

(4-19)

the amount of equivalent viscous damping.  However, since the amount of hysteretic

G2,unidamping is dependent on the unknown displacement (m  in (4-17)), the process is iterative

until a displacement is converged upon.  

Following a few iterations, the final spectral capacity and demand curves are also shown in

figure 4-10.  It can be seen that a displacement of 443mm is predicted using this approach.

This pier displacement resulted in an equivalent damping ratio of:

Typically, the design seismic demand can be assumed equal in each orthogonal direction;

however the maximum structural response does not occur simultaneously.  If the uni-

directional pier properties considered are identical in each direction then the predicted

u,x u,ydisplacement in the x- and y-direction will be equal (D =D ).  Using a 100-40 directional

combination rule to account for the non-simultaneity of the maximum displacement response

would result in a displacement magnitude of:

Therefore, applying a 100-40 directional combination rule suggests an increase in the uni-

directional displacement demand by a factor of 1.08 and the maximum bi-directional

displacement predicted considering uni-directional capacity and demand curves is equal to:

4.4.2 Example Simplified Analysis (Bi-directional Behavior)

For comparison and further discussion, the bi-directional capacity and demand curves are

y,xydeveloped.  The bi-directional capacity curve is defined by the bi-directional yield force, P

of (4-15), such that:

(4-20)
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(4-23)

(4-25)

(4-24)

y,xyand the yield displacement, D , is given by (4-14).  This yield displacement depends largely

on the displacement direction angle, a.  The angle considered here for design is based on the

100%-40% directional combination rule such that:

Using (4-13) and (4-14), the yield displacement is equal to:

The bi-directional spectral demand curve considers the seismic demand in the two orthogonal

directions.  In most cases the seismic demand is assumed equal in the two orthogonal

directions and taken in the form of a site design spectrum.  While this demand is assumed

a,x a,y athe same in each direction (S =S =S ), each motion can be assumed to be uncorrelated in

each direction (i.e. not in-phase).  Considering a 100-40 directional combination rule, the bi-

direction design spectrum is formed from the uni-directional design spectrum by increasing

its magnitude by 1.08 such that:  

The equivalent viscous damping is obtained similarly to that for uni-directional response,

such that:

G2,xyexcept that the displacement ductility, m , is taken as:

using a 100-40 directional combination rule.  This results in an idealized bi-linear capacity

curve with a=0.38rad. as seen in figure 4-11.  The actual bi-directional capacity curve is also

shown in that figure.  It is observed that the two curves have the same maximum base shear

force and have an approximately equal amount of energy dissipation (area beneath capacity

curve).  Note that the final bi-directional spectral demand curves (i.e. the ones obtained after

iterating upon the displacement until a solution converges), are shown in figure 4-11 and the

(4-21)

(4-22)
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FIGURE 4-11   Bi-directional Spectral Analysis Plot

u,xypredicted bi-directional displacement (D ) is shown to be equal to 380mm.  Thus the

resulting maximum displacement in the x-direction is equal to:

Thus the predicted displacement considering bi-directional behavior is less than that

predicted using uni-directional behavior. 

4.5   Design Applications

The design of a controlled rocking pier for seismic design (or retrofit) requires limiting pier

displacements and ductility demands to the device while capacity design principles are

applied to the pier and superstructure.  The design process for 2-legged piers has been

illustrated in detail in Pollino (2004).  Here, those concepts are expanded upon to discuss the

key design constraints to achieve the performance objectives for controlled rocking 4-legged

piers.  Also, simplified methods of predicting the key response quantities to satisfy the design

constraints are discussed.  More explicitly, these response quantities include pier

(4-26)
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(4-28)

displacements (or pier drift), uplifting displacements, and maximum pier forces (frame shear,

pier leg axial force).

4.5.1   Pier Displacements

Pier displacement limits will vary from bridge-to-bridge and should be met to achieve the

desired seismic performance of the bridge.  Since the design intent requires the pier to remain

elastic and all inelastic action is to occur through rotations at the base of the structure, limits

on structural drift typically set to prevent excessive damage are not relevant for a controlled

rocking pier.  Limits on the pier displacements may be set to ensure pier stability or to

prevent excessive movement of the bridge deck at abutments or other piers.  For instance,

longitudinal bridge deck movement must be limited to prevent potential unseating of spans

where it is connected with roller supports for thermal expansion.  Maximum displacements

of a controlled rocking pier can be predicted using the capacity spectrum analysis method

discussed on Section 4.4.

4.5.2   Uplifting Displacements

The design of the steel yielding devices requires limiting the pier leg uplifting displacements

such that the devices behave in a stable, predictable manner during the design level of

excitation.  Provided the maximum pier displacements are known, the maximum uplifting

displacement under bi-directional response is determined from (4-6) and using a 100-40

directional combination rules such that:

Many types of steel yielding devices exist that could be used in this application to provide

bi-linear hysteretic behavior and dissipate energy through plastic deformations of steel.

Limiting of the uplifting displacement is presented here for the use of buckling-restrained

braces (AISC, 2005).  For this type of steel yielding device, the limit on the uplifting

displacement can be expressed in terms of a limiting axial strain on the BRB’s inner steel

core through the following relationship:

(4-27)
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ub limitwhere (e ) =limit on the maximum steel axial strain.  The limit should be set based on

experimental test data and behavior of such devices under qualified cyclic testing with a

loading protocol representative of expected response under earthquake loading and at

displacements exceeding the strain limit set here.  The AISC Seismic Provisions for

Structural Steel Buildings (2005) can provide guidance on the qualification testing of such

braces.  Based on available literature on the behavior of such devices, a well-detailed BRB

can successfully sustain repeated cycling at axial strain levels of 3% or greater (Iwata et. al.

2000).  The maximum uplifting displacements can be controlled by limiting the

displacements at the top of the pier and using (4-27).

4.5.3   Maximum Pier Forces 

Maximum pier forces developed during rocking response need to be predicted

conservatively, such that the pier can remain elastic during a seismic event (capacity

protection), and with reasonable accuracy for an economical design.  For the case of 4-legged

piers, the structure needs to be designed for its response under 3 components of earthquake

excitation.  Maximum forces are determined using directional and modal combination rules

to combine the effects of bi-directional rocking of a pier subjected to 3 components of

ground motion including the dynamic forces that result from activation of higher vertical

modes from impact and uplift of the pier.  The 100%-40% directional combination rule

(ATC/MCEER 2004) is used for combining horizontal and vertical excitation effects and the

SRSS modal combination rule is used for the dynamic forces (a CQC modal combination

rule could also be used in place of the SRSS rule).  During the rocking response, the

impacting and uplift of pier legs causes the excitation of vertical modes of vibration as

discussed in Pollino (2004).  The dynamic amplification factors determined for 2-legged

dv dLpiers (R  and R ) are also applied to controlled rocking 4-legged piers. 

First, consider force demands generated by the bi-directional horizontal response of a pier.

For this nonlinear earthquake resisting system, the maximum generated static forces are

limited by the development of the plastic mechanism.  Applying the 100%-40% directional

combination rule, forces are calculated as a result of the simultaneous pier displacements in

u,x u,yeach direction (1.0D  and 0.4D ; or vice versa) since the structure is nonlinear.  Referring
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back to the discussion in Section 4.3.1, assuming a displacement along a path with

a=atan(0.4/1.0)=21.8deg. results in development of the bi-directional yield mechanism (3

devices yielding) if the larger direction has a global uni-directional displacement ductility

G2,unigreater than 2.5 (1.0/0.4=2.5, m =2.5).  In other words, if the controlled rocking pier is

designed for at least a global displacement ductility of 2.5 in a single direction, then the bi-

directional yield mechanism is expected to form, resulting in static forces as shown in the

free-body diagram in figure 4-3.  Therefore, under these assumptions, regardless whether the

100-40, 40-100, or 40-40 combination of the two horizontal demands is used, the forces

resulting from development of the bi-directional yield mechanism should be considered.  

The effect of the vertical excitation is included by determining the design vertical spectral

Lacceleration value at the vertical period of the pier, T , which is taken equal to:

L vwhere A =cross-sectional area of a pier leg and m =vertical tributary mass of the pier.  This

is the “fixed-base” period of the pier since the pier is intended to remain elastic during an

earthquake.  However, one could argue that the vertical period increases as the pier uplifts

from its supports and becomes more flexible vertically, and the spectral acceleration value

could decrease as a result of this phenomenon.  However, for simplicity and conservatism,

the “fixed-base” spectral acceleration value is used here.  The maximum vertical force

v avapplied to the pier as a result of the vertical excitation is thus simply equal to m S . 

Including the dynamic forces caused during impact and uplift along with the effects of

vertical excitation, the free body diagram of each pier frame is shown in figure 4-12.  The

dynamic forces are all shown in figure 4-12 with their maximum values and all applied in

the same direction (downward). 

Using these free-body diagrams forces in critical members, connections, and other

components can be determined by applying appropriate combination rules to these demands

(since the forces shown are the maximums of each effect).  Use of the combination rules to

(4-29)
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determine critical pier forces, such as frame shear forces and pier leg axial forces, will be

presented in the next two subsections.  

4.5.3.1  Maximum Frame Shear

uFThe maximum frame shear (P ) that develops, including dynamic effects, can be determined

using the free-body diagram of figure 4-12 applying the appropriate combination rules.  The

maximum frame shear includes a term from the uplift of the pier and yielding of the devices

dvtimes the dynamic amplification factor during uplift (R ) and the effect of vertical excitation.

Using an absolute sum combination rule, the maximum frame shear can be determined

directly from equilibrium of forces shown in figure 4-12 such that:

uF,stwhere P =maximum frame shear considering static response and is equal to (4-10).  

FIGURE 4-12   Free-body Diagrams of Frames Including Forces due to Dynamic

Effects

(4-30)
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As discussed previously, application of the 100-40 directional combination rule to the 2

horizontal components of motion results in development of the bi-directional yield

G2,unimechanism for m >2.5.  However, when the third (vertical) component is included in the

dvcombination rule, the dynamic effect resulting during uplifting (R ) is combined with the

vertical excitation using the combination rule due to their non-simultaneity and the design

frame shear force is taken as:

4.5.3.2  Maximum Pier Leg Axial Force

uLThe maximum developed axial force in a pier leg (P ) can be determined by equating

vertical equilibrium from figure 4-12.  Applying an absolute sum combination rule, the

ffoundation reaction (R ) beneath the pier leg is equal to:

Considering that two pier diagonals connect to the base of the compressed pier leg, such that

their load is applied directly into the support, the maximum load on the pier leg is less than

the support reaction.  Considering equilibrium at the base of the pier leg in figure 4-12 and

applying an absolute sum combination rule (both directional and modal), the force developed

uLin the pier leg, P , is defined by:

The five terms are a result of uplifting and yielding devices, vertical excitation, and the

uL,stdynamic effects that occur during pier rocking.  The first term, P , is the axial force

generated statically in the pier leg as a result of development of the bi-directional yield

mechanism and is equal to:

(4-31)

(4-32)

(4-33)
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The second term is the pier leg force resulting from vertical excitation and will be noted as

veF .  The third term results from the initial impacting of the pier leg after it has uplifted and

vo ois returning to its support (F ) with an impact velocity v .  The fourth term is the dynamic

effect of the weight tributary to a single pier leg being suddenly applied as the leg returns to

wthe support (F ).  The fifth term is the dynamic effect of the remaining pier tributary weight

upand devices’ forces sudden transfer to the compressed pier leg during uplift (F ).  The

dv dLdynamic amplification factors, R  and R , are used to account for the vertical modes of

vibration activated as a result of the rocking behavior and are discussed in Section 2.

To account for the fact that all of these forces are not occurring at the same instance in time,

directional and modal combination rules are applied to (4-33).  As was the case for using the

directional combination rule maximum frame shear forces, it is assumed that applying the

100-40 directional combination rule results in development of the bi-directional yield

uL,stmechanism such that the first term, P , exists in all combinations.  Terms 3, 4, and 5 in (4-

33) are a result of horizontal motion and excite different modes and are combined using an

SRSS modal combination rule.  Finally, the second term (resulting from vertical excitation),

is combined using a 100-40 directional combination rule with the SRSS combination of

terms 3, 4, and 5 such that the maximum pier leg force is equal to:

oThe impact velocity of the pier leg, v , can be determined using the energy balance approach

developed in Section 3 where energy is equated at the point of maximum deformation and

just before the point of leg impact with the support with the non-conservative work done by

the energy dissipation devices included between these two points.  This approach does not

take into account work done by the ground motion during the time the frame moves between

(4-34)

(4-35)
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these two positions.   Considering uni-directional motion (i.e. in the x-direction) and the use

of an elasto-plastic steel yielding device, the impact velocity could be taken as:  

However, in this case, the impact velocity depends on the pier’s motion in two directions.

The maximum impact velocity is taken as the sum of the impact velocity as a result of the

ox oyof the pier’s motion in the two horizontal directions (v , v ) such that the total impact

ovelocity, v , is equal to:

Using a 100%-40% directional combination rule, the velocity in one direction (say, the x-

u,x u,ydirection) is calculated using (4-36) with 1.0D  and in the other direction with 0.4D ,

whichever produces the larger velocity.  

4.6   Dynamic Analysis Example

A set of dynamic time history analyses are conducted to further investigate the bi-directional

response and to compare with the simplified analysis approach of Section 4.4 and the design

equations presented in Section 4.5.  The pier properties, energy dissipating devices, and

seismic demand parameters used are the same as those discussed in Section 4.4.1 and have

been used throughout the section.  In that section, a generic set of steel yielding device

L dproperties are used (h =0.5, k =36.9kN/mm).  Buckling-restrained brace dimensions that

ub ub yubprovide these properties are A =9.23cm , L =5.00m, and F =234MPa.  The same2

horizontal demand spectrum (shown in figure 4-13) is considered and the vertical spectrum

sis determined by shifting the characteristic period of the horizontal spectrum, T  (defined in

ATC/MCEER 2004), to a shorter period range and reducing the amplitude of the horizontal

spectrum.  For the case considered, the characteristic period is reduced by a factor of 1.55

and the amplitude is reduced by a factor of 1.25 resulting in the vertical design spectrum in

figure 4-13.  

(4-36)

(4-37)
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4.6.1   Simplified Analysis and Design Response Predictions

The maximum pier displacement in one of the primary directions considering uni-directional

pier properties is predicted using the simplified analysis procedure and was shown equal to

443mm in Section 4.4.1 resulting in a total bi-direction displacement (using 100-40

directional combination rule) of 478mm.  The maximum uplifting displacement can then be

calculated from (4-27), (4-9), and (4-10) and is equal to:

which results in a maximum buckling-restrained brace strain of:

dv dLThe dynamic amplification factors (R  and R ) are determined using the methods presented

in Section 2 and are equal to 1.84 and 1.97 respectively.  The vertical spectral acceleration

value is determined from the vertical spectrum of figure 4-13 at the vertical period of the pier

(4-29) which is equal to:

FIGURE 4-13   Horizontal and Vertical Synthetic Spectrum

(4-38)

(4-39)
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The vertical period lies in the constant acceleration region of the spectrum and the vertical

spectral acceleration value is equal to 1.56g as seen in figure 4-13.  The maximum frame

shear, from (4-31), is equal to 548kN and the maximum pier leg axial force is determined

from (4-35) and is equal to 4290kN.

4.6.2   Ground Motions

Spectra compatible ground acceleration time histories were used for the base excitation of

the analytical model and are generated using the Target Acceleration Spectra Compatible

Time Histories (TARSCTHS) software developed by the Engineering Seismology Laboratory

(ESL) at the University at Buffalo (http://civil.eng.buffalo.edu/users_ntwk/index.htm).

Synthetic ground motions were generated by TARSCTHS to match the elastic response

spectrum for the Northridge, CA site discussed in Section 4.4.1.  Seven ground motions are

made for each direction (x, y, and z) matching the target design spectrum as shown in figure

4-13.  Since the design spectrum is assumed equal in the two horizontal directions, 14

acceleration histories were randomly generated to match the horizontal design spectrum. 

 

4.6.3   Analytical Model

The dynamic response of the structure was predicted analytically using the program

SAP2000 and is very similar to the model used in Section 3 (with a large displacement

formulation) however a 3-dimensional analysis is performed for the 4-legged pier.  The

model mass is lumped in a single node at the assumed center of mass (geometric center at

the top of the pier) and acts in the 3 translation DOF.  This node is then constrained to move

as a rigid diaphragm with the nodes at the top of the pier legs.  The pier’s structural members

are assumed to remain elastic and are modeled with elastic frame elements with rigid end

offsets at the connection points.  The diagonal braces are modeled by members that can only

resist axial forces (in tension and compression).  

(4-40)
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Compression-only gap elements were attached to the base of the legs in the vertical and two

horizontal directions to simulate a base connection that relied on bearing to resist forces in

these three directions (similar to a connection used for the experimental test specimen

discussed in Section 5.4.1).  The gap elements provided no resistance to movement vertically

upward at the base of the leg, or horizontally towards the inside of the pier (directions that

would otherwise apply tension to the elements) and were assigned an elastic stiffness of

1750kN/mm.  

A set of general steel yielding devices were modeled using the Wen (1976) plasticity

property and an elastic stiffness and yield force were assigned corresponding to the device

L dproperties stated above (h =0.5, k =36.9kN/mm).  A post-elastic stiffness was assumed to

be 2% of its elastic value and the yielding parameter was set equal to 2.  

All other relevant details of the analytical model are discussed in Section 3.2.2.2 and 3.3.

4.6.4   Results and Discussion

The results of the seven time history analyses are shown in figure 4-14.  All plots are

presented with the value of the design response quantity (calculated in Section 4.6.1) on the

horizontal axis (single value, x-coordinate) and the peak result from each time history

analysis shown on the vertical axis (y-coordinate).  The result of each time history analysis

is shown as a data point, along with the mean (large solid horizontal bar), mean+s, and

mean-s response (smaller horizontal bars connected to mean bar) of all results.  Also, a solid

diagonal line on each plot divides the range of conservative and unconservative prediction

of response (y=x).  Data points below this line represent conservative prediction of response

for which the result of time history analysis was less than the predicted response, and points

above the line represent unconservative predictions.  Both uni-directional and bi-directional

u,x u,y u,xypier displacements (D , D , and D ) are shown in figure 4-14a since the simplified

methods of analysis predict each of these quantities.  The maximum of the uplifting

displacement of the 4 pier legs, frame shear force of the 4 pier frames, and axial force of the

4 pier legs are presented in figure 4-14b, c, and d respectively.  
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The uni-directional displacement values in the x-direction are predicted conservatively by

approximately 12% with respect to the mean result of the time history analyses and the y-

direction displacement predicted almost exactly.  However, the bi-directional displacement

prediction is slightly unconservative (~8% difference) using the 100-40 directional

combination rule.  The uplifting displacement results deviate from the predicted response by

u,xyapproximately the same percentage as the bi-directional displacement, D  (~9%), as would

be expected since the uplifting displacement is primarily dependent on prediction of the

maximum bi-directional pier displacement and uses the 100-40 combination rule.  The

maximum frame shear force and pier leg axial force are predicted more conservatively (14%

and 16% difference, respectively).

4.7.  Summary

The uni-directional and bi-directional kinematic and hysteretic properties of controlled

rocking, 4-legged steel truss piers have been investigated.  Key variables for the cyclic

hysteretic behavior of controlled rocking piers have been identified considering bi-directional

horizontal response and analytical expressions have been developed for their calculation.

Results of nonlinear static pushover analysis are presented and compared with results

obtained from these analytically derived expressions, and shown to be in good agreement.

A simplified method of analysis has been proposed for prediction of maximum pier

displacements considering the path dependent hysteretic behavior of 4-legged controlled

rocking piers.  Design rules have been established to determine maximum displacement

demands on the energy dissipating devices and to achieve capacity protection of the pier.

The design rules account for three components of ground excitation and dynamic effects

caused by impacting and uplifting during the rocking response.  It was proposed that uni-

directional hysteretic properties be used for prediction of displacements since these

properties would provide a lower bound on the pier’s force and energy dissipating capacity

thus providing an upper bound on prediction of the maximum displacement.  On the other

hand, bi-directional hysteretic behavior is considered for prediction of maximum forces to

provide an upper-bound and conservative estimate of the force response.  This could be

considered a type of bounding analysis for design.  Nonlinear dynamic time history analyses

were performed to assess the effectiveness of the proposed design rules.  Results of the
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analyses found the design rules to conservatively predict response with respect to the mean

response, except that results were slightly unconservative when using the 100-40 directional

combination rule for prediction of displacement response (bi-directional pier displacement

and uplifting displacement).  

(b)(a)

(c)

FIGURE 4-14   Results of Dynamic Analyses and Design Response Values (a) Max.

Pier Displacements; x-, y-, and x-y directions, (b) Max. Uplifting Displacements, (c)

Max. Frame Shear, and (d) Max. Pier Leg Axial Force

(d)
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SECTION 5

SEISMIC TESTING OF A 1/5-LENGTH SCALE 4-LEGGED BRIDGE PIER- DESIGN OF

SPECIMEN AND TESTING PROGRAM 

5.1   General

The experimental testing program of this research was conducted in two phases in the

Structural Engineering and Earthquake Simulation Laboratory (SEESL) at the University at

Buffalo (UB).  The primary differences between the two phases of testing were the

earthquake simulators and energy dissipating devices used during testing.  Phase I tests were

conducted on a 5 degree-of-freedom (DOF) shake table that could not apply input motion to

one of the horizontal translation DOF.  The experimental specimen was attached to the table

in two different orientations for testing during Phase I.  In the first orientation (q=0), the

specimen was attached with two of its frames parallel to the direction of horizontal shaking

and in the second orientation (q=45) the specimen was rotated (in plan) by 45deg.  The

specimen is seen on the 5DOF shake table in each orientation in figure 5-1.  The purpose for

this was to first investigate the uni-directional response of the controlled rocking system

under solely horizontal and horizontal and vertical motions.  The specimen was then rotated

to investigate behavior that would be associated with bi-directional response using the 5DOF

table.  Phase II of testing was performed on a 6DOF shake table that allowed investigation

of true bi-directional controlled rocking response.

The scaled model considered for testing is based on a prototype bridge steel truss pier which

is discussed in Section 5.2.  The prototype pier is considered to be representative of a typical

2-lane highway bridge supported on such piers.  Following similitude scaling requirements

and based on the available laboratory resources, a 1/5-length scale model was used in this

study.  The experimental specimen utilized was a steel structure that has been used for

previous testing at UB (Yao 1991).  Modifications were made to the existing structure to

satisfy similitude requirements deemed most relevant, and for connection of the steel

yielding devices and artificial mass.  The similitude scaling laws and factors are discussed

in Section 5.3.  Section 5.4 provides the important properties of the model specimen and the

passive energy dissipation devices used during each phase of testing.  The experimental
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testing facilities in the SEES Laboratory and instrumentation used are discussed in Sections

5.5 and 5.6 respectively.  Finally, the model base excitation used is presented in Section 5.7

and the testing program described in Section 5.8.

5.2   Discussion of Prototype Pier

Prototype pier properties are based on a brief review of drawings of existing bridges

supported on steel truss piers that was the basis for the analytical work in previous sections.

The prototype bridge pier is assumed to support a segment of a 2-lane highway bridge deck

between the bridge’s abutments.  The pier is assumed to have a tributary inertial mass in the

longitudinal and transverse directions equal to its vertical mass.  In general, steel truss pier

diagonals tend to have a constant cross-section in each pier panel and pier legs are

continuous over its height.  Connection of beam members to pier legs typically were such

that they could be considered pin-connected however moment resisting connection details

were observed in some cases.  Connection of the bridge deck to pier varies considerably

depending on the type of bridge bearing used.  For the purpose of this study, the connection

of the bridge deck to pier is assumed to be pin-connected near the top of each pier leg.

Prototype pier properties deemed relevant for dynamic testing are given in table 5-1

5.3   Similitude Scaling and Artificial Mass Simulation

The design, construction, and testing of any structural model must follow a set of similitude

requirements in order for the behavior of the model to truly replicate that of the prototype

structure.  The fundamental quantities (Q) relevant for modeling of dynamic behavior are

length (L), force(F), and time (T).  Due to limitations of available materials to replicate the

inelastic response expected to occur as a result of earthquake loading and the requirement

of constant acceleration scaling (gravitational acceleration exists in both the prototype and

model), an artificial mass simulation scaling law is often used.  This scaling law has been

used in many experimental tests investigating response of structures to earthquakes (Harris

and Sabnis 1999).

It was desired to have the largest scaled model reasonably possible given the available

resources in the laboratory (table size, capacity; vertical clearance).  Model scale was
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ultimately controlled by the vertical distance from the shake table to a workable crane

clearance height (~7m).  This led to a model height of approximately 6m and a length scale

factor of 5 based on the prototype height of 29.3m.  

The important quantity scale factors required following the artificial mass simulation scaling

law are given in table 5-2.  The scale factors, l, are defined as the ratio of the prototype

quantity to the model quantity such that:

For constant acceleration scaling and since the model is made of the same material as the

a Eprototype (steel), the acceleration scale factor, l , and the elastic modulus scale factor, l ,

Lare equal to one.  The length scale factor, l , is taken to be 5.  Based on the scale factors in

table 5-2, the required model properties and properties provided after modifications

discussed in Section 5.4 are shown in table 5-1. 

It was discovered that an existing slender steel specimen in the laboratory, that has been used

in past testing, was available and provided most of the required relevant model properties

reasonably well.  Additional details of the specimen can be found in Yao (1991).  A

photograph of the specimen is shown in figure 5-1 on the 5DOF shake table.  However, some

modifications were made to the existing structure to better satisfy similitude requirements

as well as for strength purposes.  The primary similitude requirements targeted were the

om Lm“fixed-base” lateral and vertical period of vibration of the model (T  and T ), the shearing

vmmode period of vibration (T ), and the applied and restoring forces of the model, which

would be controlled primarily by the added mass.  The specimen modifications required are

discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.

Although an added mass of 69.2kN/g is required by similitude, steel plates totaling 80.1kN/g

were used since they were readily available in the laboratory.  Influence of the connection

of the added mass to the pier specimen on possibly engaging the steel plates was investigated

to ensure that the added mass did not artificially stiffen the specimen and is discussed in

Section 5.4.3.

(5-1)
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5.4   Specimen Properties

The experimental model specimen is discussed in detail in this section.  The specimen had

an aspect ratio of 4.0 thus matching the prototype aspect ratio.  However, the specimen had

five truss panels along it height unlike the prototype structure that had square panels (thus

four panels along the height).  Where appropriate, modifications are made to previously

developed equations to account for this difference in structural properties.  To meet

similitude and strength requirements and to develop the desired rocking response,

modifications were required primarily at the base of the structure (Section 5.4.1).  The truss

diagonal members also needed special consideration (Section 5.4.2).  Forces used to design

the specimen were determined using concepts presented in Section 4 that consider bi-

directional yielding and dynamic amplification resulting from the excitation of the vertical

modes of vibration.   Connection of the mass to the pier is discussed in Section 5.4.3.  Design

of the passive energy dissipation devices and their connections are discussed in Section 5.4.4.

5.4.1   Base Modifications

Modifications made to the base of the pier specimen included removing existing base plates,

attaching new plates to the base of the columns; adding column flange cover plates, column

web doubler plates, beam-column transverse stiffeners, and a base perimeter beam (collector

beam).  Dimensions and weld details of these modifications are shown in figure 5-2.  

The connection at the base of the pier legs to their supports is critically important in

developing the boundary conditions that allow the rocking response.  As has been discussed

previously, the connection needs to resist translation (sliding) in the two horizontal directions

but should allow vertical translation (uplift) from the support.  First, load cells were placed

beneath the base of each pier leg to record pier base reactions during testing.  Connection of

the pier base to the load cells is done through a horizontal bearing “pit” connection using

angle members that are bolted to the top of each load cell as shown in figure 5-3.  No

resistance is provided vertically through this connection except for friction that may occur

along an angle’s leg as the pier leg uplifts from the load cell.  The angles were only placed

on the two outer sides of the load cells in contact with the two outer sides of the column base

plates such the horizontal shear force of the pier would not be transferred at the base of the
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uplifting pier legs.  Such placement of the angle members limited the amount of contact the

base of the pier legs would have with the base connection during uplifting while resisting

horizontal shear at the base of the other legs and thus preventing sliding.  Shown in figure

5-4 is the assumed shear transfer at the base of the structure.  The base connection is also

capable of transferring torsion in the pier that may develop as a result of accidental

eccentricities.  

5.4.2   Pier Diagonals

Pier diagonals were designed in order to meet similitude and strength requirements.  The

existing specimen had moment-resisting beam-column connections such that when the pier

diagonals were added, the specimen acted as a braced moment frame.  The lateral flexural

stiffness of the existing moment frame could be determined using a portal frame method of

analysis (Hibbeler 1999) to make the indeterminate system determinant by assuming points

of inflection at mid-span of the beams and mid-height of the columns, ignoring shear and

axial deformations, and resolving internal forces.  The lateral flexural stiffness of the pier is

oXMFdifferent considering whether bending of the pier legs occurs about their larger (k ) or

oYMFsmaller (k ) moment of inertia and shown to be equal to 0.52 and 0.34kN/mm

oBmrespectively.  The bending (overturning) stiffness of the pier, k , is calculated simply as:

f Lmwhere n =number of frames acting in the direction of interest, A =cross-sectional area of

clm mthe pier leg, d =center-to-center distance between the pier legs, and h =height of the model.

The shear stiffness of the pier specimen from the added diagonals in an X-braced

configuration can be calculated as:

P dmiwhere n =total number of panels (i) along the height of the specimen, A =cross-sectional

diarea of the diagonal in panel i, q =angle the diagonal in panel i makes with the horizontal,

dmiL =length of the diagonals in panel i.  The two in the front of the bracketed term is due to

(5-2)

(5-3)
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the fact that the four legged specimen pier has two frames that act in each direction.  The

total pier stiffness is equal to:

since the moment frame and diagonal members act in parallel to resist the shear deformations

and the pier legs resist the pier’s overturning deformations.  

dmiThe cross-sectional area of the diagonal members (A ) were sized such that the fixed-base

and vertical periods of the specimen were close to that required by similitude and would have

the required strength to resist demands resulting from formation of the bi-directional yield

mechanism and the dynamic effects (discussed in Section 4.5).  Considering an X-braced

configuration, resulted in the use of high-strength circular threaded rod (ASTM A193 B7,

ys =869MPa) diagonal bracing members with a 9.5mm diameter.  Such members have

essentially no buckling capacity thus could not be relied on in compression.  These members

would have likely undergone elastic buckling during testing creating a tension-only bracing

system.  The prototype was not designed as a tension-only system and it was undesirable to

have the dynamic effects, generally associated with such a system, participate in the

response.  Therefore, all diagonal bracing members were pre-tensioned to a prescribed axial

force level such that these members would have a net tension force during testing and not

develop compressive forces.  The pre-tensioning was achieved by using right and left-handed

threaded rod for the bracing members and connecting them with a reverse threaded hex

coupler as seen in figure 5-5.  A strain gauge was attached on one face of the hex coupler to

measure strain and determine pre-tensioning force during installation and to measure force

in the bracing member during testing.  

oBmFrom the specimen properties in table 5-1, the overturing specimen of the pier, k , is equal

to:

The shear stiffness of the frame from the added diagonal members is:

(5-4)

(5-5)
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Finally, the use of these diagonal members results in a total pier lateral stiffness of:

With the added mass of 80.1kN/g, the theoretical lateral period of the pier specimen could

be taken as:

Using these properties the vertical modes discussed in Section 2 can be characterized by the

L vvertical pier stiffness, k =51.1kN/mm (2-28), vertical shearing stiffness, k =42.5kN/mm (2-

L v34), vertical period, T =0.040sec (2-29), and vertical shearing period, T =0.062sec (2-35).

5.4.3   Mass Connection

Connection of the bridge deck to its piers is typically achieved through the use of some form

of bearing (rocker, pot, elastomeric, cylindrical, spherical; AASHTO 1998).  Each type of

bearing transfers loads between the deck and pier by different mechanisms.  For this study,

a semi-rigid connection of the mass plates to the truss pier is used.   

The connection of the model’s mass is designed to transfer shear force in the horizontal

plane, vertical forces, and moments between the mass and pier.   The connection (figure 5-6)

uses 16-9.5mm diameter, fully tensioned high-strength threaded rods (ASTM A193 B7)

through the 2-90mm thick steel mass plates, a double concave hardened steel bearing, mild-

steel connection plate, and 2-19.1mm plate washers.  The shear force was assumed to be

transferred through friction between each piece.  Using four fully-tensioned rods per

connection point could easily transfer the shear force demand however created a semi-rigid

connection that allows moment transfer through the connection and could potentially engage

the rigid mass, affecting the specimen’s dynamic response and artificially stiffen the

(5-6)

(5-7)

(5-8)
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structure.  Also, additional moments would be applied at the top of the pier that need to be

designed for.  The rotational rigidity of the connection, can be determined using methods of

virtual work and shown to equal:

mcrwhere E=elastic modulus of the steel threaded rods (200GPa), A =cross-sectional area of

mcrthe mass-connection rods (~53.2mm ), L =length of the mass connection rods (~250mm),2

mcrd =distance separating the mass connection rods (125mm) as seen in figure 5-6.

The influence of the rotational rigidity of the connection was assessed by including the

connection in the analytical structural model of the specimen and performing eigenvalue

analysis.  The connection was modeled with an elastic element that was rigid in translation

qmcand had a rotational stiffness, k , about the x- and y-axis.  No torsional stiffness was

assigned to the connection.  The eigenvalue analysis was performed for models for the

“fixed-base” and “shearing” modes of vibration to determine the level of stiffening the

connection and mass added the specimen.  The mode shapes resulting from these analyses

are shown in figure 5-7.  The lateral period is equal to 0.33sec and the vertical “shearing”

modal period is equal to 0.061sec and thus the mass connection did not affect the lateral or

shearing periods of vibration.

Therefore, the connection considered here, representing the connection of the bridge deck

to the pier does not appear to affect the response compared to the idealized model considered

in this research.  However, connection between the deck and pier is important in transferring

the deck inertia forces.

5.4.4   Passive Energy Dissipation Devices

Steel yielding devices were designed and fabricated for both Phase I and II of the testing.

The differences between the devices used in each phase will be discussed later in this section.

Also, as part of Phase II, a set of viscous dampers were implemented as the passive energy

dissipation devices in the controlled rocking system.

(5-9)
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Steel yielding devices with bi-linear hysteretic behavior were designed with connections to

provide only a vertical force to the base of the pier legs.  The important design quantities for

the devices are the plastic device force, elastic stiffness, and maximum allowable vertical

displacement.  Different steel yielding devices were considered for experimental testing

including buckling-restrained braces (AISC 2005) and shear panel devices (Zahrai and

Bruneau 1999).  However, scaling both the braces and shear panels resulted in devices that

were not easily and reliably manufactured or fabricated at this scale.  

The number of design parameters for TADAS devices (Tsai et. al. 1993) resulted in

dimensions of a device that could be fabricated at this scale.  TADAS devices consist of

triangular plates that yield in flexure uniformly along its length when a shear force is applied

on one end and the plates are bent about their minor axis.  The plastic shear force of the

pTdevice, V , can be shown to equal:

T T Twhere N =number of plates, t =plate thickness, b =plate width at fixed support of device,

yT TF =yield stress of steel (50ksi, ASTM A572 Gr. 50), and L =length of plates from fixed

support to point of loading.  The elastic stiffness is equal to:

Results of component and sub-assemblage testing (Tsai et. al. 1993) has shown the devices

able to easily withstand rotations of 0.15rad.  

5.4.4.1   Phase I

For Phase I of testing, three sets of devices were designed and fabricated with local strength

L pT mzratios (h =V /w /4) of 1.0, 0.67, and 0.33.  Device dimensions were designed to limit

rotations on the device to 0.15rad. for the maximum level of shaking prescribed during

Ttesting where the device rotation, g , is defined as:

(5-10)

(5-11)

(5-12)
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Fabrication drawings of each set of devices are shown in figure 5-8a.  The ball bearing end

connections were used to ensure that only the vertical shear force would be transferred

between the device and pier leg as it uplifted from its base.  

A side view of the connection into the pier leg is shown in figure 5-9.  A “slider mechanism”

was designed that would allow easy installation and removal of devices between set-ups.

The slider utilizes slotted holes and a slip critical connection to allow the mechanism to slide

down and bear onto to the devices ball bearing. 

 

5.4.4.2   Phase II

LFor Phase II of the experimental testing, new sets of devices with local strength ratios (h )

of 0.67 and 0.33 were re-designed and fabricated.  The design intent for the steel yielding

devices in Phase I were to develop a specific plastic shear force and limit the rotation to

0.15rad. (a conservative design rotation).  However this led to flexible devices that did not

undergo significant ductility demands during testing especially after the devices were on their

“2  cycle” of response and required a larger uplifting displacement prior to yielding.  Newnd

devices were designed to maximize their elastic stiffness within practical limits while

limiting device design rotations to 0.30, thus allowing a larger ductility demand on the

Ldevices.  A new set of devices were not made for the case of h =1.0 as it was found that its

elastic stiffness was already nearly maximized within the practical constraints.  Dimensions

Lof the two new sets of devices (h =0.67, 0.33) are shown in figure 5-8b.  For comparison,

the static hysteretic pushover curve of the experimental specimen with each set of steel

yielding devices attached, considering 2  cycle response and P-D effects is shown in figurend

5-10.  It is seen in the figure that the re-design of these two sets of devices allowed global

yielding of the specimen at a much smaller displacement compared to the initial design.

Table 5-3 lists the key dimensions and nominal properties of each set of the devices used

during testing.

Also, as a part of the Phase II testing program, the controlled rocking response with viscous

dampers was investigated to verify analytical methods presented previously and to compare

with the response with displacement-based steel yielding devices.  A single set of nonlinear
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viscous dampers were implemented in a very similar manner as the TADAS devices as seen

in figure 5-11.  The nonlinear viscous dampers used were manufactured and graciously

donated by Taylor Devices of North Tonawanda, NY and were initially used as part of the

NEESWood Project by Dr. Michael Symans from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institue (RPI).  The

nonlinear dampers had a force output, dependent on the velocity across the damper equal to:

mwhere c =damping coefficient of 1.32kN(sec/mm) , v=relative velocity across the two endsa

dmof the damper, sgn=sign function, and a =damping exponent of 0.50.  The dampers had a

stroke of 31.75mm.  These damper properties were the prescribed values however

component tests were not performed due to the limited time the dampers were available.

With the dampers implemented to a controlled rocking system as described, the dampers

would only primarily have a stroke in a single direction as the pier legs uplifted from their

base.  However, as depicted in figure 5-12, dampers connected to compressed (non-uplifting)

would undergo some amount of stroke as the base of pier rotates.  In an attempt to prevent

the damper from reaching is stroke limit, the installation procedure called for attaching the

dampers in a position that allowed for 9.53mm of stroke in the other direction.  However, as

will be shown in Section 6, this stroke limit was reached during testing and will be discussed

further there.

5.5   Experimental Testing Facilities and Loading System

5.5.1   Phase I

Phase I of the experimental testing program was performed on the 5DOF shake table in the

SEES Laboratory at UB.  The table can achieve a nominal acceleration performance of 1.15g

and 2.30g in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively with a 20-ton rigid specimen.

A photograph and dimensions of the shake table is shown in figure 5-13.  The table is driven

by 2 horizontal and 4 vertical hydraulic actuators that are programmable with feedback

control to simultaneously control displacement, velocity, and acceleration.  The horizontal

actuators have a stroke of 150mm and the vertical ones have a stroke of 75mm.  The

actuators have the ability to control table movement in all DOF except translation in the E-W

direction. 

(5-13)
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5.5.2   Phase II

Phase II of the experimental testing component was performed on one of the two 6-DOF

relocatable shake tables (shown in figure 5-14a) available in SEESL.  A table extension was

attached to the table during testing that is 7x7m in plan.  The table can achieve a nominal

acceleration performance of 1.15g and 1.15g in each of the horizontal directions and the

vertical direction respectively with a 20-ton rigid specimen (not including mass of the table

extension).  The table is driven in each horizontal direction by 2 hydraulic actuators, as seen

in figure 5-14b (without table extension).  Each horizontal actuator is an MTS Model 244.4

hydraulic actuator with a dynamic force rating of 21 metric ton with a dynamic stroke of

150mm.  The table is driven vertically by 4 MTS Model 206.S with a dynamic force rating

of 25 metric ton and a dynamic stroke of 75mm.   

5.6   Instrumentation

The instrumentation used for both phases of experimentation included accelerometers, string

potentiometers, 8 strain gauge based load cells, and strain gauges that were attached within

the specimen.  A Krypton K600 high performance dynamic mobile coordinate measurement

machine was used to measure displacements near the base of the structure.  The

accelerometers used have a peak acceleration range of 10g and a frequency range of 0-

400Hz.  The string potentiometers used have a total stroke of 1092mm and use a high-

resolution digital output with a nominal resolution of 37pulses/mm.  Two sets of strain gage

based load cells were used during testing, a set of larger capacity (black) load cells and

smaller capacity (yellow) load cells.  Calibration of the set of black load cells is discussed

in Appendix C.  The calibration procedure for the yellow load cells is very similar.  The

black load cells were calibrated for 454kN axial (A), 89kN shear (Sx,Sy), and 24.9kN-mm

moment (Mx,My).  Yellow load cells were calibrated for 133.6kN axial (A), 22.3kN shear

(Sx,Sy), and 3.4kN-mm moment (Mx,My).  However, the mechanical capacity of the load

cells are larger and shown in the capacity spectrum in Appendix C.  Electrical resistance

strain gages made by the Vishay Corporation were used.  These gages can measure strain in

the range of 3%, thus able to easily measure within the elastic range of steel.  The Krypton

K600 coordinate measurement machine (shown in figure 5-15a) uses light emitting diodes

(LEDs) that can measure translation in 3 dimensions at a rate of 3000samples/sec/LED with
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an accuracy of approximately 190mm for the LEDs at a distance between 5-6m (furthest

distance of LEDs used during testing).

5.6.1   Phase I

During Phase I of testing, a portable Pacific Instruments  6000 series data acquisitionTM

(DAQ) system was used to manage and record all digital instrumentation signals except for

the data recorded from the Krypton machine that used its own proprietary acquisition system.

The portable Pacific allowed a total of 64 channels to be recorded.  The Pacific system

supplied an excitation voltage to the various transducers (accelerometers, load cells, string

potentiometers, strain gages), amplified the transducer output signal, and low-pass filtered

the amplified signals at a cut-off frequency of 50Hz.  All data was sampled at a rate of 128Hz

and recorded to PC hard disk in ASCII format.  

The instrumentation layout for Phase I of the experimental testing is shown in figure 5-16

and the instrumentation list is given in table 5-4.  Accelerometers were positioned on the

outer edges of the mass plates to measure horizontal mass accelerations in the N-S and E-W

directions and an accelerometer added to the center of the plates to measure vertical

acceleration.  Accelerometers were attached to the shake table to measure acceleration in the

horizontal and vertical directions.  They were also attached near the base of the specimen’s

columns to measure vertical accelerations upon impact.  Two string potentiometers were

attached to the reference frame and one edge of the mass plates (as seen in figure 5-16) to

measure the total displacement in the N-S direction and rotation of the mass plates.  Similarly

in the E-W direction, string potentiometers were attached to the crane rail and edge of the

mass plates to measure total displacement in this direction and rotation of the mass plates.

However, significant displacements in the E-W direction were not observed (as expected)

since the 5DOF table is not designed to move in this direction.  The black load cells were

positioned beneath the legs of the pier specimen to measure the axial and shear forces (x- and

y-directions) at the base of each column during testing.  Moments (Mx, My) were also

recorded during every test.  The smaller capacity, yellow, load cells were attached between

the support column and fixed end of the TADAS device to measure the TADAS shear force

and moment.  Only the relevant shear and moment channel from these load cells were
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recorded due to the limitation of available channels on the portable Pacific DAQ system.  As

discussed previously, stain gages were attached to each specimen diagonal to measure the

pre-tensioning force.  During testing, only strains in the 1  panel diagonal members werest

recorded due to limitation of the number of channels on the DAQ system.  Strain gages were

also attached and oriented on the flanges of the collector beams such that axial forces and

moments about its major axis, at each end, could be determined.  The Krypton diodes were

attached to the base of the specimen legs and the top end plate of black load cells to

determine the uplifting displacements of each leg.  Diodes were also attached and oriented

on the shake table to determine horizontal and vertical translation of the table, and also

rotation of the table.  More diodes are attached than absolutely necessary to determine these

quantities for redundancy.  Note that the Krypton machine has its own DAQ system thus did

not occupy channels on the portable Pacific system.

5.6.2   Phase II

Instrumentation for Phase II of the testing was very similar to the previous phase of testing

with some minor changes since the number of data acquisition channels was significantly

increased with the use of the Pacific Instruments  6000 Mainframe.  This DAQ systemTM

functioned nearly identical to the portable Pacific DAQ system used in Phase I however it

allowed for a significant increase in the number of channels.  The significant changes in

instrumentations were the addition of 4 string potentiometers that were attached to the table

(1 in X-direction, 1 Y-direction, 2 Z-direction), additional redundant accelerometers to the

table in the X- and Y-direction, all pier diagonal member strain gages  in the 1  panel werest

recorded, and 3 accelerometers were added on top of the mass to measure vertical

acceleration.  During testing with the viscous dampers, load cells that were attached in-line

with the damper shaft (as seen in figure 5-11) were used to measure damper force.  These

load cells were designed to only measure axial forces with a capacity of 44.5kN.  These

load cells were graciously provided by Dr. Michael Symans of RPI.
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5.7   Base Excitation

5.7.1   Phase I, q=0deg.

The input excitation to the shake table included banded white noise excitation, three seismic

ground motion histories, and a series of pulses.  The banded acceleration controlled, flat-

spectrum, white noise excitation had frequency content in the range of 0-40Hz and had a

PGA of approximately 0.05g.  A sample white noise acceleration history is shown in figure

5-17.  Horizontal, vertical, and combined horizontal-vertical white noise tests were

performed.  

The seismic ground motions included the 1940 El Centro earthquake (array #9), the Newhall

record from the 1994 Northridge earthquake, and a synthetically generated record.  Under

asimilitude scaling laws, the acceleration of the record is scaled by a factor, l , which is equal

tto one and the time of the record scaled by the factor, l , which is taken equal to 2.24 in these

tests.  The target acceleration histories of each motion, in prototype and model scale, are

shown in figure 5-18.  The target pseudo-acceleration response spectrums from these three

motions, in prototype and model scale are shown in figure 5-19.  For each set of test results

in Section 6, the target and achieved spectrums in model scale are presented to display the

actual base input to the specimen.

The series of pulses used were based on the simplified pulses used on Section 3.3 which

were generated to represent the fault-normal component of near-fault ground motions.  The

ppulses are completely defined by their shape, pulse period (T ), and the maximum pulse

p,maxvelocity (v ).  The intensity of the pulse, measured in terms of the maximum pulse

velocity, is based on regression analysis performed by Alavi and Krawinkler (2004) that

wrelates the earthquake moment magnitude (M ) and source-to-site distance (R).  The

magnitude and distance were arbitrarily set in this study as 7.0 and 10km respectively,

resulting in a maximum prototype pulse velocity of 1122mm/sec.  This pulse velocity was

vscaled for the experimental study by the velocity scale factor, l  from table 5-2 (=2.24), and

thus equal to 468mm/sec.  Three pulse periods were used during testing to investigate the

o,wn o,wncontrolled rocking system’s response to this type of input:  0.5, 1.0, and 1.5T , where T
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is the fixed-base period actually determined from white noise testing (=0.40sec).  The three

pulses are shown in figure 5-20 along with their resulting pseudo-acceleration spectrum.

5.7.2   Phase I, q=45deg.

With the pier in the second orientation (q=45deg.), the same table input discussed in Section

5.7.1 was used except the horizontal component of excitation was amplitude scaled by a

factor of 1.4.  The intent of this portion of phase I was to investigate the type of behavior that

would be expected from bi-directional shaking however using the 5DOF shake table.

Amplitude scaling the horizontal table input by a factor of 1.4 was assumed to effectively

apply 100% of the motion to the two orthogonal directions of the pier.  One major difference

between this and actual bi-directional input is the that these motions would be applied in-

phase to the two orthogonal directions which does not occur during a real earthquake where

it is typically assumed that these two motions are uncorrelated.

5.7.3   Phase II

Testing during phase II used 3 components of table input since testing was performed on one

of the 6DOF shaking tables at UB.  The motions used during these tests used a time scale

factor of 1.85 opposed to the value of 2.24 required by similitude and used in phase I.  The

time scale factor was changed since the actual, observed period of the specimen was 0.4sec

and the prototype period was 0.74sec (0.74/0.40=1.85).  The Newhall record (H+V) from

phase I was used again but included its other horizontal component of motion.  The

synthetically generated motion (H+V) from phase I was also used again and another

randomly generated motion with the same target spectrum as S1X was used for the additional

horizontal component.  The target acceleration histories of the additional component of each

motion (Y-component), in prototype and model scale, are shown in figure 5-21.  The target

pseudo-acceleration response spectrums of all three components for each record, in prototype

and model scale, are shown in figure 5-22.  
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5.8   Testing Program

5.8.1   Phase I

As discussed previously, Phase I included tests with the specimen oriented orthogonal to the

direction of shaking and rotated in-plan at an angle of 45deg. to the direction of shaking.  For

Leach orientation, tests were run with the three sets of steel yielding devices (h =0.33, 0.67,

Land 1.0) attached and tests of the free-rocking pier (h =0) for a total of 8 set-ups.   Table 5-5

lists all of the tests performed during each orientation and set-up of Phase I.  Testing of the

controlled rocking specimen began with the series of 3 white noise tests followed by the

seismic input and then the pulses.  The three white noise tests were run following each full-

scale input.  For the first set of devices tested in each orientation, the seismic motions were

initially run with 1/3 and 2/3 amplitude scaled inputs then the full-scale and similarly, the

pulses were run with ½ amplitude scaled inputs followed by the full-scale input.  This was

done for the initial set-up to verify instrumentation functionality, table performance, and

specimen behavior.  As testing continued, some of the lower-level seismic tests and white

noise tests were omitted. 

 

5.8.2   Phase II

LThe test set-ups for phase II included 3 sets of steel yielding devices (h =0.33, 0.67, and 1.0,

two of which were re-designed as discussed previously), a set of nonlinear viscous dampers,

and tests on the free-rocking pier.  Each test set-up began with a white noise test followed

by an earthquake record amplitude scaled to 35% of the target value simply to verify

instrumentation functionality, table performance, and specimen behavior.  The Newhall

record was run at 100% amplitude followed by the Synthetic record at 100%.  Following

completion of the two 100% amplitude tests, different records were run at higher amplitude

(150%+) for different set-ups.  Table 5-6a lists all tests performed during Phase II with the

TADAS devices attached and for the free-rocking specimen.  Table 5-6b lists all tests

performed with the nonlinear viscous dampers attached.

5.9   Summary

Details pertaining to the design, set-up, instrumentation, and testing program of the

experimental portion of this research was presented in this section.  In particular, the use of
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an artificial mass simulation scaling procedure and the level to which the scaling laws were

met were discussed.  The connection at the base of the pier legs is critical in developing the

desired type of response and its details were presented.  A number of different set-ups with

two types of passive energy dissipation devices was considered and subjected to many forms

of excitation to investigate its response.  Recorded response quantities are discussed in the

following section and compared with different analytical procedures.
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TABLE 5-1  Prototype and Model Pier Properties

Quantity Prototype
Model

Required Provideda b

Pier Height, h 29.3m 5.86m 6.09m

Pier Width, d 7.32m 1.46m 1.52m

Pier Aspect Ratio, h/d 4.0 4.0 4.0

x yInertial Mass, m  (and m ) 1730 kN/g 69.2 kN/g 80.1 kN/g

mzGravitational Weight, w 1730 kN 69.2 kN 80.1 kN

Material Elastic Modulus, E 200GPa 200GPa 200GPa

ox oyPier Lateral Stiffness, k  (and k ) 12.6 kN/mm 2.52 kN/mm 3.00 kN/mm

“Fixed-base” Lateral Period of

ox oyVibration, T  (and T )
0.74 sec. 0.33 sec. 0.33 sec.

“Fixed-base” Vertical Period of

ovVibration, T
0.13 sec. 0.058 sec. 0.040 sec.

Vertical “Shearing” Period of

vVibration, T
0.12 sec. 0.054 sec. 0.062 sec.

LA 155cm 6.2cm 15.5cm2 2 2

cld 732cm 146cm 132cm

dL 1035cm 207cm
157cmc

178cmd

iq 45deg 45deg
35degc

43degd

dA 35.5cm 1.42cm 0.45cm2 2 2

Required model properties determined from the prototype properties and “required” scalea

factors from table 5-2
Theoretical model properties provided by the specimenb

Properties in panel 1 of specimenc

Properties in panels 2-5 of specimend
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TABLE 5-2  Model Scale Factors for Dynamic Behavior Using Artificial Mass
Simulation Scaling Procedure

Scaling Quantity
Dimensional Scale

Requirements
Required Scale Factor

Geometric Length, L Ll  = 5a 5.00

Area, A A Ll  = l 2 25.0

Second Moment of Area, I I Ll  = l 4 625

Gravitational Acceleration, g g E L rl  = l /(l  l ) = 1.0b 1.00

Acceleration, a a E L rl  = l /(l  l ) 1.00

tTime, t l   =  2.24

Frequency, w wl  = 0.447

vVelocity, v l  = 2.24

Elastic Modulus, E El  = 1.0c 1.0

Force, F F E Ll  = l  l 2 25.0

Stiffness, k k F Ll  = l  / l 5.00

Stress, s s El  = l
1.00

eStrain, e l  = 1.0 1.00

r E L AMass Density, r l  = l  / (l  l ) 0.200

Mass, m m r Ll  = l  l 3 25.0

Energy, e e E Ll  = l  l 3 125

Impulse, I il  = 55.9

Geometric length scale limited by laboratory resourcesa

Acceleration scale factors equal to one due to model tested in 1-g acceleration fieldb

Elastic modulus scale factor equal to one due use of same material (steel) used for prototype andc

model
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TABLE 5-3 TADAS and Viscous Damper
Properties used in Experimental Testinga

TADAS, Phase I

Lh N
T

T T T TL t b k pT design designD g m

1.0 4 88.9 9.53 50.8 8.34 2.13 0.15 6.3

0.67 2 133 12.7 60.5 3.47 3.63 0.15 5.5

0.33 1 159 14.3 57.2 1.38 4.57 0.15 5.2

Phase II

Lh N
T

T T T TL t b k pT design designD g m

0.67 2 88.9 11.1 54.0 7.02 1.83 0.30 14.6

0.33 1 88.9 11.1 54.0 3.52 1.83 0.30 14.6

Viscous Dampers

c d,maxa D d,maxF

1.32 0.50 63.5 44.5

All units in kN,mma
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TABLE 5-4a Instrumentation during Phase I of Experimental Testing Acquired
on Portable Pacific DAQ System

Channel # Descriptor Gage Location Units

1 LC1N SE Tower Leg kips

2 LC1Sx kips

3 LC1Sy kips

4 LC1Mx kips

5 LC1My kips

6 LC2N NE Tower Leg kips

7 LC2Sx kips

8 LC2Sy kips

9 LC2Mx kips

10 LC2My kips

11 LC3N SW Tower Leg kips

12 LC3Sx kips

13 LC3Sy kips

14 LC3Mx kips

15 LC3My kips

16 LC4N NW Tower Leg kips

17 LC4Sx kips

18 LC4Sy kips

19 LC4Mx kips

20 LC4My kips

21 LC5Sx SE Tower Leg kips

22 LC5Mx kips

23 LC6Sx NE Tower Leg kips

24 LC6Mx kips

25 LC7Sx SW Tower Leg kips

26 LC7Mx kips

27 LC8Sx NW Tower Leg kips

28 LC8Mx kips
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TABLE 5-4a Instrumentation during Phase I of Experimental Testing Acquired
on Portable Pacific DAQ System (Cont.)

Channel # Descriptor Gage Location Units

29 SP1 Top of Tower, X-direction (N-S) inches

30 SP2 Top of Tower, X-direction (N-S) inches

31 SP3 Top of Tower, Y-direction (E-W) inches

32 SP4 Top of Tower, Y-direction (E-W) inches

33 A1 Top of Tower, X-direction (N-S) g

34 A2 Top of Tower, X-direction (N-S) g

35 A3 Top of Tower, Y-direction (E-W) g

36 A4 Top of Tower, Y-direction (E-W) g

37 A5 Base of SE Tower Leg, Z-direction g

38 A6 Base of NE Tower Leg, Z-direction g

39 A7 Base of SW Tower Leg, Z-direction g

40 A8 Base of NW Tower Leg, Z-direction g

41 A9 Table 0, X-direction (N-S) g

42 A10 Table 0, Y-direction (E-W) g

43 A11 Table 0, South End, Z-direction g

44 A12 Table 0, North End, Z-direction g

45 SG1 Panel 1 Diagonal, East X-direction Frame -

46 SG2 Panel 1 Diagonal, West X-direction Frame -

47 SG3 Panel 1 Diagonal, South Y-direction Frame -

48 SG4 Panel 1 Diagonal, North Y-direction Frame -

49 SG5 Collector Beam (CB), East X-direction

Frame, South End 1

-

50 SG6 CB, East X-direction Frame, South End 2 -

51 SG7 CB , East X-direction Frame, North End 1 -

52 SG8 CB , East X-direction Frame, North End 2 -

53 SG9 CB, West X-direction Frame, South End 1 -

54 SG10 CB, West X-direction Frame, South End 2 -

55 SG11 CB, West X-direction Frame, North End 1 -
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TABLE 5-4a Instrumentation during Phase I of Experimental Testing Acquired
on Portable Pacific DAQ System (Cont.)

Channel # Descriptor Gage Location Units

56 SG12 CB, West X-direction Frame, North End 2 -

57 SG13 CB, South Y-direction Frame, East End 1 -

58 SG14 CB, South Y-direction Frame, East End 2 -

59 SG15 CB, South Y-direction Frame, West End 1 -

60 SG16 CB, South Y-direction Frame, West End 2 -

61 SG17 CB , North Y-direction Frame, East End 1 -

62 SG18 CB , North Y-direction Frame, East End 2 -

63 SG19 CB, North Y-direction Frame, West End 1 -

64 SG20 CB, North Y-direction Frame, West End 2 -

TABLE 5-4b Instrumentation during Phase I of Experimental Testing Acquired
on Krypton Machine

Channel # Descriptor Gage Location Units

k1 KD1x SE Tower Leg, X-direction (N-S) mm

k2 KD1y SE Tower Leg, Y-direction (E-W) mm

k3 KD1z SE Tower Leg, Z-direction mm

k4 KD2x NE Tower Leg, X-direction (N-S) mm

k5 KD2y NE Tower Leg, Y-direction (E-W) mm

k6 KD2z NE Tower Leg, Z-direction mm

k7 KD3x SW Tower Leg, X-direction (N-S) mm

k8 KD3y SW Tower Leg, Y-direction (E-W) mm

k9 KD3z SW Tower Leg, Z-direction mm

k10 KD4x NW Tower Leg, X-direction (N-S) mm

k11 KD4y NW Tower Leg, Y-direction (E-W) mm

k12 KD4z NW Tower Leg, Z-direction mm

k13 KD5x Table 0, SE, X-direction (N-S) mm

k14 KD5y Table 0, SE, Y-direction (E-W) mm
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TABLE 5-4b Instrumentation during Phase I of Experimental Testing Acquired
on Krypton Machine (Cont.)

Channel # Descriptor Gage Location Units

k15 KD5z Table 0, SE, Z-direction mm

k16 KD6x Table 0, NE, X-direction (N-S) mm

k17 KD6y Table 0, NE, Y-direction (E-W) mm

k18 KD6z Table 0, NE, Z-direction mm

k19 KD7x Table 0, SW, X-direction (N-S) mm

k20 KD7y Table 0, SW, Y-direction (E-W) mm

k21 KD7z Table 0, SW, Z-direction mm

k22 KD8x Table 0, NW, X-direction (N-S) mm

k23 KD8y Table 0, NW, Y-direction (E-W) mm

k24 KD8z Table 0, NW, Z-direction mm

k25 KD9x Table, NW, X-direction (E-W) mm

k26 KD9y Table, NW, Y-direction (N-S) mm

k27 KD9z Table, NW, Z-direction mm

k28 KD10x Table, NE, X-direction (E-W) mm

k29 KD10y Table, NE, Y-direction (N-S) mm

k30 KD10z Table, NE, Z-direction mm

k31 KD11x SW Load Cell Top Plate, W, X-direction (E-W) mm

k32 KD11y SW Load Cell Top Plate, W, Y-direction (N-S) mm

k33 KD11z SW Load Cell Top Plate, W, Z-direction mm

k34 KD12x SW Load Cell Top Plate, E, X-direction (E-W) mm

k35 KD12y SW Load Cell Top Plate, E, Y-direction (N-S) mm

k36 KD12z SW Load Cell Top Plate, E, Z-direction mm

k37 KD13x SE Load Cell Top Plate, W, X-direction (E-W) mm

k38 KD13y SE Load Cell Top Plate, W, Y-direction (N-S) mm

k39 KD13z SE Load Cell Top Plate, W, Z-direction mm

k40 KD14x SE Load Cell Top Plate, E, X-direction (E-W) mm

k41 KD14y SE Load Cell Top Plate, E, Y-direction (N-S) mm

k42 KD14z SE Load Cell Top Plate, E, Z-direction mm
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I)

TADAS
Strength Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

0.67 0 w hite noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic EC33 33% - -

0.67 0 w hite noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic EC67 67% - -

0.67 0 w hite noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic EC100 100% - -

0.67 0 w hite noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic NH33 33% - -

0.67 0 w hite noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic NH67 67% - -

0.67 0 w hite noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic NH100 100% - -

0.67 0 w hite noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

0.67 0 seismic Syn33 33% - -

0.67 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic Syn67 67% - -

0.67 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic Syn100 100% - -

0.67 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic NH67hv 67% - 67%

0.67 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic NH100hv 100% - 100%

0.67 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 pulse p2tp020-50 50% - -

0.67 0 pulse p2tp020-100 100% - -

0.67 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 pulse p2tp040-50 50% - -

0.67 0 pulse p2tp040-100 100% - -
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

0.67 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic Syn50hv 50% - 50%

0.67 0 seismic Syn100hv 100% - 100%

0.67 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic Syn125 125% - -

0.67 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 pulse p2tp060-50 50% - -

0.67 0 pulse p2tp060-100 100% - -

0.67 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 0 seismic Syn150 150% - -

0.67 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 seismic EC33 33% - -

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

0.33 0 seismic EC100 100% - -

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 seismic NH67 67% - -

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 seismic NH100 100% - -

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 seismic Syn67 67% - -

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 seismic Syn100 100% - -

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 pulse p2tp020-100 100% - -

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 pulse p2tp040-100 100% - -

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 pulse p2tp060-50 50% - -

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 seismic Syn100hv 100% - 100%

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 seismic NH100hv 100% - 100%

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 pulse p2tp060-100 100% - -

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 seismic NH125 125% - -

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 0 seismic Syn150 150% - -

0.33 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 seismic EC67 67% - -

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 seismic EC100 100% - -

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 seismic NH67 67% - -

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 seismic NH100 100% - -

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 seismic Syn67 67% - -

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 seismic Syn100 100% - -

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 pulse p2tp020-100 100% - -

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 pulse p2tp040-100 100% - -

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 pulse p2tp060-50 50% - -

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 seismic EC100hv 100% - 100%

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 seismic Syn100hv 100% - 100%

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 seismic NH100hv 100% - 100%

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 pulse p2tp060-100 100% - -

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 0 seismic Syn125 125% - -
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

1.0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0 0 seismic EC33 33% - -

0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0 0 seismic EC67 67% - -

0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0 0 seismic EC100 100% - -

0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0 0 seismic Syn67 67% - -

0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0 0 seismic Syn100 100% - -

0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0 0 seismic NH33 33% - -
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0 0 seismic NH67 67% - -

0 0 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 0 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 0 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 45 seismic EC33 46% - -1

0.67 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 45 seismic EC67 94% - -

0.67 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 45 seismic EC100 140% - -

0.67 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 45 seismic NH33 46% - -

0.67 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 45 seismic NH67 94% - -
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

0.67 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 45 seismic NH100 140% - -

0.67 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 45 seismic Syn33 46% - -

0.67 45 seismic Syn67 94% - -

0.67 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 45 seismic Syn100 140% - -

0.67 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 45 seismic Syn67hv 94% - 67%

0.67 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.67 45 seismic Syn100hv 140% - 100%

0.67 45 pulse p2tp020-100 140% - -

0.67 45 pulse p2tp040-100 140% - -

0.67 45 pulse p2tp060-100 140% - -

0.67 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.67 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.67 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

0.33 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 45 seismic NH67 94% - -

0.33 45 seismic NH100 140% - -

0.33 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 45 seismic NH67hv 94% - 67%

0.33 45 seismic NH100hv 140% - 100%

0.33 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 45 seismic Syn67 94% - -

0.33 45 seismic Syn100 140% - -

0.33 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0.33 45 pulse p2tp020-100 140% - -

0.33 45 pulse p2tp040-100 140% - -

0.33 45 pulse p2tp060-100 140% - -

0.33 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0.33 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0.33 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

1.0 45 seismic NH67 94% - -

1.0 45 seismic NH100 140% - -

1.0 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 45 seismic Syn67 94% - -

1.0 45 seismic Syn100 140% - -

1.0 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 45 seismic Syn67hv 94% - 67%

1.0 45 seismic Syn100hv 140% - 100%

1.0 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 45 pulse p2tp020-100 140% - -

1.0 45 pulse p2tp040-100 140% - -

1.0 45 pulse p2tp060-100 140% - -

1.0 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

1.0 45 seismic NH67hv 94% - 67%

1.0 45 seismic NH100hv 140% - 100%

1.0 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

1.0 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

1.0 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g
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TABLE 5-5 Experimental Testing Program (Phase I) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Orientation
q

Test Type Excitation
Name

Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

0 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0 45 seismic EC67 94% - -

0 45 seismic EC100 140% - -

0 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0 45 seismic Syn67 94% - -

0 45 seismic Syn100 140% - -

0 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0 45 seismic NH67 94% - -

0 45 seismic NH84 118% - -

0 45 seismic NH100 140% - -

0 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g

0 45 pulse p2tp020-100 140% - -

0 45 pulse p2tp040-100 140% - -

0 45 pulse p2tp060-100 140% - -

0 45 white noise wnh 0.05g - -

0 45 white noise wnv - - 0.05g

0 45 white noise wnc 0.05g - 0.05g
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TABLE 5-6a Experimental Testing Program (Phase II)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Test Type Excitation Name Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

0.67 white noise wnc 0.05g 0.05g 0.05g

0.67 seismic NH35 35% 35% 35%

0.67 seismic Syn35 35% 35% 35%

0.67 seismic Syn100 100% 100% 100%

0.67 seismic NH100 100% 100% 100%

0.67 seismic Syn150 150% 150% 150%

0.67 white noise wnc 0.05g 0.05g 0.05g

1.0 white noise wnc 0.05g 0.05g 0.05g

1.0 seismic NH35 35% 35% 35%

1.0 seismic Syn35 35% 35% 35%

1.0 white noise wnc 0.05g 0.05g 0.05g

1.0 seismic NH100 100% 100% 100%

1.0 seismic Syn100 100% 100% 100%

1.0 seismic NH150 150% 150% 150%

1.0 seismic Syn150 150% 150% 150%

1.0 white noise wnc 0.05g 0.05g 0.05g

0.33 white noise wnc 0.05g 0.05g 0.05g

0.33 seismic NH35 35% 35% 35%

0.33 seismic Syn35 35% 35% 35%

0.33 seismic NH100 100% 100% 100%

0.33 seismic Syn100 100% 100% 100%

0.33 seismic Syn150 150% 150% 150%

0.33 white noise wnc 0.05g 0.05g 0.05g

0 white noise wnc 0.05g 0.05g 0.05g

0 seismic NH100 100% 100% 100%

0 seismic Syn100 100% 100% 100%

0 seismic NH150 150% 150% 150%
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TABLE 5-6a Experimental Testing Program (Phase II) (Cont.)

TADAS Strength
Ratio

Lh

Test Type Excitation Name Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

0 seismic Syn150 150% 150% 150%

0 white noise wnc 0.05g 0.05g 0.05g

TABLE 5-6b Experimental Testing Program (Phase II, Viscous Dampers)

Test Type Excitation Name Intensity

Direction

X Y Z

white noise wnc 0.05g 0.05g 0.05g

seismic NH35 35% 35% 35%

seismic Syn35 35% 35% 35%

seismic NH100 100% 100% 100%

seismic Syn100 100% 100% 100%

seismic NH150 150% 150% 150%

seismic Syn150 150% 150% 150%

seismic NH175 175% 175% 175%

seismic Syn175 175% 175% 175%

seismic NH200 200% 200% 200%

white noise wnc 0.05g 0.05g 0.05g
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 5-1  Experimental Pier Specimen on 5DOF Shake Table (a) Orientation
q=0deg. and (b) q=45deg.

FIGURE 5-2  Column Base Modifications (weld dimensions, mm)
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FIGURE 5-3  Pier Base Connection

FIGURE 5-4 Shear Transfer at Base of Pier Using “Pit” Connection
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FIGURE 5-5  Pre-tensioned Diagonal Members

FIGURE 5-6  Mass Connection Details
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 5-7 Mode Shapes of Experimental Specimen Including Rotational Stiffness
of Mass Connection (a) Lateral and (b) Vertical Shearing Mode

(b)

LFIGURE 5-8  TADAS Dimensions and Weld Details (a) Phase I (h =1.0, 0.67, 0.33)

Land (b) Phase II (h =0.67, 0.33)

(a)
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FIGURE 5-9  TADAS-to-Pier Leg Connection

FIGURE 5-10 Uni-directional Static Pushover Curves for Experimental Specimen
with Steel Yielding Devices for Phase I and II of Testing
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FIGURE 5-11 Connection of Nonlinear Viscous Damper to Leg of Experimental
Pier Specimen

FIGURE 5-12 Damper Stroke Resulting from Rotation of Compressed Pier Leg
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FIGURE 5-13  5DOF Shake Table in SEESL

(a) (b)

FIGURE 5-14  6-DOF Shake Table in SEESL (a) With Extension Platform and (b)
Without Extension Platform showing Horizontal Actuators 
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FIGURE 5-15 Krypton K600 Coordinate Measurement Machine (a) Front View and (b)
Position in Front of Specimen during Testing
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FIGURE 5-16  Instrumentation Layout for Phase I of Testing
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FIGURE 5-17  Banded White Acceleration History
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   Prototype Scale     Model Scale

(a)

(b
)

(c)

FIGURE 5-18  Target Ground Motion Acceleration Histories (Phase I) in Prototype and
Model Scale (a) Synthetic Motion, (b) Newhall, and (c) El Centro
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FIGURE 5-19  Target Ground Motion Pseudo-Acceleration Spectra in (a) Prototype and
(b) Model Scale

(b)(a)
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FIGURE 5-21  Target Ground Motion Acceleration Histories (Phase II, Y-component
only) in Prototype and Model Scale (a) Synthetic and (b) Newhall

(a)

(b)

(a) (b)

FIGURE 5-20  Experimental Testing Input Pulses (a) Pulse P2 Acceleration Histories
and (b) Pseudo-Acceleration Spectra of Each Pulse
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 5-22  Target Ground Motion Pseudo-Acceleration Spectra in (a) Prototype and
(b) Model Scale
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SECTION 6

TESTING RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH ANALYTICAL METHODS

6.1   General

Results of the testing program are presented in this section.  The dynamic characteristics of

the specimen are determined using banded white noise acceleration input during the testing

history.  The method for calculating the structure’s modal frequency and damping ratio is

discussed in Section 6.2.  The properties of the model do not change significantly throughout

the testing program since the structure is designed to remain elastic.  Therefore following

discussion of the method used to of calculate these quantities, the dynamic characteristics

obtained from all the white noise tests conducted throughout the course of this experimental

program are not individually discussed, but are nonetheless provided in a series of figures.

The following sections discuss the reduction of experimental data recorded from various

instruments and compares this data with advanced and simplified analytical methods.

Section 6.3 explicitly describes the methods of processing the data recorded from instruments

and calculation of important response quantities such as:  relative pier displacement,

horizontal base shear forces, pier leg axial forces, uplifting displacements, device forces, and

device deformations.  Also presented in this section are the results of tests conducted with

an input table acceleration amplitude of 100% or greater of the target.  Section 6.4 compares

testing results with results of nonlinear time history analysis in terms of peak response and

time history traces of each response quantity.  Differences in results are discussed and a

refined analytical model is developed based on the results obtained.  Section 6.5 compares

the experimental results to the simplified analysis method and design equations developed

in Sections 3 and 4.  

6.2   Identification of Dynamic Characteristics

6.2.1   Modal Frequencies

As discussed in Section 5.7, banded white noise excitation was used for identification of the

model structure’s dynamic properties.  Response of the model structure during white noise

excitation was limited to the elastic range of response thus providing the fixed base pier
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properties, and could not capture the system behavior after uplift.  The mode shapes,

frequencies, and damping ratios of the structure were determined using a modal identification

technique based on pier transfer function response.  The transfer functions are defined as the

ratio of the cross and power spectrum between the top of pier and table accelerations in a

particular direction.  This definition of the transfer function has been termed in the past as

1the H  estimator (Bendat and Piersol, 1980).  Calculation of the transfer function consists of

processing of the raw acceleration records by first zeroing the record to remove any initial

offset, filtering the acceleration record in the frequency domain using a trapezoidal filtering

window, and applying a Hanning windowing function to the record to reduce the effect of

energy “leakage” (Yao, 1991) by forcing the beginning and end of the time record to zero and

making the function appear periodic.  The fourier transform of the processed acceleration

records were then calculated using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) function implemented

in the program DADisp (DSP Development Corporation) which uses a mixed radix FFT.

The transfer function is explicitly defined as:

where X(w)=fourier transform of output (acceleration at top of pier), F(w)=fourier transform

fxof input (acceleration of table), F (w)=conjugate of F(w), S (w)=cross spectrum, and*

ffS (w)=power spectrum.  

For the model specimen considered, only two horizontal modes and a vertical mode were

expected to significantly contribute to the fixed-base response.  For Phase I of testing only

a single horizontal mode would contribute since base excitation could not be provided in one

of the horizontal directions on the 5DOF table.  Therefore, to determine the modal frequency

for the horizontal mode in the X-direction, the average of accelerometers A1 and A2 along

with A9 are used in the modal identification technique.  Similarly, A3, A4, and A10 are used

for the horizontal mode in the Y-direction and A13, A11, and A12 for the vertical “fixed-

base” mode (Z-direction).  

Many white noise tests were run to first identify the structure’s initial dynamic properties and

then to ensure that these properties did not change during the course of testing, likely

(6-1)
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indicating damage to the model specimen.  An example is provided here to illustrate the

modal identification technique and then simple, numerical results are presented for every

other test.  Figure 6-1 shows the power and cross spectrum plots for a horizontal white noise

excitation.  The transfer function plot is shown in figure 6-2 and is smoothed using a 7 point

moving average to reduce noise.  As seen in this figure, the peak of the transfer function plot

occurs at approximately 2.5Hz indicating that the model structure has a “fixed-base”

oxmhorizontal frequency of 2.5Hz (T =0.40sec).  

The variation of the fixed-base frequency of the structure throughout Phase I, q=0deg. testing

history is shown in figure 6-3 and Phase I, q=45deg. is shown in figure 6-4.  The figures are

presented in the sequence of tests listed in tables 5-5 on the horizontal axis and the vertical

iaxis has the frequency calculated from the white noise test (f ) normalized by the frequency

1calculated from the first test in that particular orientation (f ).  As seen in each figure, the

frequency changes very little (approximately 5% or less) from the initial test in each set-up.

There is an initial drop in the structural frequency within the first few tests, a flat portion of

the curve, followed by a few rises and flattening of the curve throughout the testing history.

The rises typically occur when a new set of devices is attached to the structure, creating a bit

of “re-stiffening” near the base.  After a few tests following attachment of the new devices,

the frequency drops slightly but quickly levels off indicating no changes in structural

frequency.  

Results of white noise tests run during Phase II are presented in figure 6-5a.  The sequence

of tests for this phase are given in table 5-6.  Similar results are seen for Phase II testing with

the exception of white noise test 5 which exhibits a significant drop in frequency relative to

the initial test.  White noise test 5 was performed following the seismic tests of the set-up

Lwith h =1.0.  Since the strength of the devices in this set-up is nearly equal to or greater than

the structures tributary weight, the structure may have ended-up being partially supported on

Lthe devices following the tests with h =1.0.  Although, upon close examination, no residual

uplift or relative pier displacement was observed following these tests.  To investigate this

hypothesis, consider that as the structure is cycled with this set of devices, it no longer has

a “fixed-base” response.  Rather, its period shifts to the 2  cycle response and increases.  Ifnd
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this is the case, the structure’s period obtained from the white noise tests should nearly be

equal to the “rocking” period of vibration determined using the rocking stiffness defined in

Appendix B (for 4-legged piers), which for the specimen and device properties considered

i 1is equal to 0.73sec.  This would correspond to a ratio of f /f =0.55.  With the observed

i 1reduction being substantially less (with f /f 0.70), one could assume that a few of the legs

are not completely supported by the devices.  After these devices were removed and the

Ldevices with h =0.33 were attached for the next set-up, the following white noise test

performed showed the initial trend, with approximately 93% of its initial frequency.

The mode shape corresponding to the “fixed-base” lateral period of vibration with period

oxmT =0.40sec is shown in figure 6-5b.

6.2.2   Modal Damping Characteristics

The equivalent viscous damping characteristics of each mode is determined from the

frequency response analysis described using the half-power (bandwidth) method and then

using the logarithmic decrement method (Clough and Penzien 1975).  

kUsing the half-power (bandwidth) method, the damping ratio (x ) can be determined from

the frequency response curves by determining the frequencies (f) at which the maximum

kresponse (TF ) is reduced by .  Following this approach, the kth modal damping ratio

can be defined as:

Thus, figure 6-6a shows that the peak transfer function amplitude of 11.7 occurs at a

horizontal frequency of 2.5Hz and the frequencies at which the transfer function (TF) is

equal to  of its maximum occurs at 2.42Hz and 2.56Hz.  Therefore, the equivalent

viscous damping ratio of the model structure’s horizontal mode in the X-direction, using this

method, is equal to:

(6-2)

(6-3)a
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Using the logarithmic decrement method, the equivalent viscous damping ratio can be

determined by considering the free-vibration decay of motion.  For lightly damped structures,

the equivalent damping can be determined by:

up2Observing the free-vibration, “fixed-base” (D<D ) response of the specimen following the

completion of a seismic or pulse test can provide the necessary information to calculate the

equivalent damping using this method.  A sample set of response data is shown in figure 6-

6b and ten cycles of free-vibration response is considered such that:

6.3   Data Reduction and Presentation of Results

6.3.1   Calculation of Response Quantities

The instrumentation described in Section 5.6 is used to calculate the following key response

quantities:  table acceleration (horizontal and vertical), table displacement (horizontal and

vertical), pier relative displacement, pier horizontal base shear force, pier leg axial forces,

uplift displacements, and device forces.  This section describes the procedures for processing

the raw instrumentation data and converting it into response quantities that can be compared

to results from the analytical methods that will be presented in Sections 6.4 and 6.5.  

The raw table accelerations are recorded from accelerometers A9 and A14 (X-direction), A10

and A15 (Y-direction), and A11 and A12 (Z-direction).  The acceleration records are first

zero-corrected then filtered in the frequency domain using a trapezoidal filtering window

with corner frequencies of 0.20, 0.25, 30, and 38Hz to remove low frequency errors and high

frequency noise in the signal.  The absolute maximum of the filtered acceleration history was

taken as the maximum table acceleration in the particular direction.  All table displacements

were determined from Krypton diodes KD7, 8, 9, and 10 since each diode measured

translational movement in 3 dimensions.  In each translational direction, the corresponding

values recorded from each instrument were averaged to determine the table translational

displacement history.  The absolute maximum for each of the average recorded displacement

(6-3)b

(6-3)c
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histories are presented along with each maximum table acceleration in tables 6-1 to 6-3 to

provide a gage of the intensity of each actual excitation used during the testing program.  

The pier relative displacement was calculated from the string potentiometers attached to the

pier mass in each direction and the Krypton diodes attached on or near the load cells.  The

REL,Prelative pier displacement (D ) was calculated as:

ABS,Pwhere D =absolute pier mass displacement measured relative to a stationary reference

Tframe using SP1 and SP2 (X-direction) or SP3 and SP4 (Y-direction), D =table displacement

LC-Mmeasured by KD7, 8, 9, and 10 (X- and Y-direction), h =distance from top of large load

Tcells to center of mass plates (6.09m), and q =rotation of the table.  All channels are first

zero-corrected to remove any initial offset.  Rotation of the table about it’s Y-axis was

calculated as:

KD7-8where d =horizontal distance between KD 7 and 8 (1.47m).  Rotation of the table about

it’s X-axis was calculated as:

KD7-9where d =horizontal distance between KD 7 and 9 (1.27m).

Using SP1 and SP2 (or SP3 and SP4) and the geometry of the pier, the rotation of the mass

could be measured during each test.  The largest observed rotation during testing was

approximately 0.10deg.  This level of rotation results in 1.1mm of deformation to each frame

or approximately 1/5 of the deformation of a frame to induce uplift of the free-rocking set-up.

This small amount of rotation was ignored for any calculation of experimental response

quantities.

The total horizontal base shear force could be determined by three different approaches: from

the large capacity load cells, from strain gages on the 1  panel diagonals, or using data fromst

accelerometers attached to the specimen mass.  In the results presented here, the base shear

(6-4)

(6-5)

(6-6)
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was calculated from the strain recorded on the 1  panel diagonals.  This approach was used,st

as opposed to the others, due to electrical problems with one of the load cells leading to

unreliable recordings and the acceleration records appeared rather sensitive to localized

vibrations.  However, in most cases, the base shear results calculated from all sources were

comparable.  Each strain recording was first zero-corrected to remove any initial offset.  For

Phase I test results with q=0deg., for example, base shear was calculated as:

BFMFwhere f =factor to account for the braced frame and moment frame acting in parallel,

couplerE=modulus of elasticity of steel, A =cross-sectional area of the pre-tensioning coupler

d1to which the strain gage was attached (1.94cm ), q =angle the 1  panel diagonal makes with2 st

1 2the horizontal (35deg.), and SG  and SG =recordings from the strain gages on 1  panelst

BFMFdiagonals on the east and west side of the pier respectively.  The factor f  is determined

from elastic analysis of the specimen as the ratio of lateral shear force transferred through the

diagonal members (braced frame action) to the total shear force transferred through the

specimen (braced frame and moment frame action) and is equal to approximately 1.6.

During Phase II of testing, strain gages attached to all 1  panel diagonals are recorded andst

used in the calculation of base shear in the X- and Y-directions in a very similar manner.

Pier leg axial force is calculated by summing the axial channel of the large capacity load cells

and shear channel from the smaller capacity load cells.  For example, the total axial force for

pier leg 1 is calculated as:

Thus, it is calculating the axial force in the leg above the connection point with the energy

dissipation device.  No zero-correction was applied to these channels since the starting value

during each test should be equal to the gravitational weight.

Uplifting displacements were determined from Krypton diodes attached to the top of the

large capacity load cells, shake table, and to the base of the specimen’s columns.  For

example, during Phase I of testing the uplifting displacement of the NE column was

calculated as:

(6-7)

(6-8)

(6-9)
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Maximum device forces are measured directly from the load cells that are attached to them.

For the TADAS devices used in both Phase I and Phase II of testing, the device force is

measured directly from the shear recording of the small capacity (yellow) load cells since the

devices were designed to only apply a vertical shear force where they connected to the pier

leg.  For the viscous dampers tested during Phase II, load cells were attached in-line with the

piston rod of the damper that directly measured the damper’s force.  The damper was

attached at an angle of approximately 8deg. from the vertical such that the damper force was

nearly equal to the vertical component of the force applied to the pier leg.

The TADAS rotation demands defined by (5-12) is calculated using the uplifting

displacement from (6-9) and the device length given in table 5-3.   The damper stroke is, for

all practical purposes, equal to the uplifting displacement (6-9).

Some of the results in this section are presented normalized by important quantities of the

y,unicontrolled rocking system such as the uni-directional yield force (P ) and 2  cycle yieldnd

y2displacement (D ).  These quantities are defined in Appendix B and can be seen in figure 5-

10 that presents the backbone curves for each experimental set-up.  These static backbone

curves are also overlaid on the dynamic hysteretic curves of the experimental results

discussed in the following sections.

Some other information from the experiments that may be of interest to other researchers is

the raw normal channel data from the large capacity load cells (LC1N, LC2N, LC3N, and

LC4N) and the uplifting displacements (calculated from (6-9) and from which the uplifting

velocities could be determined).  This data has been uploaded to the UB NEES

( h t t p : / / w w w . n e e s . o r g / )  r e p o s i t o r y  a t

\\nas.nees.buffalo.edu\repository\AllProjects\MCEER\Controlled rocking

pier\NormalForceUpliftDispData.  
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6.3.2   Experimental Results of Phase I, q=0deg.

The important response quantities described in the previous section are presented here for

each test that was conducted with an excitation that had an acceleration amplitude of at least

100% of the target base excitation (Section 5.7).  

Note that there are differences, both in amplitude and frequency content, between the target

and achieved seismic motions during testing due to shake table fidelity in reproducing the

desired (target) motions.  For comparison, the 5% damped target pseudo-acceleration

spectrum and spectra calculated from the recorded table accelerations during testing are

presented in figures 6-7 to 6-12 for Phase I tests with the specimen in an orientation with

q=0deg.  In general the achieved motion of the table undershot the target motion in terms of

pseudo-acceleration for the three seismic motions.  After amplitude scaling the input signal

to 125% to 150% of its initial values, the spectra generally reached or slightly exceeded the

target spectrum in the primary period range of interest which is from approximately 0.40sec

(fixed-base) to 1.2sec (accounting for the elongated period during rocking).  The spectra for

pthe pulse excitations with pulse periods (T ) of 0.20 and 0.40sec matched well with the target

spectrum, however the pulse with period of 0.60sec did not match well.  This may be in large

part due to the significant uplift and rocking response of the structure when subjected to this

pulse, as expected, resulting in more table-structure interaction compared to the other two

pulses.  Fewer tests were conducted with the pulses (see table 5-5) and thus fewer iterations

were performed that correct the table’s drive signal for the interaction.

Figures 6-13 to 6-45 show, combined on each figure for a given test, time history plots of the

T T,Ypier relative displacement, defined by (6-4) with q =q  (6-5), base shear force (6-7)

m pnormalized by the added weight (W =77kN) and specimen weight (W =18.7kN), global pier

hysteretic behavior in terms of normalized base shear force and pier relative displacement,

overlaid with static backbone curves for 1  and 2  cycle properties (dotted lines), pier legst nd

axial forces (6-8), and devices’ hysteretic response, in terms of device force versus device

Lrotation.  In the case of h =0 (free rocking), the uplifting displacement (6-9) is shown in

place of the devices’ hysteresis.  Pier leg axial force histories are presented for the two south

legs on the left plot and the two north legs in the right plot.  The TADAS hysteretic behavior
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Land leg uplifting displacements (for the cases with h =0) are presented in the same manner.

For uni-directional response (q=0deg.), it is expected that the leg forces, TADAS behavior,

and uplifting displacements on the south and north sides, respectively, should be nearly the

same for a perfectly symmetric and balanced specimen.  

Maximums of the key response parameters are tabulated in table 6-1 for tests conducted

during Phase I with q=0deg.  These values are provided for reference and will be compared

later with the values from time history analysis, and with those obtained from the simplified

methods of analysis used for design. 

6.3.3   Experimental Results of Phase I, q=45deg.

The important response quantities described in Section 6.3.1 are presented here for each test

that was conducted with an excitation that had an acceleration amplitude of at least 100% of

the target base excitation (Section 5.7).  

The target 5% damped pseudo-acceleration spectrum, together with the corresponding

spectra calculated from the recorded table accelerations during testing are presented in

figures 6-46 to 6-51 for Phase I tests with the specimen oriented at q=45deg.  As discussed

in Section 5, the motions are scaled in amplitude to 140% of their target for these set of tests.

Similar to what was observed for the prior tests series, (with the tower oriented at q=0deg.),

the achieved motion of the table undershot the target motion in terms of pseudo-acceleration.

However, successive increases in the amplitude of the motions were not performed because

the purpose of this set-up and set of tests was to observe a “pseudo” bi-directional behavior

(simultaneous uplift and yielding of three of the devices, resulting in the pier supported on

a single leg) using the 5DOF shake table and this goal was achieved with the motions with

spectra slightly less than 140% of the target. 

For the orientation with q=45deg., calculation of some of the key response quantities is

slightly changed.  Pier relative displacement is still measured and calculated in the global X-

direction (N-S) the same way as before since the string pots and Krypton diodes still measure
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with respect to a fixed reference system.  The base shear, calculated using strain gages on the

first panel diagonals, is now equal to:

where all terms have been defined previously.  The other two strain gages and the cos(45 )o

is added to account for the rotated specimen.  The base shear force is calculated in the global

X-direction from data measured on the diagonal braces in all panels which are oriented

45deg. from the X-direction.  The static backbone curve overlaid on the hysteretic plots is

from the hysteretic properties presented in Section 4, with the pier displaced along the path

y,uniwith a=45deg. and thus has a yield strength of P .  The pier leg axial forces, TADAS

hysteretic behavior, and uplifting displacements are calculated the same as described in

Section 6.3.1 since they can be calculated from the same instruments, independent of the

orientation of the specimen.  Finally, plots showing time history traces of these quantities are

shown in figures 6-52 to 6-77 for Phase I tests with the specimen oriented at q=45deg.

Maximums of the key response parameters are tabulated in table 6-2 for tests conducted

during Phase I with q=45deg. 

6.3.4   Experimental Results of Phase II

The important response quantities described in Section 6.3.1 are presented here for each test

of Phase II that was conducted with an excitation that had an acceleration amplitude of at

least 100% of the target base excitation (Section 5.7).  

The target 5% damped pseudo-acceleration spectrum and spectra calculated from the

recorded table accelerations during testing are presented in figures 6-78 to 6-83 for Phase II

tests.  Spectra are presented for each of the motions (Newhall and Synthetic) for each

excitation direction (X, Y, and Z).  In the two horizontal directions (X and Y), it can be seen

in the figures that the achieved spectra is slightly less than the target spectrum beyond a

period of approximately 0.25sec for the case of the Newhall record and beyond

approximately 0.40sec for the case of the Synthetic record.  In the period range less than

these values, the table begins to overshoot the target spectrum.  This was achieved at the best

possible controller settings of the table actuators.  The differences in the horizontal spectral

(6-10)
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values for this range of periods was deemed acceptable since it was not expected that the

response of the structure would be significantly affected by frequency content much higher

than the fixed-base lateral period of vibration (0.40sec).  The vertical spectra also overshoot

the target spectrum in the range of the vertical period of the specimen (~0.06sec).  The

differences between the target and achieved spectra for both horizontal and vertical

excitations will be accounted for when comparing experimental results with prediction from

the analytical methods.

Calculation of the key response quantities is very similar to the case during Phase I with

T T,Yq=0deg.  The pier relative displacement is calculated from (6-4) with q =q  (6-5) for

x T T,Xdisplacement in the X-direction (D ) and equal to (6-4) with q =q  (6-6) for displacement

in the Y-direction.  The base shear in the X-direction is calculated as:

For this phase of testing, all 4 diagonal member strain gages in the 1  panel, in each directionst

were recorded.  Similarly, for base shear in the Y-direction:

The static backbone curve overlaid in the hysteretic plots for the X- and Y-direction is the

uni-directional curves shown in figure 5-10 for each set of devices considered .  The pier leg

axial forces, TADAS hysteretic behavior, uplifting displacements, and viscous damper forces

and displacements are calculated per the procedure presented in Section 6.3.1.

Also shown in these figures for Phase II tests are plane plots that display the bi-directional

displacement and force response traces for each test.  In these plots, the pier relative

displacement is shown normalized by the uni-directional yield displacement and the base

shear force normalized by the uni-directional yield force.  These figures provide a sense of

the bi-directional displacement path in the plane of the added mass (top of pier) and bi-

directional shear force history.  Note, in the shear force plots, most of the response is in a box

y,unifrom -1 to 1 (P ) due to the limitation in the “static” force in each direction.  Of course,

y,uniforce response exceeding P  is observed and is mostly due to the dynamic rocking effects.

(6-11)

(6-12)
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Plots showing time history traces of the above quantities are shown in figures 6-84 to 6-104

for Phase II.

Maximums of the key response parameters are tabulated in table 6-3 for tests conducted

during Phase II. 

6.4   Results Comparison Between Experimental and Nonlinear Time History Analysis

The response of the experimental specimen was predicted analytically using nonlinear time

history analysis.  Discussion of the analytical model, used for the time history analysis, is

provided in Section 6.4.1 followed by comparison of the key response parameters with the

experimental results (Section 6.4.2).  First, comparison is made between the peak

experimental response quantities (from tables 6-1 to 6-3) and peak response results from time

history analysis.  Then, response history traces are compared for a selected number of cases

in Section 6.4.3 followed by discussion of differences between predicted and observed

response in Section 6.4.4. 

6.4.1   Mathematical Model and Analysis Results

The analytical modeling is very similar to that which has been discussed throughout this

report.  The analytical model of the 4-legged experimental specimen included 3-dimensional

analysis as was done in Section 4.  Many of the relevant properties of the specimen which

were applied to elements in the analytical model are tabulated in table 5-1.  The model mass

is lumped in a single node at the geometric centroid of the steel mass plates that acts in the

3 translation DOF.  The mass moments of inertia of the steel plates about each axis is also

accounted for at this single node (thus the effects of torsion are accounted for).  This node

is then constrained to move as a rigid diaphragm with the nodes at the four connection points

of the mass and specimen.  The pier specimen’s structural members are assumed to remain

elastic and are modeled with elastic frame elements with rigid end offsets at the connection

points.  The diagonal braces are modeled by members that can only resist axial forces (in

tension and compression).  The pre-tensioning force in the members is applied in the model

using a temperature loading on the members to match the prescribed axial force applied on

the specimen by pre-tensioning (using reverse threaded couplers).  Since the diagonal
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members could resist both tension and compression forces (without buckling) in the

analytical model, the temperature loading was applied only to achieve the correct internal

forces in the specimen (not required otherwise analytically to prevent buckling).  

Compression-only gap elements were attached to the base of the legs in the vertical and two

horizontal directions to simulate the base connection that relied on bearing to resist forces

in these three directions. The gap elements provided no resistance to movement vertically

upward at the base of the leg, or horizontally towards the inside of the specimen (directions

that would otherwise apply tension to the elements).  The elements in compression, however,

were essentially rigid compared to the specimen itself, as the gap elements were provided

with an elastic stiffness of 850kN/mm, compared to the axial stiffness of the pier leg of

52.1kN/mm.  

The TADAS elements were modeled using the Wen (1976) plasticity property that is defined

by the elastic stiffness, yield force, post-yield stiffness ratio, and a parameter that controls

the smoothing of the transition to yield.  The elastic stiffness and yield force for each set of

devices tested is given in table 5-3.  For TADAS devices tested in past research, the post-

elastic stiffness was assumed to be 2% of its elastic value and the yielding parameter was set

equal to 2.  The viscous damper was modeled with the damper element in SAP2000 that uses

a Maxwell model (Malvern 1969) and has an elastic spring in series with a nonlinear

dashpot.  The properties of the dashpot element are those given in table 5-3.  To achieve

purely viscous behavior, the elastic spring is assigned a stiffness of 880kN/mm to make it

sufficiently stiff. 

Damping was assigned to the model in the form of a Rayleigh damping matrix with 2% of

critical damping assigned to periods of 1.5sec and 0.04sec.  The upper limit of 1.5sec was

chosen to limit the influence of the mass proportional damping term on the structure after it

has uplifted from its base and the period of the rocking structure exceeds significantly the

fixed-base period of 0.40sec.  The lower limit is chosen such that the important higher modes

of vibration are not over-damped but spurious high frequencies modes of no significance are
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numerically damped out.  The variation of modal damping ratios assigned to the model using

this approach is plotted in figure 6-105.

The gravitation weight of the specimen is modeled by statically applying these forces at the

top of each leg before conducting the dynamic analysis.  The analytical model was excited

dynamically by applying acceleration histories to the fixed supports.  In light of the

aforementioned discrepancies observed between the target and achieved motions during

testing on the shaking tables, the acceleration of the table recorded during each test (X, Y,

and Z) was supplied to the analytical model as the base input (as opposed to the target

motion).

Solution of the nonlinear equations of motion is performed using Newmark’s average

acceleration method (Newmark 1959).  Large displacement analysis is performed such that

solution of the equilibrium equations are performed in the structure’s deformed configuration

and uses an updated Lagrangian approach (Bathe 1996) for updating nodal positions (in

hindsight, for the problem considered here, it was probably not necessary to use large

displacement analysis).  To ensure accuracy in the solution, a convergence study was

undertaken decreasing the size of the solution time step (Dt) and convergence tolerance

(defined in the program as the magnitude of the force error over the magnitude of the force

Lon the structure).  The case with h =0 subjected to the 3 components of the synthetic record

was deemed the most critical case due to the significant amount of deformation and impact

velocity within the rigid gap elements.  Some of the key response quantities monitored were

the pier leg forces, gap forces, pier displacements, and uplifting displacements.  Following

a few iterations, a time step of 0.0001sec and force convergence tolerance of 1E-10 was

found to provide accurate results and was used for all analyses.  

Maximum response parameters for all analyses are tabulated in table 6-4.  Results include

tests from both Phase I and II of the experimental testing program. 
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6.4.2   Comparison of Peak Response

The experimental and time history analytical results for Phase I tests are compared in terms

of peak relative displacement, peak base shear force, peak pier leg axial force, and peak uplift

displacement in figures 6-106 to 6-109 where subscripts “Exp” refers to the experimental

results from table 6-1 to 6-3 and “TH” refers to the values in table 6-4.  Separate data points

are shown on the figures for each set-up considered in Phase I.  A solid, dark line is plotted

Exp Analyticalfor Q =Q  (Q referring in general to a peak response quantity).  This line defines a

boundary for each data point that represents conservative (below line) and unconservative

(above line) prediction of response.  The second solid line represents the average difference

of the data from this boundary and is defined in general as:

DQwhere m =mean difference between the experimental and analytical data points and is

defined as:

where n=total number of tests run for the cases considered.  Two dotted lines are also shown

on the plots, corresponding to the mean difference of the data plus and minus one standard

DQdeviation of the data, s , and defined as:

DQwhere s  is defined as:

Figures 6-106 and 6-109 show a good correlation between the experimental and time history

analysis results in terms of maximum relative and uplifting displacement.  More scatter in

the data exists for the maximum force demands with some points that deviate significantly

from the predicted force.

(6-13)

(6-14)

(6-15)

(6-16)
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Similar comparison between experimental and analytical results is presented for Phase II

tests in figures 6-110 to 6-115.  Since this phase of testing included bi-directional horizontal

input in addition to vertical input, the same response quantities considered previously for the

Phase I tests are presented along with relative displacement and base shear in the other

horizontal direction (Y).  Again, good correlation is seen for the displacement quantities,

however, with more variability for the force quantities.  Note the good correlation of base

shear results for cases with viscous dampers attached vertically at the base (circle data points

in figure 6-112).  Interestingly, the same figure shows that the analytical results for other

cases (especially free rocking) can exceed the experimental values by 150% to 200%. 

6.4.3  Comparison of Selected Time History Traces

To better understand the differences between the theoretical and experimental responses,

selected data points were chosen for which complete traces of responses were plotted.

Comparison of the experimental and analytical time history responses of the specimen is

presented in terms of response history traces of some of the key response parameters.  The

following cases are presented in figures 6-116 to 6-124:

L• Phase I, q=0deg., h =0, Synthetic 100%

L• Phase I, q=0deg., h =0.33, Newhall 125%

L• Phase I, q=0deg., h =0.67, Synthetic 150%

L p• Phase I, q=0deg., h =0, Pulse P2 T =0.60sec 100%

L• Phase II, h =0, Synthetic 150%

L• Phase II, h =0.33, Synthetic 100%

L• Phase II, h =1.0, Newhall 150%

LV• Phase II, h , Newhall 200%

LV• Phase II, h , Synthetic 175%

For the Phase I tests, results of the relative pier displacement, base shear force, and pier leg

axial force of leg 1 (SE leg) are presented.  For the Phase II tests, the relative pier

displacement is both X- and Y-directions, base shear (X & Y), and pier leg axial force of leg

1 (SW leg) are presented.  To investigate the causes of the observed differences between

these results, a number of analytical parameters were varied, as described in the next section.
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6.4.4  Potential Sources for Response Variability

6.4.4.1 Force Response

Looking at the base shear results of Phase II (figures 6-112 and 6-113), there exists

significant variability between the experimental and predicted response in terms of peak

response.  This is especially true for cases without viscous dampers.  The time history traces

of the cases of free rocking (figure 6-120) and with TADAS devices attached (figures 6-121

and 6-122) show significant overshooting of the force response in the analysis compared to

the experimental results.  Also, many of these overshoots appear to be a result of higher

frequency mode participation.  However, the analyses with viscous dampers attached to the

base (figures 6-123 and 6-124) provide a much better match with the experimental results.

Thus it appears that the model has some rather severe sensitivity to the damping, at least in

the calculation of the force response.  

Some analyses were re-run with increasing levels of damping in the higher frequency range

by changing the stiffness proportional damping term in the Rayleigh damping matrix to

levels of 3, 5, and 10% of critical at 25Hz (0.04sec).  The changes in the modal damping

ratios from the initially assigned value of 2% at this frequency is shown in figure 6-125.

LNew traces for the case of h =0, Syn 150% (Phase II) are presented in figure 6-126 to 6-128

to show the sensitivity of the response to these changes in damping.  

Using increased levels of damping in the higher frequency range eliminates some of the

higher mode response (which is present in the analytical results but not observed

experimentally).  However, there still exists significant spikes in the force response (even

with 10% damping), especially in the base shear response (figure 6-128c and d).  In

investigating the cause of these high frequency modes, it was found that removing mass

attributed to the specimen’s structural members (the member self-weight not the added mass)

in the analytical model eliminated some of the localized higher modes within the structure,

as seen by comparing results in figure 6-129 with the results of figure 6-128 where each case

has 10% critical damping at 25Hz in the Rayleigh damping model.  However, these large

increases in damping in the higher frequency range and removal of mass are not physically
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justifiable at this time.  It is suspected to be a numerical issue possibly introduced by the

participation of higher and unrealistic modes of vibration. 

Another source of energy loss in reality (experimentally) and one of the major differences

between the analytical model and experimental specimen is at the boundary conditions at the

base of the specimen.  The use of elastic gap elements at the base do not allow for attenuation

of stress waves out of the structure and into the supports rather they require dissipation of the

waves within the structural damping model.  In reality, and in the tests, these waves could

travel out from the base of the columns and into the shaking table, hydraulic actuators, and

eventually into table support and laboratory foundation providing radiation damping.

Modeling of this wave propagation problem was beyond the scope of this research.  Other

researchers (Wolf, 1991) have proposed using assemblages of discrete springs and dashpots

to more accurately model the boundary conditions and account for this effect. Using one-

dimensional wave propagation theory with the following assumptions:  harmonic stress

waves propagate out of the base of the specimen’s columns when in contact with the

supports, that these waves are not affected by the boundary (i.e. there is no reflection of the

waves), and the waves are not reflected off of another boundary and return to the column;

then the required linear damping coefficient of an added discrete damper to remove these

stress waves at this boundary should be set equal to:

m mwhere r =mass density of the boundary material, v =speed of wave propagation through the

mmaterial at the boundary, and A =area of boundary interface. 

LTo investigate this hypothesis, analysis was re-run for the case of h =0, Syn 150% (Phase II),

modifying the boundary conditions at the base of the column leg to that shown in figure 6-

130.  Thus a Maxwell damping element was placed in series with another gap element which

was added to the existing gap element.  Adding the gap element in series with the damper

element would only allow the damping element to be activated when the base of the leg was

in contact with the support.  It was hoped that this would model the radiation damping and

eliminate “trapping” of the stress waves that was possibly causing the higher frequency

mresponse.  For the case considered here, the boundary material was steel (r =7849kg/m ) and3

(6-17)
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m Lmthe boundary interface was the base of the column, thus A =A =15.5cm .  Implementing2

the discrete dampers vertically at the base would dissipate the p-waves from the column

mtherefore the wave speed would be the p-wave speed of steel (v =5960m/sec).  This resulted

in a discrete damping coefficient from (6-17) equal to 0.0725kN*sec/m.  The results of the

analysis of this case are shown in figure 6-131.  Adding the discrete dampers at the base

removed a significant amount of the higher frequency oscillations, but not completely, as

high spikes are still visible in the base shear response in the X-direction compared to the

experimental results.

6.4.4.2 Force Response with Revised Damping Model

A second set of analyses were performed that included the Rayleigh damping matrix with

10% of critical damping in the higher frequency range and with the pier specimen’s mass

removed as was the case of the analysis results shown in figure 6-129.  These analyses were

assumed to provide a set of results for the “calibrated” damping model to match the

conditions of the experimental specimen.  Each test presented in Section 6.4.4.1 was re-run

and the peak response results presented in figures 6-132 to 6-141 for both Phase I and II tests.

Comparing the force results from the analytical model with the revised damping model to

the previous results, a significant reduction in the scatter of results is evident.  This is

especially clear comparing the base shear force in the X-direction for Phase II tests (figures

6-112 and 6-138).  However, the same figure also shows that the increased damping reduces

the force response below that observed, on average, during the experimental tests.  Little

difference is seen in the peak displacement results, as expected, since the increased damping

is only applied in the high frequency range.

The same cases for the time history traces presented in Section 6.4.3 are presented for the

analyses run with the revised damping model and are presented in figures 6-142 to 6-150.

The response traces show a better match of the force results, removing much of the higher

frequency participation.  However, it appears that the damping model may be reducing the

effect of the vertical modes discussed in past sections (quantified in the design equations by

dv dLR  and R ) as is more clearly seen in figure 6-143.
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6.4.4.3 Displacement Response

Looking at the comparison of peak displacement response (figures 6-106, 6-110, and 6-111),

there exist few outliers.  One potential source of variability could be due to the differences

in the applied base excitation between experimental and analytical results.  The input for the

time history analyses used the actual recorded table accelerations for each test however these

recordings only captured the table’s motion in the translation degrees of freedom.  In some

cases, the table’s rotational motion could have affected response of the specimen more

significantly.   Accelerometers were not placed on the table to capture all of the rotational

motions however data from the Krypton diodes (measuring displacement in 3D) that were

placed on the table did capture the table’s rotational motion.  As described in Section 6.3, the

component of pier relative displacement due to table rotation was removed from the

experimental results during its calculation. 

To consider the rotational component of input motion, displacement data from the Krypton

diodes was applied as displacement loading at the base of the structure in the analytical

model and a few analyses were re-run for cases which the displacement response

significantly deviated from the predicted response.  The following tests were re-run with this

type of base excitation:

L• Syn100, h =0, q=0, PI (162mm, 185mm)

L• NH125, h =0.33, q=0, PI (117mm, 170mm)

L• Syn100, h =0.33, q=45, PI (140mm, 145mm)

L• NH150, h =0, PII (146mm, 81.4mm)

The results of peak relative pier displacement for these analyses are given in parentheses and

bold type in the list above along with the previous values.  In all cases considered, the results

are closer to that seen in the experimental results.  The difference in the results is substantial

L Lin some cases (NH125, h =0.33, q=0, PI and NH150, h =0, PII) and not that substantial in

L Lthe other cases (Syn100, h =0, q=0, PI and Syn100, h =0.33, q=45, PI).  
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6.5   Results Comparison Between Experimental and Simplified Analysis and Design

Methods

The simplified method of analysis and design equations developed and presented in Sections

3 and 4 are used to predict the dynamic response of the 4-legged controlled rocking

experimental specimen and its results are compared with that from testing (tables 6-1 to 6-3).

Use of this type of analysis method is more useful for design purposes as it doesn’t require

time history analysis.  The relative pier displacement is predicted using this simplified

rel,Designmethod of analysis (D ) and is based on the capacity spectrum analysis method that is

u,Design uL,Design up,Designused throughout this report.  Other relevant response quantities (P , P , D )

are predicted using the design equations derived from fundamental research presented in

Sections 3 and 4. 

 

6.5.1 Discussion of the Simplified Analysis Method

Due to the differences in the target spectrum and achieved spectra during testing, the

horizontal spectra actually achieved by the table are used here and converted to the spectral

demand curves when using this simplified method of analysis.  In reality, the spectral

demand would not be known this accurately for design purposes.  The objective here,

however, is not to evaluate the variability between design  (target) and actual (achieved)

spectra inherent in the design process, but rather to assess the method of analysis and design

equations.  Therefore, using the achieved spectra eliminated this potential source of

difference that is beyond the scope of this study.

A structural capacity curve is also needed for use of the simplified analysis method and is

derived from the relevant structural pushover curve as discussed in Section 4.  The pushover

curve used for both Phase I, q=0deg. and Phase II tests was the uni-directional pushover

curve defined generally in Appendix B for 4-legged piers.  The pushover curves for each of

specific experimental set-up are presented in figure 5-10.  For the tests of Phase I with

q=45deg., however, the structure is undergoing a “pseudo” bi-directional behavior due to its

orientation on the 5DOF shake table.  For this phase and orientation, the hysteretic path

described in Section 4 is known with a=45deg.  Therefore, the structural capacity curve used

for the simplified analysis in predicting displacement response of these tests is derived from
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(6-18)

(6-19)

(6-20)

the bi-directional hysteretic properties discussed in Section 4.3 with a=45deg. (p/4).  The

demand curve is the achieved spectral values calculated from the table acceleration history

from each test as done for every other test. 

Other relevant details for the use of this method of analysis has been discussed in Section 4

such as calculation of the equivalent damping.

6.5.2   Discussion of Application of Design Equations

6.5.2.1   Displacements

The maximum uplifting displacement is calculated using (4-6).  For Phase I with q=0deg.,

this equation simplifies to:

rel,Designwhere D =maximum pier displacement calculated from the simplified method of

analysis.  For Phase I with q=45deg., this equation is equal to:

For Phase II, which used two different horizontal inputs, the maximum relative displacement

was determined for each direction separately using the corresponding spectrum for the

particular direction.  The uplifting displacement could then be determined from (4-27) as:

where the 1.0 and 0.4 are applied to the maximum relative displacements in each direction

following a directional combination rule described in Section 4 to account for the fact that

the maximums do not occur in each direction simultaneously.  For the tests with the viscous

Ldampers, the uplifting displacement could be calculated with (6-20) with h  equal to zero

since the velocity of each damper force should be nearly zero when the pier is at its

maximum displacement. 
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(6-22)

(6-24)

 

6.5.2.2   Forces

Predictions of the maximum forces are calculated using concepts presented in past sections.

The predicted base shear force is calculated including the effects of vertical excitation and

the dynamic forces that develop during rocking.  The maximum frame shear force resulting

from bi-directional rocking of 4-legged piers was discussed in Section 4.5 and the design

equation given by (4-31).  Some modifications need to be made to this equation such that it

could be used for each testing phase and orientation.  For the tests that only considered uni-

directional response of the 4-legged pier specimen (Phase I tests, q=0deg.), the base shear

force prediction is calculated as:

where the maximum static frame force is taken equal to:

The maximum frame shear force is multiplied by two since two pier frames are acting in

parallel in this orientation and the distribution of base shear to each frame is depicted in

figure 6-151a.  The base shear distribution to each frame for Phase I tests with q=45deg. is

shown in figure 6-151b.  For this case the base shear considered is along the axis of shaking,

not orthogonal to the pier frames and therefore is predicted as:

where the maximum static frame force is equal to:

(6-21)

(6-23)
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(6-28)

For Phase II tests, that included bi-directional shaking, the base shear distribution is shown

in figure 6-151c and the maximum base shear force, in either direction (X or Y), is calculated

as:

uF,stwhere P  is equal to (6-24).

The maximum pier leg axial force is determined using (4-35) for both Phase I with q=45deg.

and Phase II tests since the specimen is undergoing bi-directional rocking and supported on

a single leg, as was discussed in Section 4.  For the tests of Phase I with q=0deg., the

maximum pier leg axial force is predicted by modifying (4-35) to recognize that uni-

directional rocking of a 4-legged pier is occurring.  The modifications to that equation

include the following:

These equations were derived for the controlled rocking system assuming that the

corresponding yield mechanism has formed and includes the dynamic rocking effects and the

additional demands from the vertical component of motion.  For any tests run without a

avvertical component of acceleration (Phase I), the vertical spectral acceleration value (S ) that

appears in these equations can simply be set equal to zero.  For tests conducted with viscous

dampers attached at the base (Phase II), the peak forces can be determined using the above

yd vdoequations with F  replaced by F  (3-35).

(6-25)

(6-26)

(6-27)
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A set of example calculations that present use of the simplified method of analysis and

design equations for use of both the steel yielding devices (TADAS) and viscous dampers

are provided in Appendix D for reference.

Finally, results of all peak response values using the simplified method of analysis and

design equations are provided in table 6-5. 

 

6.5.3   Comparison of Peak Response

Comparison of the experimental and the simplified methods of analysis are made in an

identical manner as was done for the time history results.  The response quantity predicted

by the simplified analysis and design equations (design quantity) is plotted on the horizontal

axis while the experimental response quantity is the vertical coordinate.  Figures 6-152 to 6-

155 compare results from Phase I tests while figures 6-156  to 6-161 presents results of Phase

II tests.  

6.5.3.1   Force Response

The maximum force response shown in figures 6-153, 6-154, 6-158, 6-159, and 6-160 is

predicted reasonably accurately and conservative in most cases by the simplified methods

of analysis.  The base shear and pier leg axial force results of Phase I in figures 6-153 and

6-154 show that the design equations predict an increase in force response for increasing

Lstrength ratio (h ), however, much smaller increases were observed in the experimental

results especially for the orientation with q=0deg.  For the set-ups with q=0deg. and low

strength ratios, the experimental results match closely with the predicted response. 

For the Phase II tests shown in figures 6-158 to 6-160, similar trends of results are seen.

However, with increasing prediction in forces, more of a corresponding increase was

observed in the experimental results.  For instance, the pier leg axial force results for Phase

II (figure 6-160) show this trend (even though the predictions are nearly all conservative)

compared to the results of Phase I (figure 6-154). 
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Some of the conservatism observed can be explained.  For example, following the derivation

of (4-31) and (4-35), that predicts the maximum developed base shear and pier leg axial

force, the dynamic effects due to impact, uplift, and vertical excitation are combined with a

modal combination rule and added to the forces developed assuming the plastic yield

mechanism has formed (uplift and yielding of devices).  The energy dissipating devices were

designed such that the design level motion would lead to development of the plastic

mechanism and the maximum uplifting displacements were limited by deformations to the

devices.  However not all tests reached the design level thus the displacement response may

not have been large enough to develop the plastic mechanism.  It is also conservative to

assume that the combination of the dynamic effects are occurring simultaneously to when

the structure is in the state at which the yield mechanism has formed.  This is especially true

Lfor the cases with a higher strength ratio (h ), for which the structure spends less time in a

position in which the yield mechanism has developed.  In the case of bi-directional response

(Phase I, q=45deg. and Phase II), the structure spends even less time in the state of the bi-

directional yielding.  On the other hand, the re-designed TADAS devices used in Phase II

allowed more device ductility (thus yielded at smaller uplifting displacements) and the input

excitation for more of these tests exceeded the design input thus leading to development of

the bi-directional yield mechanism sooner and more often.

If these hypotheses are correct, then one would expect the differences between forces

observed during experimental testing and the response predictions to decrease as the

controlled rocking specimen spent more time in the yielded state.  By gaging the amount of

G2 u y2yielding by the global displacement ductility (m =D /D ) and comparing it with the percent

difference between the base shear force predicted using the design equations and that

observed during experiments would provide some verification.  Results for the tests

Puperformed during Phase I are presented in this manner in figure 6-162 where DQ  is the

exp,Pudifference between the predicted and experimental base shear force and Q  is the

experimentally observed base shear force.  The figure shows the difference between

predicted and observed, to reduce for increasing displacement ductility.  The figure also

G2shows that the reduction in the differences occurs much faster (with increasing m ) for

Lsystems with smaller strength ratios (h ) and for tests with q=0deg.
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6.5.3.2   Displacement Response

For the Phase I tests, the simplified method of analysis predict maximum pier displacements

and uplifting displacements with good accuracy as seen in figures 6-152 and 6-155 where the

mean difference between experimental and analytical is approximately 10mm on the

conservative side and the standard deviation of the difference is approximately 20mm for the

relcase of D . 

For the Phase II tests seen in figures 6-156, 6-157, and 6-161, the simplified analysis method

yields displacement results that compare closely to the experimental results until the

predicted relative pier displacements exceeded approximately 100mm where the

experimental results were larger than the predicted by 150% to 200%.  With exception of two

Ldata points, all of these outlier points for the relative displacement are for h =0 or the viscous

damper tests.  Taking a closer look at the use of the capacity spectrum method for these

cases, it was found that for those systems, having large secant periods, low yield strength,

and very low or negative post-yield stiffness (due to P-D effect), the intersection of the

spectral capacity and demand curves occurs in a range of the spectrum that does not match

the target spectrum well.  This is illustrated in figure 6-163, which shows the spectral

Lcapacity and demand curves for the case of h =0, Syn150%.  In this figure, the spectral

demand curve does not match the target spectrum beyond a displacement of approximately

260mm and the intersection with the spectral capacity curve occurs at a displacement of

150mm.  While the predicted response depends on the intersection of these two curves, the

behavior of the system is not completely dependent on this range of the response spectrum

and will also depend on the frequency content of the motion prior to uplift and yield which

is not considered in this analysis method.  

6.6   Summary

The results of the experimental testing program were presented and compared with analytical

methods in this section.  Reduction of the raw recorded instrument data to relevant response

quantities is discussed.  The “fixed-base” dynamic properties of the pier specimen were

omfound and the primary horizontal period of vibration was found to be higher (T =0.40sec)

than that determined theoretically in Section 5 (0.33sec).  The pier specimen’s damping ratio
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under horizontal motion was found to be 2.8% of critical however this was believed to be of

little significance in the overall response of the controlled rocking pier specimen.

The experimental results were compared to time history analysis; first, in terms peak

response of each test and secondly in terms of response traces for selected number of tests.

The results showed good correlation of results in terms of displacements however more

scatter and in a few cases significant deviation of the force response was observed.  The time

history results showed significant high frequency spikes in excess of that observed during

testing.  The force response in the analytical model was shown to be sensitive to the damping

model and this was investigated by assigning increasing levels of damping in the high

frequency range of the Rayleigh damping model and further comparing discussing results.

The advanced analytical model provided a means for investigating the response of controlled

rocking piers, however, it appears from the trace comparisons that significant challenges still

remain in the modeling of this problem.  Some sensitivity studies were conducted with

respect to the level of damping provided in the model however a more reliable and physically

based method to assign the damping properties are needed.  

The peak response from the experimental tests were then compared with the simplified

method of analysis and design equations developed in past sections that included uni-

directional and bi-directional response with both steel yielding devices and viscous dampers

used as the passive control devices.  The methods for response predictions were shown to

provide conservative and reasonably accurate results compared to the experimental tests.

Some significant deviation between the experimental and predicted peak relative pier

displacement was observed for a small number of tests.
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TABLE 6-4   Time History Analysis Peak Response Results (Phase I, θ=0deg.)

Test Excitation
Pier Response

ΔREL,P Pu PuL Δup Pud

ηL0θ0EC100 El Centro - 100% 34.0 0.25 85.4 6.87 -

ηL0θ0NH67 Newhall - 67% 46.7 0.27 84.3 9.62 -

ηL0θ0Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 131.7 0.34 87.3 28.1 -

ηL33θ0EC100 El Cento - 100% 34.5 0.25 85.1 6.80 4.82

ηL33θ0NH100 Newhall - 100% 53.6 0.31 82.6 10.70 6.35

ηL33θ0NH125 Newhall - 125% 75.8 0.34 91.0 15.6 6.59

ηL33θ0NH100hv Newhall -100%,
H+V 52.8 0.59 140.6 11.2 6.21

ηL33θ0Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 98.0 0.34 93.4 20.2 6.69

ηL33θ0Syn150 Synthetic - 150% 159.5 0.51 95.9 34.1 6.93

ηL33θ0Syn100hv Synthetic - 100%,
H+V 119.5 0.31 118.5 25.9 6.72

ηL33θ0p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 16.1 0.22 82.4 3.26 3.87

ηL33θ0p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 49.8 0.33 91.7 10.5 6.29

ηL33θ0p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 93.4 0.31 89.5 19.7 6.68

ηL67θ0EC100 El Centro - 100% 23.9 0.23 84.0 3.96 9.81

ηL67θ0NH100 Newhall - 100% 60.9 0.36 84.9 12.1 13.1

ηL67θ0NH100hv Newhall - 100%,
H+V 52.4 1.03 111.2 10.8 13.0

ηL67θ0Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 84.9 0.49 87.5 17.4 13.5

ηL67θ0Syn125 Synthetic - 125% 101.3 0.40 106.0 20.9 13.7

ηL67θ0Syn150 Synthetic - 150% 120.1 0.46 105.7 24.8 13.9

ηL67θ0Syn100hv Synthetic -100%,
H+V 93.0 0.96 98.9 19.8 13.6

ηL67θ0p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 16.5 0.27 80.8 3.0 8.5

ηL67θ0p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 53.0 0.37 94.4 10.7 13.0

*All units in g, mm, or kN
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TABLE 6-4 (cont.)  Time History Analysis Peak Response Results (Phase I, θ=0deg.,
θ=45deg.)

Test Excitation
Pier Response

ΔREL,P Pu PuL Δup Pud

ηL67θ0p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 94.1 0.31 92.1 19.3 13.6

ηL100θ0EC100 El Centro - 100% 18.5 0.24 87.8 3.0 13.9

ηL100θ0EC100hv El Centro - 100%,
H+V 23.4 0.55 89.2 3.56 16.8

ηL100θ0NH100 Newhall - 100% 59.5 0.36 92.6 11.7 19.4

ηL100θ0NH100hv Newhall - 100%,
H+V 52.0 0.44 124.2 11.1 18.9

ηL100θ0Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 71.6 0.39 88.7 14.0 19.8

ηL100θ0Syn125 Synthetic - 125% 90.8 0.34 96.3 18.5 20.5

ηL100θ0Syn100hv Synthetic - 100%,
H+V 79.1 0.54 112.9 16.4 20.1

ηL100θ0p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 17.4 0.26 87.7 2.8 14.9

ηL100θ0p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 55.0 0.30 92.1 10.7 19.3

ηL100θ0p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 92.8 0.37 94.6 18.7 20.5

ηL0θ45NH100 Newhall - 100% 84.0 0.28 138 25.5 -

ηL0θ45Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 164.8 0.31 132 49 -

ηL0θ45p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 22.9 0.27 139.4 6.75 -

ηL0θ45p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 65.1 0.25 125.7 18.4 -

ηL0θ45p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 128.4 0.26 128.5 38.1 -

ηL33θ45NH100 Newhall - 100% 73.4 0.35 138.3 21.1 6.72

ηL33θ45NH100hv Newhall -100%,
H+V 71.7 0.58 130.3 20.9 6.71

ηL33θ45Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 122.8 0.38 152.2 35.8 7.0

ηL33θ45p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 22.8 0.32 131.8 6.15 5.52

*All units in g, mm, or kN
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TABLE 6-4 (cont.)  Time History Analysis Peak Response Results (Phase I,
θ=45deg.)

Test Excitation
Pier Response

ΔREL,P Pu PuL Δup Pud

ηL33θ45p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 68.8 0.29 144.5 19.0 6.66

ηL33θ45p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 128.5 0.36 132.9 37.3 7.01

ηL67θ45EC67 El Centro - 67%,
λt=1 104.4 0.31 148.2 29.3 14.1

ηL67θ45EC100 El Centro - 100% 33.6 0.24 130.7 7.93 12.5

ηL67q45NH100 Newhall - 100% 83.1 0.32 154.2 23.3 13.8

ηL67θ45Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 113.2 0.35 147.3 32.1 14.2

ηL67θ45Syn100hv Synthetic - 100%,
H+V 126.5 0.46 147.4 37.0 14.4

ηL67θ45p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 22.6 0.31 133.1 5.51 11.4

ηL67θ45p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 71.6 0.28 158.9 19.6 13.6

ηL67θ45p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 130.6 0.30 156.0 38.0 14.4

ηL100θ45NH100 Newhall - 100% 84.4 0.43 166.7 22.5 20.9

ηL100θ45NH100hv Newhall - 100%,
H+V 79.5 0.74 164.5 22.8 20.9

ηL100θ45Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 101.1 0.39 170.9 27.8 21.5

ηL100θ45Syn100hv Synthetic - 100%,
H+V 113.0 0.51 173.9 33.1 22.1

ηL100θ45p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 23.4 0.31 137.9 4.7 17.8

ηL100θ45p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 73.0 0.28 167.1 19.8 20.5

ηL100θ45p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 129.6 0.31 176.4 37.4 22.5

*All units in g, mm, or kN
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TABLE 6-4 (cont.) Time History Analysis Peak Response Results (Phase II)

Test Excitation
Pier Response

ΔREL,P Pu
PuL Δup Pud

X Y X Y

ηL0NH100 Newhall - 100% 62.7 49.6 0.45 0.24 169 19.5 -

ηL0NH150 Newhall - 150% 81.4 94.7 0.75 0.48 302 33.5 -

ηL0Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 178 154 0.86 0.40 243 58.4 -

ηL0Syn150 Synthetic - 150% 227 202 0.74 0.66 390 90.6 -

ηL33NH100 Newhall - 100% 59.4 38.1 0.84 0.26 174 14.6 7.29

ηL33Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 90.1 113 0.53 0.38 237 42.5 8.45

ηL33Syn150 Synthetic - 150% 187 198 0.58 0.47 313 66.4 9.20

ηL67NH100 Newhall - 100% 54.5 35.8 0.40 0.28 173 13.7 14.2

ηL67Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 79.1 86.7 0.45 0.40 195 19.9 15.0

ηL67Syn150 Synthetic - 150% 198 188 0.68 0.48 266 58.1 17.9

ηL100NH100 Newhall - 100% 50.6 37.3 0.34 0.28 158 11.3 19.3

ηL100NH150 Newhall - 150% 79.5 49.7 0.71 0.29 231 19.6 20.5

ηL100Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 58.7 82.3 0.55 0.34 208 18.1 19.9

ηL100Syn150 Synthetic - 150% 120 196 0.75 0.57 282 50.5 23.0

ηLVNH100 Newhall - 100% 52.8 34.2 0.29 0.19 161 11.0 16.2

ηLVNH150 Newhall - 150% 62.6 49.4 0.44 0.28 206 15.5 18.4

ηLVNH175 Newhall - 175% 84.3 64.1 0.42 0.39 214 19.2 23.0

ηLVNH200 Newhall - 200% 105 78.2 0.45 0.49 247 34.1 26.2

ηLVSyn100 Synthetic - 100% 78.4 72.8 0.25 0.31 173 19.2 19.7

ηLVSyn150 Synthetic - 150% 174 175 0.37 0.38 195 49.9 22.2

ηLVSyn175 Synthetic - 175% 207 185 0.48 0.37 227 58.8 24.6
*All units in g, mm, or kN
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TABLE 6-5   Simplified Analysis Peak Response Values (Phase I, θ=0deg.)

Test Excitation
Pier Response

ΔREL,P Pu PuL Δup Pud

ηL0θ0EC100 El Centro - 100% 49.5 0.19 68.2 10.1 -

ηL0θ0NH67 Newhall - 67% 94.0 0.19 74.2 19.9 -

ηL0θ0Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 107 0.19 75.5 22.8 -

ηL33θ0EC100 El Cento - 100% 53.3 0.24 81.4 10.7 9.65

ηL33θ0NH100 Newhall - 100% 102 0.24 88.1 21.3 9.96

ηL33θ0NH125 Newhall - 125% 121 0.24 89.9 25.7 10.1

ηL33θ0NH100hv Newhall -100%,
H+V 102 0.33 125 21.3 9.96

ηL33θ0Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 85.1 0.24 85.9 17.8 9.88

ηL33θ0Syn150 Synthetic - 150% 108 0.24 88.5 22.9 10.0

ηL33θ0Syn100hv Synthetic - 100%,
H+V 85.1 0.35 133 17.8 9.88

ηL33θ0p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 21.6 0.24 76.6 3.56 9.47

ηL33θ0p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 43.2 0.24 79.9 8.35 9.61

ηL33θ0p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 61.0 0.24 82.8 12.3 9.72

ηL67θ0EC100 El Centro - 100% 45.7 0.32 95.6 8.62 19.2

ηL67θ0NH100 Newhall - 100% 71.1 0.32 99.5 14.3 19.6

ηL67θ0NH100hv Newhall - 100%,
H+V 71.1 0.39 136 14.3 19.6

ηL67θ0Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 86.4 0.32 102 17.7 19.8

ηL67θ0Syn125 Synthetic - 125% 94.0 0.32 102 19.3 20.0

ηL67θ0Syn150 Synthetic - 150% 107 0.32 104 22.2 20.2

ηL67θ0Syn100hv Synthetic -100%,
H+V 86.4 0.41 144 17.7 19.8

ηL67θ0p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 21.6 0.32 91.4 3.27 18.8

*All units in g, mm, or kN
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TABLE 6-5 (cont.)  Simplified Analysis Peak Response Values (Phase I, θ=0deg.)

Test Excitation
Pier Response

ΔREL,P Pu PuL Δup Pud

ηL67θ0p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 41.9 0.32 95.0 7.78 19.2

ηL67θ0p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 57.2 0.32 97.5 11.2 19.4

ηL100θ0EC100 El Centro - 100% 34.3 0.38 107 5.84 27.4

ηL100θ0EC100hv El Centro - 100%,
H+V 34.3 0.42 121 5.84 27.4

ηL100θ0NH100 Newhall - 100% 50.8 0.38 110 9.50 28.0

ηL100θ0NH100hv Newhall - 100%,
H+V 50.8 0.44 144 9.50 28.0

ηL100θ0Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 82.6 0.38 114 16.6 29.2

ηL100θ0Syn125 Synthetic - 125% 96.5 0.38 116 19.7 29.7

ηL100θ0Syn100hv Synthetic - 100%,
H+V 82.6 0.46 154 16.6 29.2

ηL100θ0p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 21.6 0.38 104 3.02 27.0

ηL100θ0p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 34.3 0.38 107 5.84 27.4

ηL100θ0p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 50.8 0.38 110 9.50 28.0

*All units in g, mm, or kN
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TABLE 6-5 (cont.)  Simplified Analysis Peak Response Values (Phase I, θ=45deg.)

Test Excitation
Pier Response

ΔREL,P Pu PuL Δup Pud

ηL0θ45NH100 Newhall - 100% 171 0.27 147 51.7 -

ηL0θ45Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 158 0.27 145 47.8 -

ηL0θ45p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 28.7 0.24 129 7.15 -

ηL0θ45p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 53.9 0.26 136 15.1 -

ηL0θ45p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 82.6 0.26 140 24.1 -

ηL33θ45NH100 Newhall - 100% 89.8 0.30 159 25.7 10.1

ηL33θ45NH100hv Newhall -100%,
H+V 89.8 0.44 244 25.7 10.1

ηL33θ45Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 108 0.30 160 31.4 10.2

ηL33θ45p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 21.6 0.30 155 4.30 9.49

ηL33θ45p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 39.5 0.30 156 9.94 9.65

ηL33θ45p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 68.2 0.30 157 19.0 9.90

ηL67θ45EC67 El Centro - 67%,
λt=1 79.0 0.38 189 21.8 20.1

ηL67θ45EC100 El Centro - 100% 61.1 0.38 188 16.1 19.7

ηL67q45NH100 Newhall - 100% 71.8 0.38 189 19.5 20.0

ηL67θ45Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 89.8 0.38 190 25.2 20.4

ηL67θ45Syn100hv Synthetic - 100%,
H+V 75.4 0.52 283 20.6 20.0

ηL67θ45p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 25.1 0.38 186 4.84 19.0

ηL67θ45p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 53.9 0.38 188 13.9 19.6

ηL67θ45p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 64.7 0.38 188 17.3 19.8

ηL100θ45NH100 Newhall - 100% 71.8 0.44 215 19.0 29.6
*All units in g, mm, or kN
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TABLE 6-5 (cont.)  Simplified Analysis Peak Response Values (Phase I, θ=45deg.)

Test Excitation
Pier Response

ΔREL,P Pu PuL Δup Pud

ηL100θ45NH100hv Newhall - 100%,
H+V 64.7 0.54 287 16.8 29.2

ηL100θ45Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 79.0 0.44 216 21.3 30.0

ηL100θ45Syn100hv Synthetic - 100%,
H+V 64.7 0.57 303 16.8 29.2

ηL100θ45p2tp20100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.20sec - 100% 21.6 0.44 212 3.21 27.0

ηL100θ45p2tp40100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.40sec - 100% 43.1 0.44 213 9.98 28.1

ηL100θ45p2tp60100 Pulse P2,
Tp=0.60sec - 100% 53.9 0.44 214 13.4 28.7

*All units in g, mm, or kN
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Table 6-5 (cont.) Simplified Analysis Peak Response Values (Phase II)

Test Excitation
Pier Response

ΔREL,P Pu
PuL Δup PudX Y X Y

ηL0NH100 Newhall - 100% 76.2 53.3 0.28 0.28 228 19.8 -

ηL0NH150 Newhall - 150% 91.4 71.1 0.38 0.38 309 24.8 -

ηL0Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 117 99.1 0.33 0.33 270 32.9 -

ηL0Syn150 Synthetic - 150% 150 125 0.43 0.43 352 42.5 -

ηL33NH100 Newhall - 100% 43.2 38.1 0.31 0.31 245 10.5 10.3

ηL33Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 102 88.9 0.36 0.36 288 28.0 11.5

ηL33Syn150 Synthetic - 150% 125 109 0.46 0.46 371 34.9 12.0

ηL67NH100 Newhall - 100% 43.2 35.6 0.35 0.35 269 9.67 20.5

ηL67Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 48.3 88.9 0.40 0.40 311 20.9 22.1

ηL67Syn150 Synthetic - 150% 135 114 0.50 0.50 397 37.0 24.3

ηL100NH100 Newhall - 100% 45.7 35.6 0.38 0.38 288 9.76 28.1

ηL100NH150 Newhall - 150% 53.3 48.3 0.48 0.48 369 12.6 28.5

ηL100Syn100 Synthetic - 100% 53.3 73.7 0.43 0.43 330 17.5 29.4

ηL100Syn150 Synthetic - 150% 130 117 0.53 0.53 415 35.6 32.4

ηLVNH100 Newhall - 100% 33.0 30.5 0.33 0.33 254 8.16 11.5

ηLVNH150 Newhall - 150% 50.8 40.6 0.43 0.43 338 13.0 12.6

ηLVNH175 Newhall - 175% 63.5 48.3 0.44 0.44 341 16.5 13.1

ηLVNH200 Newhall - 200% 71.1 50.8 0.44 0.44 343 18.4 13.4

ηLVSyn100 Synthetic - 100% 81.3 71.1 0.40 0.40 307 22.5 14.1

ηLVSyn150 Synthetic - 150% 96.5 86.4 0.50 0.50 390 27.2 14.6

ηLVSyn175 Synthetic - 175% 104 91.4 0.50 0.50 392 29.4 14.8
*All units in g, mm, or kN
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  FIGURE 6-1  Example Power and Cross Spectrum Plot for Development of

Transfer Function

 FIGURE 6-2  Example Transfer Function Plot
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FIGURE 6-3  Specimen Fixed-base Frequency throughout Phase I Testing History

(q=0deg.)

FIGURE 6-4  Specimen Fixed-base Frequency throughout Phase I Testing History

(q=45deg.)
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(a)

FIGURE 6-5  (a) Specimen Fixed-base Frequency throughout Phase II Testing

History and (b) Specimen Lateral Mode Shape

(b)
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(a)

FIGURE 6-6  Illustrations of Damping Calculations Using (a) Half-power

(bandwidth) Method and (b) Logarithmic Decrement Method

(b)
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FIGURE 6-7  Actual Table Spectra for El Centro - 100%, 5% Damping (q=0deg.)

FIGURE 6-8  Actual Table Spectra for Newhall - 100%, 5% Damping (q=0deg.)
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FIGURE 6-9  Actual Table Spectra for Synthetic - 100%, 5% Damping (q=0deg.)

pFIGURE 6-10  Actual Table Spectra for Pulse P2, T =0.20sec - 100%, 5% Damping

(q=0deg.)
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pFIGURE 6-11  Actual Table Spectra for Pulse P2, T =0.40sec - 100%, 5% Damping

(q=0deg.)

pFIGURE 6-12  Actual Table Spectra for Pulse P2, T =0.60sec - 100%, 5% Damping

(q=0deg.)
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LFIGURE 6-13   Experimental Response Results; El Centro, 100%, h =0.67, q=0deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-14   Experimental Response Results; Newhall, 100%, h =0.67, q=0deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-15   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic, 100%, h =0.67, q=0deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-16   Experimental Response Results; Newhall, 100% H+V, h =0.67, q=0deg. 
(a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic
Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-17   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.20sec 100%, h =0.67,
q=0deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-18   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.40sec 100%, h =0.67,
q=0deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-19   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic, 100% H+V, h =0.67, q=0deg. 
(a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic
Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-20   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic, 125%, h =0.67, q=0deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-21   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.60sec 100%, h =0.67,
q=0deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-22   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic, 150%, h =0.67, q=0deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-23   Experimental Response Results; El Centro 100%, h =0.33, q=0deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-24   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =0.33, q=0deg.  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-25   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =0.33, q=0deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-26   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.20sec 100%, h =0.33,
q=0deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-27   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.40sec 100%, h =0.33,
q=0deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-28   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100% H+V, h =0.33, q=0deg. 
(a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic
Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-29   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100% H+V, h =0.33, q=0deg. 
(a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic
Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-30   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.60sec 100%, h =0.33,
q=0deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-31   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 125%, h =0.33, q=0deg.  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-32   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 150%, h =0.33, q=0deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-33   Experimental Response Results; El Centro 100%, h =1.0, q=0deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-34   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =1.0, q=0deg.  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-35   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =1.0, q=0deg.  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-36   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.20sec, 100%, h =1.0,
q=0deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-37   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.40sec, 100%, h =1.0,
q=0deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-38   Experimental Response Results; El Centro, 100% H+V, h =1.0, q=0deg. 
(a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic
Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-39   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic, 100% H+V, h =1.0, q=0deg. 
(a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic
Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-40   Experimental Response Results; Newhall, 100% H+V, h =1.0, q=0deg. 
(a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic
Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-41   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.60sec, 100%, h =1.0,
q=0deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-42   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 125%, h =1.0, q=0deg.  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-43   Experimental Response Results; El Centro 100%, h =0, q=0deg.  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-44   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 67%, h =0, q=0deg.  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-45   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =0, q=0deg.  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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FIGURE 6-46  Actual Table Spectra for El Centro - 140%, 5% Damping (q=45deg.)

FIGURE 6-47  Actual Table Spectra for Newhall - 140%, 5% Damping (q=45deg.)
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FIGURE 6-48  Actual Table Spectra for Synthetic - 140%, 5% Damping (q=45deg.)

pFIGURE 6-49  Actual Table Spectra for Pulse P2, T =0.20sec - 140%, 5% Damping

(q=45deg.)
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pFIGURE 6-50  Actual Table Spectra for Pulse P2, T =0.40sec - 140%, 5% Damping

(q=45deg.)

pFIGURE 6-51  Actual Table Spectra for Pulse P2, T =0.60sec - 140%, 5% Damping

(q=45deg.)
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LFIGURE 6-52   Experimental Response Results; El Centro** 67%, h =0.67, q=45deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-53   Experimental Response Results; El Centro 100%, h =0.67, q=45deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-54   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =0.67, q=45deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-55   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =0.67, q=45deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-56   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100% H+V, h =0.67, q=45deg. 
(a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic
Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-57   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2 Tp=0.20sec 100%, h =0.67,
q=45deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-58   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2 Tp=0.40sec 100%, h =0.67,
q=45deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-59   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2 Tp=0.60sec 100%, h =0.67,
q=45deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-60   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =0.33, q=45deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-61   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100% H+V, h =0.33, q=45deg. 
(a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic
Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-62   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =0.33, q=45deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-63   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.20sec. 100%, h =0.33,
q=45deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-64   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.40sec. 100%, h =0.33,
q=45deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-65   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.60sec. 100%, h =0.33,
q=45deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-66   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =1.0, q=45deg.  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-67   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =1.0, q=45deg.  (a)
Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response,
(d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-68   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100% H+V, h =1.0, q=45deg. 
(a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic
Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-69   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2 Tp=0.20sec 100%, h =1.0,
q=45deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-70   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2 Tp=0.40sec 100%, h =1.0,
q=45deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-71   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2 Tp=0.60sec 100%, h =1.0,
q=45deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-72   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100% H+V, h =1.0, q=45deg. 
(a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic
Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-73   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =0, q=45deg.  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-74   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =0, q=45deg.  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-75   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.20sec. 100%, h =0,
q=45deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-76   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.40sec. 100%, h =0,
q=45deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-77   Experimental Response Results; Pulse P2, Tp=0.60sec. 100%, h =0,
q=45deg.  (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, (c) Pier
Hysteretic Response, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) TADAS Hysteretic Response
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FIGURE 6-78  Actual Table Spectra for Newhall-X , 5% Damping, Phase II

FIGURE 6-79  Actual Table Spectra for Newhall-Y , 5% Damping, Phase II
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FIGURE 6-80  Actual Table Spectra for Newhall-Z , 5% Damping, Phase II

FIGURE 6-81  Actual Table Spectra for Synthetic-X , 5% Damping, Phase II
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FIGURE 6-82  Actual Table Spectra for Synthetic-Y , 5% Damping, Phase II

FIGURE 6-83  Actual Table Spectra for Synthetic-Z , 5% Damping, Phase II
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LFIGURE 6-84   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =0.67  (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-84 (Cont.)  Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =0.67 (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-85   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =0.67  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-
X, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-85 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =0.67 (cont.) 
(f) Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-86   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 150%, h =0.67  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-
X, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-86 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 150%, h =0.67 (cont.) 
(f) Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-87   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =0.33  (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-87 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =0.33 (cont.) 
(f) Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-88   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =0.33  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-
X, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-88 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =0.33 (cont.) 
(f) Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-89   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 150%, h =0.33  (a) Pier
Relative Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-
X, (d) Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-89 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 150%, h =0.33 (cont.) 
(f) Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-90   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =1.0  (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-90 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =1.0 (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-91   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =1.0  (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-91 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =1.0 (cont.) 
(f) Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-92   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 150%, h =1.0  (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-92 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 150%, h =1.0 (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-93   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 150%, h =1.0  (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-93 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 150%, h =1.0 (cont.) 
(f) Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-94   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =0  (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-94 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h =0 (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-95   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =0  (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-95 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h =0 (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-96   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 150%, h =0  (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-96 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 150%, h =0 (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LFIGURE 6-97   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 150%, h =0  (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LFIGURE 6-97 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 150%, h =0 (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LVFIGURE 6-98   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h   (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LVFIGURE 6-98 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 100%, h  (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LVFIGURE 6-99   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h   (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LVFIGURE 6-99 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 100%, h  (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LVFIGURE 6-100   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 150%, h   (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LVFIGURE 6-100 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 150%, h  (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LVFIGURE 6-101   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 150%, h   (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LVFIGURE 6-101 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 150%, h  (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LVFIGURE 6-102   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 175%, h   (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LVFIGURE 6-102 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 175%, h  (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LVFIGURE 6-103   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 175%, h   (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LVFIGURE 6-103 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Synthetic 175%, h  (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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LVFIGURE 6-104   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 200%, h   (a) Pier Relative
Displacement-X, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear-X, (c) Pier Hysteretic Response-X, (d)
Pier Leg Vertical Reactions, (e) Damper Hysteretic Response
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LVFIGURE 6-104 (Cont.)   Experimental Response Results; Newhall 200%, h  (cont.)  (f)
Pier Relative Displacement-Y, (g) Normalized Pier Base Shear-Y, (h) Pier Hysteretic, (i)
Normalized X-Y Plane Displacement, (j) Normalized X-Y Base Shear
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FIGURE 6-105  Variation of Modal Damping Ratio Assigned through Rayleigh

Damping Matrix in Analytical Model

FIGURE 6-106  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response, Relative

relPier Displacement (D ), Phase I
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FIGURE 6-107  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response, Base

uShear Force (P ), Phase I

FIGURE 6-108  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response, Pier

uLLeg Axial Force (P ), Phase I
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FIGURE 6-109  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response, Uplift

upDisplacement (D ), Phase I

FIGURE 6-110  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response, Relative

rel,XPier Displacement X-direction (D ), Phase II
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FIGURE 6-111  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response, Relative

rel,YPier Displacement Y-direction (D ), Phase II

FIGURE 6-112  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response, Base

uXShear Force X-direction (P ), Phase II
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FIGURE 6-113  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response, Base

uYShear Force Y-direction (P ), Phase II

FIGURE 6-114  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response, Pier

uLLeg Axial Force (P ), Phase II
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FIGURE 6-115  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response, Uplift

upDisplacement (D ), Phase II
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(b)
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FIGURE 6-116  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 100%, h =0, PI (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base

Shear, and (c) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)
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FIGURE 6-117  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LNewhall 125%, h =0.33, PI (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base

Shear, and (c) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)
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FIGURE 6-118  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 150%, h =0.67, PI (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier

Base Shear, and (c) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)
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FIGURE 6-119  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

p LPulse P2, T =0.60sec, 100%, h =1.0, PI (a) Pier Relative Displacement, (b)

Normalized Pier Base Shear, and (c) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)
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FIGURE 6-120  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 150%, h =0, PII (a) Pier Relative Displacement X, (b) Pier Relative

Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear X, (d) Normalized Pier Base Shear

Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

(d)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 6-121  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 100%, h =0.33, PII (a) Pier Relative Displacement X, (b) Pier Relative

Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear X, (d) Normalized Pier Base Shear

Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(d)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 6-122  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LNewhall 150%, h =1.0, PII (a) Pier Relative Displacement X, (b) Pier Relative

Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear X, (d) Normalized Pier Base Shear

Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(d)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 6-123  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LVNewhall 200%, h , PII (a) Pier Relative Displacement X, (b) Pier Relative

Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear X, (d) Normalized Pier Base Shear

Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(d)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 6-124  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LVSynthetic 175%, h , PII (a) Pier Relative Displacement X, (b) Pier Relative

Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear X, (d) Normalized Pier Base Shear

Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(d)
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FIGURE 6-125  Variation of Modal Damping Ratio with Increasing Stiffness

Proportional Damping
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 6-126  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 150%, h =0, PII, Stiffness Proportional Damping (3%)  (a) Pier Relative

Displacement X, (b) Pier Relative Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear

X, (d) Normalized Pier Base Shear Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(d)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 6-127  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 150%, h =0, PII, Stiffness Proportional Damping (5%)  (a) Pier Relative

Displacement X, (b) Pier Relative Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear

X, (d) Normalized Pier Base Shear Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(d)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 6-128  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 150%, h =0, PII, Stiffness Proportional Damping (10%)  (a) Pier Relative

Displacement X, (b) Pier Relative Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear

X, (d) Normalized Pier Base Shear Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(d)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 6-129  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 150%, h =0, PII, Stiffness Proportional Damping (10%), Specimen Mass

Removed  (a) Pier Relative Displacement X, (b) Pier Relative Displacement Y, (c)

Normalized Pier Base Shear X, (d) Normalized Pier Base Shear Y, (e) Pier Leg

Force (Leg 1)

(d)
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FIGURE 6-130  Modified Boundary Elements at Base of Structure
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FIGURE 6-131  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 150%, h =0, PII, Modified Boundary Elements  (a) Pier Relative

Displacement X, (b) Pier Relative Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear

X, (d) Normalized Pier Base Shear Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

(d)
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FIGURE 6-133  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response (Revised

uDamping Model), Base Shear Force (P ), Phase I

FIGURE 6-132  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response (Revised

relDamping Model), Relative Pier Displacement (D ), Phase I
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FIGURE 6-134  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response (Revised

uLDamping Model), Pier Leg Axial Force (P ), Phase I

FIGURE 6-135  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response (Revised

upDamping Model), Uplift Displacement (D ), Phase I
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FIGURE 6-136  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response (Revised

rel,XDamping Model), Relative Pier Displacement X-direction (D ), Phase II

FIGURE 6-137  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response (Revised

rel,YDamping Model), Relative Pier Displacement Y-direction (D ), Phase II
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FIGURE 6-138  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response (Revised

uXDamping Model), Base Shear Force X-direction (P ), Phase II

FIGURE 6-139  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response (Revised

uYDamping Model), Base Shear Force Y-direction (P ), Phase II
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FIGURE 6-140  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response (Revised

uLDamping Model), Pier Leg Axial Force (P ), Phase II

FIGURE 6-141  Experimental-Time History Comparison of Peak Response (Revised

upDamping Model), Uplift Displacement (D ), Phase II
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 6-142  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 100%, h =0, PI (Revised Damping Model) (a) Pier Relative Displacement,

(b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, and (c) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 6-143  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LNewhall 125%, h =0.33, PI (Revised Damping Model) (a) Pier Relative

Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, and (c) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 6-144  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 150%, h =0.67, PI (Revised Damping Model) (a) Pier Relative

Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, and (c) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 6-145  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

p LPulse P2, T =0.60sec, 100%, h =1.0, PI (Revised Damping Model) (a) Pier Relative

Displacement, (b) Normalized Pier Base Shear, and (c) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)
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FIGURE 6-146  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 150%, h =0, PII (Revised Damping Model) (a) Pier Relative Displacement

X, (b) Pier Relative Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear X, (d)

Normalized Pier Base Shear Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

(d)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 6-147  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LSynthetic 100%, h =0.33, PII (Revised Damping Model) (a) Pier Relative

Displacement X, (b) Pier Relative Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear

X, (d) Normalized Pier Base Shear Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(d)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 6-148  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LNewhall 150%, h =1.0, PII (Revised Damping Model) (a) Pier Relative

Displacement X, (b) Pier Relative Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear

X, (d) Normalized Pier Base Shear Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(d)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 6-149  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LVNewhall 200%, h , PII (Revised Damping Model) (a) Pier Relative Displacement X,

(b) Pier Relative Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear X, (d) Normalized

Pier Base Shear Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(d)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 6-150  Experimental-Time History Response Quantity Trace Comparison;

LVSynthetic 175%, h , PII (Revised Damping Model) (a) Pier Relative Displacement

X, (b) Pier Relative Displacement Y, (c) Normalized Pier Base Shear X, (d)

Normalized Pier Base Shear Y, (e) Pier Leg Force (Leg 1)

(d)
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                    ( c)

        (a)       (b)

FIGURE 6-151  Assumed Base Shear Force Distribution for (a) Phase I, q=0deg., (b)

Phase I, q=45deg., and (c) Phase II 
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FIGURE 6-152  Experimental-Design Comparison of Peak Response, Relative Pier

relDisplacement (D ), Phase I

FIGURE 6-153  Experimental-Design Comparison of Peak Response, Base Shear

uForce (P ), Phase I
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FIGURE 6-154  Experimental-Design Comparison of Peak Response, Pier Leg Axial

uLForce (P ), Phase I

FIGURE 6-155  Experimental-Design Comparison of Peak Response, Uplift

upDisplacement (D ), Phase I
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FIGURE 6-156  Experimental-Design Comparison of Peak Response, Relative Pier

rel,XDisplacement X-direction (D ), Phase II

FIGURE 6-157  Experimental-Design Comparison of Peak Response, Relative Pier

rel,YDisplacement Y-direction (D ), Phase II
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FIGURE 6-158  Experimental-Design Comparison of Peak Response, Base Shear

uXForce X-direction (P ), Phase II

FIGURE 6-159  Experimental-Design Comparison of Peak Response, Base Shear

uYForce Y-direction (P ), Phase II
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FIGURE 6-160  Experimental-Design Comparison of Peak Response, Pier Leg Axial

uLForce (P ), Phase II

FIGURE 6-161  Experimental-Design Comparison of Peak Response, Uplift

upDisplacement (D ), Phase II
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SECTION 7

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

7.1   Summary

This research has investigated, using analytical and experimental methods, an approach for

the seismic protection of bridge steel truss piers that relies on controlled rocking.  The

approach allows these piers to uplift from their foundation and uses passive energy

dissipation devices implemented at the uplifting location to control response.  Proper design

of a controlled rocking pier can allow the structure to remain elastic while providing a self-

centering mechanism using the inherent restoring force provided by its gravitational weight.

Many aspects of the behavior and design of controlled rocking 2-legged and 4-legged piers

are addressed.  

This study was based from earlier work (Pollino 2004) that introduced and developed some

basic concepts of the controlled rocking approach.  The key parameters that define the cyclic

hysteretic curve of a 2-legged controlled rocking pier are provided in Section 2 and are used

in parts of this report.  Also, an important effect of rocking response is described in that work

that characterizes and quantifies higher vertical mode participation during rocking response

that occurs even when piers are subjected to solely horizontal excitation.  The dynamic force

effects resulting from the vertical mode participation is captured in the dynamic amplification

dv dLfactors, R  and R , which are used throughout this document.

The response of controlled rocking 2-legged piers to simultaneous horizontal and vertical

excitation is investigated in Section 3 to further develop the controlled rocking approach

from that done in Pollino (2004).  First, methods of response prediction were developed that

combined the effects of multiple components of seismic excitation (X+Z) and the demands

due to dynamic forces that developed.  Based on the current state of practice, a 100%-40%

combination rule was applied to effects resulting from multiple components of excitation

while an SRSS modal combination rule was applied to effects resulting from multiple modes

excited due to a single component of motion.  Nonlinear time history analysis was conducted

to evaluate the response predictions.  The ground motions were synthetically generated,
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characteristic of a site founded on rock, and the vertical pseudo-acceleration spectrum was

simply taken as 2/3 of the horizontal.  

It was then desired to investigate the response of controlled rocking 2-legged piers to seismic

excitation typical of the fault-normal component of shaking at a site close to a fault (<15km).

Nonlinear time history analysis was conducted using earthquake records that were

synthetically generated considering a number of scenarios for a site located in Northridge,

CA at a distance ranging from 4.6 to 7.5km from the fault.  The adequacy of the prediction

of key response parameters was then investigated to ensure that the seismic response was not

significantly influenced by this “pulse” or “fling” type of input.  Following this, the influence

on displacement response of controlled rocking piers to simple pulse-type input was

examined.  The correlation between pulse period and structural period on maximum

displacement response was investigated to determine the range to which this type of input

would significantly affect response. 

The majority of this research considers the use of steel yielding devices as the passive control

device, but the use of fluid viscous dampers is also discussed.  In each case, the energy

dissipated per cycle for uni-directional motion of a controlled rocking is defined and design

equations are formulated for each set of devices.

The behavior of a 4-legged controlled rocking pier, undergoing bi-directional horizontal

motion, was developed at a fundamental level by defining the kinematic and hysteretic

variables relevant to its design.  These properties were verified using nonlinear static

pushover analysis.  The application of the simplified analysis procedure and design equations

were discussed and re-formulated to apply to the response of 4-legged controlled rocking

piers subjected to three components of ground motion.  The design response predictions were

then verified using nonlinear time history analysis using a 3-dimensional finite element

model.  

An experimental program was performed for a one-fifth length scale, 4-legged bridge pier

specimen.  The testing was conducted in two phases (using 5- and 6-DOF shake tables),
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implemented both steel yielding devices (TADAS) and fluid viscous dampers, and the

specimen was subjected to different forms of table input.  Response was investigated for

solely horizontal (X), horizontal and vertical (X+Z), and all three components of motion

(X+Y+Z).  White noise testing was performed to determine the “fixed-base” periods and

damping ratios of the model structure.  The horizontal period in each direction was 0.40sec

and the structure had an inherent damping of approximately 2.8% of critical.  Many seismic

tests were performed that generated a maximum relative pier displacement of 236mm (3.9%

drift) and 82mm of uplift.  The specimen was not damaged during the testing program and

re-centered following each test.  The results of the testing program were used to assess the

adequacy of the design predictions and overall dynamic behavior.  Analytical methods were

assessed in terms of peak response and response history traces (in the case of time history

analysis).  

7.2   Conclusions

An approach for the seismic protection of bridge steel truss piers that relies on rocking

response with added passive energy dissipation devices has been investigated using analytical

and experimental techniques.  The key conclusions from this study are as follows:

1. The simplified method of analysis was shown to provide adequate results for the

prediction of maximum displacements.  This included prediction of maximum

relative pier displacement of 2-legged piers, whether subjected to base excitation

typical of far-fault or near-fault seismic sources.  For the case of bi-directional

horizontal rocking (discussed in Section 4), it was recommended to simply consider

the uni-directional pier properties using this analysis method.  The uni-directional

properties provide a lower-bound on the structural capacity and an upper-bound on

the seismic demand (after accounting for the equivalent damping).  There were a few

instances in the prediction of the maximum displacement of the experimental

specimen in which the simplified analysis approach provided displacements 30%-

50% below that observed in experiments.  Also, the maximum uplifting

displacements may be influenced by the vertical ground displacements which is not
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accounted for in the prediction of displacements and would primarily influence

deformations of the passive energy dissipation devices.

2. The bi-directional behavior developed for 4-legged piers showed that uplifting and

yield of three steel yielding devices would result for a global displacement ductility,

G,uniconsidering uni-directional behavior, greater than 2.5 (m >2.5) using a 100%-40%

directional combination rule.  This was an important conclusion for the design of

controlled rocking 4-legged piers. 

3. Design equations for combination of multi-component, multi-modal force effects

were found to provide conservative, yet reasonably accurate, prediction of response.

The derivation of maximum forces assumes development of the controlled rocking

pier’s yield mechanism (either uni-directional or bi-directional mechanism).  Some

results of experimental tests for systems that underwent bi-directional response

showed significant deviation in force response from that predicted by the design

equations, however this was mostly for cases in which the pier was not subjected to

the design level of excitation.  In general, the response of systems that achieved a

G,uniglobal displacement ductility (m ) greater than approximately 3 matched reasonably

accurately with the predicted force response.

4. The development of the bi-directional yield mechanism and support of the pier on a

single leg along with the effects of vertical excitation can cause significant axial

forces in the pier legs such that they may likely require strengthening.  However, a

conventional seismically designed pier undergoing bi-directional yielding may

subject the leg to similar levels of axial force and would also require design of a

significant uplift force at the anchorage connection.

5. It was found that the analytical model is sensitive to the damping (or energy loss)

assigned.  Different methods of damping were considered for calibration of the

analytical model to the experimental results.  It was found that large damping values

in the high frequency range of a Rayleigh damping matrix along with removal of pier
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member mass artificially removed the participation of many spurious higher modes

not present during experimental testing.

7.3   Recommendations for Further Research

The following recommendations for further research are provided based on the observations

and results of this research and for the continued development of the controlled rocking

approach for seismic resistance of structures:

1. The influence of boundary conditions at the base of the structure and damping model

in the finite element analysis modeling should to be addressed.  As was evident in the

modeling of the experimental specimen, the mechanism for energy loss in addition

to that provided by the energy dissipation devices can significantly influence the

maximum forces developed.

2. The influence of using controlled rocking piers on system response of an entire

bridge should be investigated.  Interaction between piers due to flexibility of the

superstructure, although believed to be of limited influence, would be also integrated

in such studies.  It is likely that different retrofit strategies would need to be applied

to different piers based on their aspect ratios, stiffness, and connection details (among

other factors); and the impact on the overall response should be of primary interest.

The developments on the behavior of single controlled rocking piers in this study

have provided a basis for the inclusion into complete bridge systems.

3. The inclusion of the controlled rocking approach into building structures should be

investigated.  Buildings provide additional flexibility in the design variables such as

rocking frame aspect ratio and different vertical and horizontal tributary weights.

These are variables that can significantly influence the rocking behavior.   However,

large accelerations in the building near the rocking frame may be detrimental to non-

structural equipment.
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APPENDIX A

REPRESENTATIVE PIER PROPERTIES

Calculations of the “fixed-based” stiffness and period of vibration for the adopted

“representative” pier properties used in Sections 3 and 4 are shown in this appendix.  The

properties for piers having aspect ratios of 3 and 4 are presented.
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Appendix A

I 0.832 m4=I
1

2
AL d2⋅:=

-pier moment of inertia

AL 31100mm2:=

Ld 10389mm:=

(properties of piers assumed representative,
  as discussed in section 3.4.2)

Ad 7097mm2:=

m
1730kN

g
:=

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

AL:  cross-sectional area of tower legs

Ld:  length of tower diagonals

Ad:  cross-sectional area of tower diagonals

m:  bridge mass tributary to pier

E 200GPa:=

Tower Diagonal (Ad, Ld)

Tower Leg (AL)

2
m

2
m

h

d

Pv=1*

Tower Diagonal (Ad, Ld)

Tower Leg (AL)

2
m

2
m

Tower Diagonal (Ad, Ld)

Tower Leg (AL)

2
m

2
m

h

dd

Pv=1*

General Pier g 9.81
m

sec2
:=

constants:Representative Pier Properties:
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Appendix A

To 0.74 sec=

To 2 π⋅
m

ko
⋅:=

-natural period of vibration of fixed-base pier:

ko 12.5
kN

mm
=

ko
1

kb

1

kv
+⎛

⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

1−

:=

kv
Pv

Δv
:=kb

Pv

Δb
:=

Δv
Pv Ld

3⋅

2 E⋅ d2⋅ Ad⋅
nb⋅:=Δb

Pv h3⋅

3 E⋅ I⋅
:=

shear:bending:

(number of x-braced bays)nb 4:=

(virtual unit load)Pv 1kN:=

-pier stiffness ko:

h 29260mm:=

h

d
4= d 7315mm:=
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Appendix A

To 0.55 sec=

To 2 π⋅
m

ko
⋅:=

-natural period of vibration of fixed-base pier:

ko 23.1
kN

mm
=

ko
1

kb

1

kv
+⎛

⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

1−

:=

kv
Pv

Δv
:=kb

Pv

Δb
:=

Δv
Pv Ld

3⋅

2 E⋅ d2⋅ Ad⋅
nb⋅:=Δb

Pv h3⋅

3 E⋅ I⋅
:=

shear:bending:

(number of x-braced bays)nb 3:=

(virtual unit load)Pv 1kN:=

-pier stiffness ko:

h 21946mm:=

h

d
3= d 7315mm:=
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APPENDIX B

HYSTERETIC VARIABLES FOR CONTROLLED ROCKING 4-LEGGED PIER

The hysteretic variables for a 4-legged controlled rocking pier with general steel yielding

devices implemented at the base are provided in this appendix.  The variables defining the

cyclic hysteretic behavior of 2-legged controlled rocking piers were developed in Section

2.6.1.  The primary difference is due to the use of four steel yielding devices (one attached

at the base of each leg) as opposed to two.  The changes are quite subtle however are

provided here for reference since these variable will be used in Section 4 and also for

description of properties of the experimental specimen, which had four legs.  The variables

for 4-legged piers are displayed in table B-1 along with the variables for 2-legged piers

(derived in Section 2) for comparison.
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TABLE B-1   Variables Defining Uni-directional Cyclic Hysteretic Behavior

Variable Description 4-legged (Uni-directional) 2-legged

Base Shear at Point of

Uplift During 1  Cyclest

Top of Pier Displacement

at Point of Uplift During

1  Cyclest

Rocking Stiffness (Post-

Uplift Global Stiffness)

Base Shear at Point of

Yielding of Devices

Top of Pier Displacement

at Point of Device

Yielding During 1  Cyclest

Base Shear at Point of

Compressive Yielding of

Devices  

Top of Pier Displacement

at Point of Compressive

Yielding of Devices 

LLocal Strength Ratio (h )

Base Shear at Point of

Uplift During 2  Cyclend

Top of Pier Displacement

at Point of Uplift During

2  Cyclend

Top of Pier Displacement

at Point of Device

Yielding During 2  Cyclend
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APPENDIX C

CALIBRATION OF LARGE CAPACITY LOAD CELLS

C.1   General

This appendix discusses the procedure and data obtained for the calibration of the set of four,

five-channel large capacity (black) load cells (LC).  These load cells were used during the

experimental testing to measure reactions at the base of the pier specimen.  The five-channel

reaction load cells described here were designed and constructed for the Structural

Engineering and Earthquake Simulation Laboratory (SEESL) by a faculty member of the

Department of Civil, Structural, and Environmental Engineering at the University at Buffalo.

C.2   Load Cell Description

The load cells are identical, to within fabrication tolerances, in terms of construction,

geometry and instrumentation.  Each LC consists of a thick wall cylindrical steel tube

machined to a specified thickness, two square steel end-plates, connection hardware, four

strain rosettes, twelve uniaxial stain gages, connective wiring, and a protective cover.  A LC

elevation and plan view, including dimensions, is shown in figure C-1.

The machined portion of the thick wall cylindrical steel tube forms the instrument portion

of the LC and governs its capacity.  Since inelastic (permanent) deformations are undesirable,

the stress limit of the LC is restricted to the elastic limit of the material and dependent on its

cross-section geometry.  The capacity of one LC, in terms of first yield, to resist simultaneous

axial (normal) force, shear force, and bending moment is plotted in figure C-2.  In this figure,

the axial force capacity is plotted as a function of the applied moment for various, arbitrarily

chosen, levels of applied shear force.  Each line corresponds to a specific shear force

magnitude as indicated by the two numerical values plotted atop the line. The first numerical

value is in units of kilo-newton and the second, in parenthesis, in units of kips.  The lines

plotted in figure C-2 were calculated using Von Mises criterion:

ywhere s=normal stress; t=shear stress; and s =yield stress set equal to 250MPa (36ksi ).

(C-1)
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Each LC is instrumented with four strain rosettes and twelve uniaxial strain gages positioned

around the circumference of the machined portion of the cylindrical steel tube.  The position,

orientation, and connectivity of these gages facilitates the measurement of applied: (N)

normal force in the z-direction; (Sx) shear force in the x-direction; (Sy) shear force in the y-

direction; (Mx) moment in the x-direction (about the y-axis); and (My) moment in the y-

direction (about the x-axis).  Individual gages and rosettes are grouped around the

circumference of the LC.  The position and orientation of each gage within a particular group

is shown by the schematic presented in figure C-3a.  In this figure, gage numbers 1, 2, and

3 compose a strain rosette while numbers 4, 5, and 6 are individual uniaxial strain gages.

Group location around the circumference of the cross-section is shown.  Specific gages

around the circumference are connected to form Wheatstone bridge circuits (Sabnis, 1983).

The connectivity of each gage and the resulting five Wheatstone bridge circuits are presented

diagrammatically in figure C-3b.

Each circuit diagram shown in figure C-3b is denoted by an abbreviation of the measured

action, for example, N, represents the normal force circuit.  In this figure strain gages are

denoted using a two digit alpha-numeric sequence representing the group and gage number.

The normal circuit is composed of gages measuring normal strain (A2, B2, C2 and D2) and

thermal compensation gages oriented perpendicular to the normal strain (A6, B6, C6 and

D6). The shear and moment circuits are designed such that no additional gages are required

for thermal compensation.

C.3   Load Cell Calibration

The LCs were calibrated against a NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)

traceable reference load cell (Calibration Certificate: UB-2006-03-02) using the Tinius Olsen

tension-compression machine, manufactured by the Tinius Olsen Testing Machine Co.

formerly of Willow Grove Pennsylvania, and a Pacific Instruments 6000 Acquisition and

Control system.

Two configurations were required to calibrate all five channels of each LC.  The normal

force channels were calibrated simultaneously by stacking the LCs in series with the
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reference load cell, then compressing the reference and reaction LCs using the Tinius Olsen

machine (see figure C-4a).  The shear and moment channels were calibrated using a two-

point loading scheme (as shown in figure C-4b).  The reference load cell and a W310x67

(W12x45) “two-point” loading beam were used to apply two-point loading to the reaction

LC assembly.  Steel 12.7mm(1/ 2in ) diameter rods were used to simulate point loading and

to support each end of the reaction LCs.  The steel rods supporting the two-point loading

beam were approximately located at the center of the inner end-plate of the outer two load

cells then tack welded to the two-point loading beam.  The steel rods supporting the LCs

were approximately located at the center of the outer end-plates of the outer load cells.  The

actual location of the rods was measured each time the orientation (or arrangement) of the

load cells was changed to ensure consistent set-up dimensions for calculation of applied

moments to the load cells.  During two-point loading, a shear channel of the outer load cells

and a moment channel of the inner two load cells were calibrated.  The remaining shear and

moment channels were calibrated through a series of rotating and rearranging the LC

assembly.

A Pacific Instruments 6000 Series Acquisition and Control System was used to calibrate each

channel and to record calibration data-sets. Each channel was calibrated according to the

following procedure:

1. balance channels (circuits)

2. zero reference load cell

3. apply load via the Tinius Olsen machine

4. initiate a two-point engineering unit (EU) calibration

5. enter first EU calibration point (at full-scale)

6. remove load

7. enter second EU calibration point (zero load)

8. determine EU slope for channel under calibration (CUC)

9. balance circuits again

10. zero reference load cell

11. initiate calibration data-set
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12. apply a single sided cycle of loading to full-scale EU value

13. terminate calibration data-set

A summary of calibration information is presented in table C-1.  For each channel the

following information is provided: Data Acquisition (DAQ) channel; Engineering Unit (EU);

Gain; Unamplified Full-Scale Output in milli-volts; Amplified Full-Scale Output in volts;

EU slope in Engineering Unit per milli-volt; Full-Scale EU; and the Amplified Output per

EU.

Calibration curves (data-sets) for each load cell are presented in figure C-5 through figure

C-8.  Each plot presents the output of all five channels of a particular LC as a function of the

reference signal for a particular channel under calibration (CUC) as identified by the sub-

maxcaption.  Each scale is then normalized by the maximum reference cell recording (P ) for

the data set taken.  In some instances data-sets were recorded prior to the calibration of all

the LC channels.  In this case, the signals recorded prior to calibration were adjusted

according to the results of calibrating those particular channels.  Moment signals in the

maxnormal calibration are unaltered, therefore the values read off the y-axis (on the 1/P  scale)

are correct however the units are inches. Lastly, moment signals in plots where moment and

shear were under calibration are also normalized by the Arm value (276mm or 10.875in.) for

the purpose of presentation. For completeness, the measured Arm value is presented in these

plots. In many plots a significant signal from channels other than the CUC are observed.

This can be attributed to either the calibration setup, gage location, and/or slight gage

misalignment.  This is especially apparent in the normal calibration data sets. 
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(a) Plan View

(b) Elevation Cross-section View

FIGURE C-1   Large Load Cell Dimensions
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FIGURE C-2   LC Capacity based on Von Mises Yield Criterion
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE C-3    Internal Strain Gage Layout and Circuitry of Load Cells (a) Strain

Gage Layout on LC Cylinder and (b) Wheatstone Bride Circuits (adapted from

Bracci et. al. 1992)
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FIGURE C-4   Load Cell Calibration Set-up Photographs (a) Normal Calibration

and (b) Shear and Moment Calibration

(a) (b)
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FIGURE C-5   Calibration Data Sets For LC1

(a) Sx (b) Sy

(c)  Mx (d) My

(e) N
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FIGURE C-6   Calibration Data Sets For LC2

(a) Sx (b) Sy

(c)  Mx (d) My

(e) N
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FIGURE C-7   Calibration Data Sets For LC3

(a) Sx (b) Sy

(c)  Mx (d) My

(e) N
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FIGURE C-8   Calibration Data Sets For LC4

(a) Sx (b) Sy

(c)  Mx (d) My

(e) N
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APPENDIX D

RESPONSE PREDICTION CALCULATIONS

A sample set of calculations of response using the simplified method of analysis and design

equations for the experimental specimen with steel yielding devices and viscous dampers are

provided in this appendix.  The calculations presented are based on developments from

Sections 2, 3, and 4 and discussion of the experimental model properties in Sections 5 and

6.  
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

Beam Properties Diagonal Properties
θ1m 34deg:=

ALm 15.55cm2
:= Ibm 137cm4

:= drod 9.53mm:=
θ25m 42deg:=

IcmXX 429cm4
:= Lb 88.9cm:=

nb 5:= Adm 0.70
π drod

2
⋅

4
:= Adm 49.931 mm2

=IcmYY 91.6cm4
:=

LdYYm 102cm:=hLm 5.97m:= (effective length of diagonals)
LdXXm 122cm:=

PpreD 17.8kN:= (pre-tension force applied to diagonals)

Model Pier Properties

hm 6.09m:=

dm 1.52m:= (rocking width)

dclm 1.32m:= (column centerline width)

hm

dm
4=

Wxm 80.1kN:=

Wzm 80.1kN:=

Wpm 11.1kN:=

mxm
Wxm

g
:=

mzm
Wzm

g
:=

Mass Dimensions and Mass Moment of Inertia of Added Mass (steel plates):

wsp 3073mm:=

dsp 178mm:=

Ioxm
1
12

Wxm

g
wsp

2 dsp
2

+⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠⋅:=

Ioxm 63.2
kN
g

m2
⋅=

Em 200GPa:= (modulus of elasticity of steel)

Column Properties
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

λtprov 1.843=

(time scale factor 
provided based on 
fixed-base period of 
pier)

λtprov
Toxp

Toxm
:=

Tvm 0.062 sec=Tvm 2 π⋅
mzm

2kvm
⋅:=

Vertical Shearing Vibration of Pier:

TLm 0.04 sec=TLm 2 π⋅
mzm

4 kLm⋅
⋅:=

kLm 51.067
kN
mm

=
Axial Vibration of Pier Leg:

Toxm 0.4 sec=Toxm 2 π⋅
mxm

koxm
⋅:=

Horizontal Vibration of Pier:

(vertical "shearing" stiffness of pier)kvm 42.5
kN
mm

:=

(axial stiffness of single pier leg)kLm
Em ALm⋅

hm
:=

Modes of Interest:

__________________________________________________________________________________

kxfm
koxm

2
:=

koxm 2.0
kN
mm

:=

Stiffness of Single Frame in X-X DirectionPier Stiffness in X-X Direction
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

Mp 1720 kN mm⋅=

(maximum device output bending moment)Mp Ω N⋅ b⋅
t
2

⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
⋅ Fy⋅:=

(maximum device output shear force)
Ω ηL Wzm⋅

4
20.1 kN=

φv 0.75:=

(device overstrength factor)Ω 1.5:=

(maximum device ductility based on limiting 
rotation to γmax)

μTADAS 14.5=μTADAS
γmax L⋅

ΔpTADAS
:=

VpTADAS 13.42 kN=VpTADAS ηL
Wzm

4
⋅:=

ΔpTADAS 1.841 mm=ΔpTADAS
3
2

Fy L2
⋅

Em t⋅
:=

VyTADAS 8.60 kN=VyTADAS
Fy b⋅ t2⋅ N⋅

6 L⋅
:=

keTADAS 7.0
kN
mm

=keTADAS
Em b⋅ N⋅

6
t
L

⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

3
⋅:=

(post-elastic stiffness ratio)αTADAS 0.02:=

N 2:=

γmax 0.30:=
L
t

8.01=
Fy 50ksi:=

t 11.1mm:=

b 54.0mm:=

L 88.9mm:=

(system local strength ratio)ηL 0.67:=

Steel Yielding Device Properties (TADAS)
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

Δy1

Wzm

2

dm

hm
⋅

koxm

2 VpTADAS⋅
dm

hm
⋅

kr
+:=

Δy2 23.69 mm=

Δy2

1 ηL−( )
Wzm

2
⋅

dm

hm
⋅

koxm

4 VpTADAS⋅
dm

hm
⋅

kr
+:=

Py2 16.69 kN=

Py2
Wzm

2

dm

hm
⋅ 2 VpTADAS⋅

dm

hm
⋅+:=

kr 0.608
kN
mm

=

(rocking stiffness)kr
1

1
koxm

1

2 keTADAS⋅( )
dm

hm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

⋅

+

:=

Δup2 1.65 mm=
Δup1

Pup1

koxm
:=

Δup2
Pup2

koxm
:=

Pup2 3.30 kN=

Pup2 1 ηL−( )
Wzm

2
⋅

dm

hm
⋅:=

Pup1 10.00 kN=Pup1
Wzm

2

dm

hm
⋅:=

Uni-directional Yield Properties of System:

-2nd cycle properties used
-Used for approximate analysis method (cap. spec.)

Development of Uni-directional Pushover Curve
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

Δ 0in 0.05in, 30in..:=

P Δ( ) koxm
Wzm

hm
−

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠
Δ⋅

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

Δ Δup2≤if

koxm
Wzm

hm
−

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠
Δup2⋅ kr

Wzm

hm
−

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

Δ Δup2−( )⋅+ Δup2 Δ< Δy2≤if

koxm
Wzm

hm
−

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠
Δup2⋅ kr

Wzm

hm
−

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

Δy2 Δup2−( )⋅+

1
koxm

1

αTADAS 2 keTADAS⋅( )⋅
dm

hm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

⋅

+⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

1− Wzm

hm
−

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Δ Δy2−( )⋅+

... Δ Δy2>if

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

:=

1
koxm

1

αTADAS 2 keTADAS⋅( )⋅
dm

hm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

⋅

+⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

1− Wzm

hm
− 4.158 10 3−

×
kN
mm

= (post-yield stiffness)

Idealized Bi-linear, Uni-directional Pushover Curve:

Pier at Target Maximum Uni-directional Displacement:

Δu 135mm:= (maximum pier displacement, iterated to determine effective damping of system)

0 50 100

10

20

30
Uni-directional Pushover Curve

D (mm)

P 
(k

N
)
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

(equivalent viscous damping for inelastic system)βeff 0.22=

βeff q βb⋅ βo+:=

q 0.401=q
ηL

1 ηL+
:=

(factor accounting for flag-shaped hysteresis
 deviation from bi-linear response)

βb 0.505=βb
WD

4 π⋅ Wk⋅

WD

4 π⋅ Wk⋅
0>if

0 otherwise

:=

(assumed inherent structural damping)βo 0.02:=

(energy dissipation of bi-linear system at displacement, Δu)WD 4 Py2⋅ Δu Δy2−( )⋅:=

(stored strain energy at displacement, Du)Wk
1
2

Py2⋅ Δu⋅:=

Spectral Demand Curve:

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

0.1

0.2

0.3

Spectral Capacity Curve

Displacement (mm)

Sp
ec

tra
l A

cc
el

er
at

io
n 

(g
)

Sdc Δ( ) Δ

φ Γ⋅
:=

Γ 1:=

Sac Δ( ) P Δ( )
WM1

g
g
⋅:=

(conversion to spectral ordinates, piers idealized 
  as SDOF system for horizontal response)

φ 1:=

Converstion to Spectral Capacity Curve:
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

Bs 0.8 βeff 0.02≤if

x1 0.02 βeff< 0.05≤if

x2 0.05 βeff< 0.10≤if

x3 0.10 βeff< 0.20≤if

x4 0.20 βeff< 0.30≤if

x5 0.30 βeff< 0.40≤if

x6 0.40 βeff< 0.50≤if

3.0 βeff 0.50>if

:= B1 0.8 βeff 0.02≤if

y1 0.02 βeff< 0.05≤if

y2 0.05 βeff< 0.10≤if

y3 0.10 βeff< 0.20≤if

y4 0.20 βeff< 0.30≤if

y5 0.30 βeff< 0.40≤if

y6 0.40 βeff< 0.50≤if

2.0 βeff 0.50>if

:=

Bs 1.914= Damping Modification Factors 
(FEMA 273 Table 2-15)

B1 1.546=

PSASyn

C:\..\hl067syn150_SpecX.TXT

:=

C:\..\hl067syn150_SpecX.TXT
(read in file containing spectra data for actual acceleration 
history recorded on shake table)

TTSyn

C:\..\TT-ActualMotions.TXT

:=

C:\..\TT-ActualMotions.TXT

SaX PSASyn g⋅:= PSASyn

TT TTSyn sec⋅:= TTSyn

To
0.4sec
λtprov

:=

Sav 2.75g:= (vertical spectral acceleration value at vertical period of pier)
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

Demand Spectrum

4.933

0.03

PSASyn

20.01 TTSyn

sec

PSASyn

Reduction of Spectral Demand Curve for Equivalent Damping: 

SaXrj

SaXj

Bs
TTj To<if

SaXj

B1
TTj To≥if

:=
j

Conversion to Spectral Demand Curve:

Sddxj

TTj

2 π⋅

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

SaXj
⋅:=

j

Sddxrj

TTj

2 π⋅

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

SaXrj
⋅:=

j
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

Tplot 0.5sec 1.0sec, 2sec..:=

x 0in 1in, 30in..:=

y Tplot x,( ) 4 π
2

⋅

Tplot
2

x:=

Capacity Spectrum Plot

Deformation and Spectral Displacement-in

B
as

e 
Sh

ea
r/W

ei
gh

t a
nd

 S
pe

ct
ra

l A
cc

.

1

0

Sac Δ( )

y Tplot x,( )
g

SaX j

g

SaXrj

g

2000 Sdc Δ( )

mm

x

mm
,

Sddxj

mm
,

Sddxrj

mm
,

SaX j

g

Δuf 135mm:= (displacement at intersection of reduced spectral demand and 
spectral capacity curves, iterative with initially guessed max 
displacement, Δu)
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

vox 148.1
mm
sec

=

vox g
1

1
4

hm

dm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

⋅
1
2

+

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⋅
Wxm

2

ηL
2

1−⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

koxm
⋅

dm

hm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

⋅ 2 ηL⋅ ΔpTADAS⋅+ Δux
dm

hm
⋅ 1 ηL−( )⋅+

⎡⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤⎥
⎥
⎦

⋅:=

Maximum Impact Velocity:

Pud 24.3 kN=

Pud Ω VpTADAS⋅ αTADAS keTADAS⋅ Δupbi ΔpTADAS−( )⋅+:=

Maximum Device Force:

γTADAS 0.42=γTADAS
Δupbi

L
:=

Maximum Device Rotation:

Δupbi 37.0 mm=

Δupbi
dm

hm
1.0 max Δux Δuy,( )⋅ 0.4 min Δux Δuy,( )⋅+

Wzm

2
1 ηL+( )

dm

hm
⋅

kxfm
−

⎡⎢
⎢
⎢⎣

⎤⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

⋅:=

Maximum Uplifting Displacment:

(100% - 40% Combination Rule for Orthogonal Ground Motion Components)Δu10040 142.5 mm=

Δu10040 1.0 max Δux Δuy,( )⋅( )2 0.4 min Δux Δuy,( )⋅( )2+:=

Δuy 114 mm=Δux 135.0 mm=

Δuy 114mm:=Δux 135mm:=

Maximum Pier Displacements:

Design Displacements and Forces:
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

RdL 1.93=Rdv 1.92=

Rdv 1

sin
π trv⋅

Tvm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

π trv⋅

Tvm

+

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

trv 3 Tvm⋅>if

max 1.67 1

sin
π trv⋅

Tvm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

π trv⋅

Tvm

+

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

,

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

trv 3 Tvm⋅≤if

:=

RdL 1

sin
π trL⋅

TLm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

π trL⋅

TLm

+

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

trL 3 TLm⋅>if

max 1.67 1

sin
π trL⋅

TLm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

π trL⋅

TLm

+

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

,

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

trL 3 TLm⋅≤if

:=
trv 0.013 sec=trv

Tsec

2 π⋅
asin

1
2
Δy1⋅

Δux

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

⋅:=

trL 0.0083 sec=trL
Tsec

2 π⋅
asin

Δup1

Δux

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

⋅:=
Tsec 1.55 sec=Tsec 2 π⋅

mzm Δux⋅

Puxst
⋅:=

Δup1

Wxm

2

dm

hm
⋅

koxm
:=

Δy1
Wxm

2 koxm⋅

2 VpTADAS⋅

kr
+

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

dm

hm
⋅:=

Puxst Py2
1

koxm

1

αTADAS 2 keTADAS⋅( )⋅
dm

hm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

⋅

+⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

1−⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Δux Δy2−( )⋅+:=

TLm 0.04 sec=Tvm 0.062 sec=

Dynamic Amplification Factors During Rocking Response:

vo 246.6
mm
sec

=

vo vox voy+:=

voy 98.5
mm
sec

=

voy g
1

1
4

hm

dm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

⋅
1
2

+

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⋅
Wxm

2

ηL
2

1−⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

koxm
⋅

dm

hm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

⋅ 2ηL ΔpTADAS⋅+ 0.40Δuy
dm

hm
⋅ 1 ηL−( )⋅+

⎡⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤⎥
⎥
⎦

⋅:=
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

PuLabs 531.7 kN=

PuLabs Wzm 3 VpTADAS⋅+( ) mzm Sav⋅+ vo
mzm kLm⋅

4
⋅+ RdL 1−( )

Wzm

4
⋅+

3Wzm

4
3 VpTADAS⋅+

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

Rdv 1−( )⋅+

...:=

Absolute Sum Rule:

Maximum Pier Leg Axial Force:

Pud 38.49 kN=

PpreD 17.8 kN=Pud PdEQ PpreD+:=

PdEQ 20.687 kN=PdEQ

Pu10040

1.33

2 cos θ1m( )⋅
:=

Maximum Diagonal Member Axial Force

Pu10040

Wzm Wpm+
0.50=

Pu10040 45.6 kN=

Pu10040 max Pu100401 Pu100402,( ):=

Pu100402 1.33 PuFst 0.4 PuFst Rdv 1−( )⋅⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⋅+
3 mzm⋅

8
Sav⋅

dm

hm
⋅

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

+
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

:=

Pu100401 1.33 PuFst 1.0 PuFst Rdv 1−( )⋅⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⋅+ 0.4
3 mzm⋅

8
Sav⋅

dm

hm
⋅

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

⋅+
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

:=

100-40 Combination Rule:

PuFst
3 Wzm⋅

8
3
2

VpTADAS⋅+
⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

dm

hm
⋅:=

(vertical spectral acceleration response at vertical period of pier, 2% damp)Sav 2.75 g=

Maximum Base Shear Force:
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Appendix D - Steel Yielding 
Device Calculations

100-40 Directional and SRSS Modal Combination Rules:

PuL1 Wzm 3 VpTADAS⋅+( ) 0.4 mzm⋅ Sav⋅+

1.0 vo
mzm kLm⋅

4
⋅

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

RdL 1−( )
Wzm

4
⋅

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

2

+
3 Wzm⋅

4
3 VpTADAS⋅+

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

Rdv 1−( )⋅
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

2

++

...:=

PuL1 349.1 kN=

PuL2 Wzm 3 VpTADAS⋅+( ) 1.0 mzm⋅ Sav⋅+

0.4 vo
mzm kLm⋅

4
⋅

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

RdL 1−( )
Wzm

4
⋅

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

2

+
3 Wzm⋅

4
3 VpTADAS⋅+

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

Rdv 1−( )⋅
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

2

++

...:=

PuL2 396.9 kN=

PuL max PuL1 PuL2,( ):=

PuL 396.9 kN=
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Appendix D - Viscous Damper 
Calculations

Beam Properties Diagonal Properties
θ1m 34deg:=

ALm 15.55cm2
:= Ibm 137cm4

:= drod 9.53mm:=
θ25m 42deg:=

IcmXX 429cm4
:= Lb 88.9cm:=

nb 5:= Adm 0.70
π drod

2
⋅

4
:= Adm 49.931 mm2

=IcmYY 91.6cm4
:=

LdYYm 102cm:=hLm 5.97m:= (effective length of diagonals)
LdXXm 122cm:=

PpreD 17.8kN:= (pre-tension force applied to diagonals)

Model Pier Properties

hm 6.09m:=

dm 1.52m:= (rocking width)

dclm 1.32m:= (column centerline width)

hm

dm
4=

Wxm 80.1kN:=

Wzm 80.1kN:=

Wpm 11.1kN:=

mxm
Wxm

g
:=

mzm
Wzm

g
:=

Mass Dimensions and Mass Moment of Inertia of Added Mass (steel plates):

wsp 3073mm:=

dsp 178mm:=

Ioxm
1
12

Wxm

g
wsp

2 dsp
2

+⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠⋅:=

Ioxm 63.2
kN
g

m2
⋅=

Em 200GPa:= (modulus of elasticity of steel)

Column Properties
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Appendix D - Viscous Damper 
Calculations

λtprov 1.843=

(time scale factor 
provided based on 
fixed-base period of 
pier)

λtprov
Toxp

Toxm
:=

Tvm 0.062 sec=Tvm 2 π⋅
mzm

2kvm
⋅:=

Vertical Shearing Vibration of Pier:

TLm 0.04 sec=TLm 2 π⋅
mzm

4 kLm⋅
⋅:=

kLm 51.067
kN
mm

=
Axial Vibration of Pier Leg:

Toxm 0.4 sec=Toxm 2 π⋅
mxm

koxm
⋅:=

Horizontal Vibration of Pier:

(vertical "shearing" stiffness of pier)kvm 42.5
kN
mm

:=

(axial stiffness of single pier leg)kLm
Em ALm⋅

hm
:=

Modes of Interest:

__________________________________________________________________________________

kxfm
koxm

2
:=

koxm 2.0
kN
mm

:=

Stiffness of Single Frame in X-X DirectionPier Stiffness in X-X Direction
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Appendix D - Viscous Damper 
Calculations

Δy1 4.23 mm=

Δy1 Δup1:=

Py2 8.88 kN=

Py2 Pup1:=

Δup1
Pup1

koxm
:=

Pup1 8.88 kN=Pup1
Wzm

2

dm

hm
⋅:=

Uni-directional Yield Properties of System:

-2nd cycle properties used
-Used for approximate analysis method (cap. spec.)

Development of Uni-directional Pushover Curve

__________________________________________________________________________________

ΔupL 0.806 in=

ΔupL Δu

Wzm

2

dm

hm
⋅

koxm
−

⎛⎜
⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟
⎟⎠

dm

hm
:=

(maximum pier displacement, iterated to determine effective damping of system)Δu 96.5mm:=

__________________________________________________________________________________

(damping coefficient)c 1.500kips
sec
in

⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

α
⋅:=

(damping exponent)α 0.5:=

Viscous Damper Properties
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Appendix D - Viscous Damper 
Calculations

Δ 0in 0.05in, 30in..:=

P Δ( ) koxm
Wzm

hm
−

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠
Δ⋅ Δ Δup1≤if

koxm
Wzm

hm
−

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠
Δup1⋅

Wzm

hm
Δ Δup1−( )⋅− Δ Δup1>if

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

:=

Wzm−

hm
0.013−

kN
mm

= (post-yield stiffness)

Idealized Bi-linear, Uni-directional Pushover Curve:

Pier at Target Maximum Uni-directional Displacement:

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

10

20

30
Uni-directional Pushover Curve

D (mm)

P 
(k

N
)

Converstion to Spectral Capacity Curve:

φ 1:= (conversion to spectral ordinates, piers idealized 
  as SDOF system for horizontal response)Sac Δ( ) P Δ( )

WM1

g
g
⋅:=

Γ1 1:=

Sdc Δ( ) Δ

φ Γ1⋅
:=
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Appendix D - Viscous Damper 
Calculations

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

0.1

0.2

0.3

Spectral Capacity Curve

Displacement (mm)

Sp
ec

tra
l A

cc
el

er
at

io
n 

(g
)

Spectral Demand Curve:

Wk
1
2

Py2⋅ Δu⋅:= (stored strain energy at displacement, Du)

Tsec 2 π⋅
Wxm Δu⋅

g Py2⋅
⋅:= Tsec 1.87 sec=

(energy dissipated by 2 dampers in 1cycle 
at displacement, Δu)WD 2

2 π⋅

Tsec

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

α
c⋅ 4 2α⋅

Γ 1
α

2
+⎛⎜

⎝
⎞⎟
⎠

⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2

Γ 2 α+( )⋅

⎡⎢
⎢
⎢⎣

⎤⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

⋅ ΔupL( )1 α+
⋅:=

βo 0.02:= (assumed inherent structural damping)

βb
WD

4 π⋅ Wk⋅

WD

4 π⋅ Wk⋅
0>if

0 otherwise

:= βb 0.292=

βeff βb βo+:=

βeff 0.31= (equivalent viscous damping for inelastic system)
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Appendix D - Viscous Damper 
Calculations

Bs 0.8 βeff 0.02≤if

x1 0.02 βeff< 0.05≤if

x2 0.05 βeff< 0.10≤if

x3 0.10 βeff< 0.20≤if

x4 0.20 βeff< 0.30≤if

x5 0.30 βeff< 0.40≤if

x6 0.40 βeff< 0.50≤if

3.0 βeff 0.50>if

:= B1 0.8 βeff 0.02≤if

y1 0.02 βeff< 0.05≤if

y2 0.05 βeff< 0.10≤if

y3 0.10 βeff< 0.20≤if

y4 0.20 βeff< 0.30≤if

y5 0.30 βeff< 0.40≤if

y6 0.40 βeff< 0.50≤if

2.0 βeff 0.50>if

:=

Bs 2.346= Damping Modification Factors 
(FEMA 273 Table 2-15)

B1 1.723=

PSASyn

C:\..\hlvsyn150_SpecX.TXT

:=

C:\..\hlvsyn150_SpecX.TXT
(read in file containing spectra data for actual acceleration 
history recorded on shake table)

TTSyn

C:\..\TT-ActualMotions.TXT

:=

C:\..\TT-ActualMotions.TXT

SaX PSASyn g⋅:= PSASyn

TT TTSyn sec⋅:= TTSyn

To
0.4sec
λtprov

:=

Sav 2.75g:= (vertical spectral acceleration value at vertical period of pier)
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Appendix D - Viscous Damper 
Calculations

Demand Spectrum

4.928

0.032

PSASyn

20.01 TTSyn

sec

PSASyn

Reduction of Spectral Demand Curve for Equivalent Damping: 

SaXrj

SaXj

Bs
TTj To<if

SaXj

B1
TTj To≥if

:=
j

Conversion to Spectral Demand Curve:

Sddxj

TTj

2 π⋅

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

SaXj
⋅:=

j

Sddxrj

TTj

2 π⋅

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

SaXrj
⋅:=

j
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Appendix D - Viscous Damper 
Calculations

Tplot 0.5sec 1.0sec, 2sec..:=

x 0in 1in, 30in..:=

y Tplot x,( ) 4 π
2

⋅

Tplot
2

x:=

Capacity Spectrum Plot

Deformation and Spectral Displacement-in

B
as

e 
Sh

ea
r/W

ei
gh

t a
nd

 S
pe

ct
ra

l A
cc

.

1

0

Sac Δ( )

y Tplot x,( )
g

SaX j

g

SaXrj

g

1500 Sdc Δ( )

mm

x

mm
,

Sddxj

mm
,

Sddxrj

mm
,

SaX j

g

Δuf 96.5mm:= (displacement at intersection of reduced spectral demand and 
spectral capacity curves, iterative with initially guessed max 
displacement, Δu)
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Appendix D - Viscous Damper 
Calculations

vox 73.3
mm
sec

=

vox
2

mxm
hm

dm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2
1
2

+
⎡⎢
⎢⎣

⎤⎥
⎥⎦

⋅

ΔupLx
Wzm

2
⋅ Wvdx−

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

⋅:=

Wvdx 2
1
4

2 π⋅

Tsecx

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

α
⋅ c⋅ 4 2α⋅

Γ 1
α

2
+⎛⎜

⎝
⎞⎟
⎠

⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2

Γ 2 α+( )⋅

⎡⎢
⎢
⎢⎣

⎤⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

⋅ ΔupLx( )1 α+
⋅

⎡⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⋅:=

Tsecx 2 π⋅
Wxm Δux⋅

g Py2⋅
⋅:=

ΔupLx 1.0 max Δux Δuy,( )⋅
dm

hm
⋅

Wzm

2

dm

hm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

⋅

koxm
−:=

-maximum impact velocity in x-direction, where "x" is considered the larger displaced direction here

Maximum Impact Velocity:

Δupbi 27.2 mm=

Δupbi
dm

hm
1.0 max Δux Δuy,( )⋅ 0.4 min Δux Δuy,( )⋅+

Wzm

2

dm

hm

kxfm
−

⎛⎜
⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:=

Maximum Uplifting Displacment:

(100% - 40% Combination Rule for Orthogonal Ground Motion Components)Δu10040 102.5 mm=

Δu10040 1.0 max Δux Δuy,( )⋅( )2 0.4 min Δux Δuy,( )⋅( )2+:=

Δuy 86.4 mm=Δux 96.5 mm=

Δuy 86.4mm:=Δux 96.5mm:=

Maximum Pier Displacements:

Design Displacements and Forces:
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ΔupLy 0.4 min Δux Δuy,( )⋅
dm

hm
⋅

Wzm

2

dm

hm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

⋅

koxm
−:=

Tsecy 2 π⋅
Wxm Δuy⋅

g Py2⋅
⋅:=

Wvdy 2
1
4

2 π⋅

Tsecy

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

α
⋅ c⋅ 4 2α⋅

Γ 1
α

2
+⎛⎜

⎝
⎞⎟
⎠

⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2

Γ 2 α+( )⋅

⎡⎢
⎢
⎢⎣

⎤⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

⋅ ΔupLy( )1 α+
⋅

⎡⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⋅:=

voy
2

mxm
hm

dm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2
1
2

+
⎡⎢
⎢⎣

⎤⎥
⎥⎦

⋅

ΔupLy
Wzm

2
⋅ Wvdy−

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

⋅:=

voy 48.788
mm
sec

=

vo vox voy+:=

vo 122.1
mm
sec

=

Maximum Device Force:

Pud c vo
α

⋅:=

Pud 14.6 kN=

ηLv
Pud

Wzm

4

:=
ηLv 0.705=
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Appendix D - Viscous Damper 
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Pu10040

Wzm Wpm+
0.50=

Pu10040 45.4 kN=

Pu10040 max Pu100401 Pu100402,( ):=

Pu100402 1.33 PuFst 0.4 PuFst Rdv 1−( )⋅⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⋅+
3 mzm⋅

8
Sav⋅

dm

hm
⋅

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

+
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

:=

Pu100401 1.33 PuFst 1.0 PuFst Rdv 1−( )⋅⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⋅+ 0.4
3 mzm⋅

8
Sav⋅

dm

hm
⋅

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

⋅+
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

:=

100-40 Combination Rule:

PuFst
3 Wzm⋅

8
1
2

c⋅ vo
α

⋅+ c vox
α

⋅+
⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

dm

hm
⋅:=

(vertical spectral acceleration response at vertical period of pier, 2% damp)Sav 2.75 g=

Maximum Base Shear Force:

RdL 1.83=Rdv 1.93=

Rdv 1

sin
π trv⋅

Tvm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

π trv⋅

Tvm

+

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

trv 3 Tvm⋅>if

max 1.67 1

sin
π trv⋅

Tvm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

π trv⋅

Tvm

+

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

,

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

trv 3 Tvm⋅≤if

:=

RdL 1

sin
π trL⋅

TLm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

π trL⋅

TLm

+

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

trL 3 TLm⋅>if

max 1.67 1

sin
π trL⋅

TLm

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

π trL⋅

TLm

+

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

,

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

trL 3 TLm⋅≤if

:=

trv 0.013 sec=trv
Tsec

2 π⋅
asin

Δup1

Δux

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

⋅:=
trL 0.013 sec=trL

Tsec

2 π⋅
asin

Δup1

Δux

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

⋅:=

Tsec 1.87 sec=Tsec 2 π⋅
mzm Δux⋅

Py2
⋅:=

TLm 0.04 sec=Tvm 0.062 sec=

Dynamic Amplification Factors During Rocking Response:
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Maximum Diagonal Member Axial Force

PdEQ

Pu10040

1.33

2 cos θ1m( )⋅
:= PdEQ 20.586 kN=

Pudiag PdEQ PpreD+:= PpreD 17.8 kN=

Pudiag 38.39 kN=

Maximum Pier Leg Axial Force:

100-40 Directional and SRSS Modal Combination Rules:

PuL1 Wzm c vo
α

⋅+ c vox
α

⋅+ c voy
α

⋅+⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ 0.4 mzm⋅ Sav⋅+

1.0 vo
mzm kLm⋅

4
⋅

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

RdL 1−( )
Wzm

4
⋅

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

2

+

3 Wzm⋅

4
c vo

α
⋅ c vox

α
⋅+ c voy

α
⋅+⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

Rdv 1−( )⋅
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

2

+

...+

...:=

PuL1 313.5 kN=

PuL2 Wzm c vo
α

⋅+ c vox
α

⋅+ c voy
α

⋅+⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ 1.0 mzm⋅ Sav⋅+

0.4 vo
mzm kLm⋅

4
⋅

⎛
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

RdL 1−( )
Wzm

4
⋅

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

2

+

3 Wzm⋅

4
c vo

α
⋅ c vox

α
⋅+ c voy

α
⋅+⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

Rdv 1−( )⋅
⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

2

+

...⋅+

...:=

PuL2 389.7 kN=

PuL max PuL1 PuL2,( ):=

PuL 389.7 kN=
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